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Syllabus

The Metropolitan Washington Area complishments to solve the water water supply programs, and the crea-
Water Supply Study was a compre- supply problem included a contract tion of local institutional mechanisms
hensive examination of the water to purchase all water supply storage to implement these water supply
supply problems facing Washington, in Bloomington Lake, an agreement programs, the District Engineer rec-
D.C. and seven surrounding counties to construct the Little Seneca Lake ommends that no additional water
in Maryland and Virginia. Severe project for the benefit of all of the projects or programs be undertaken
water supply shortages had been major water service areas, endorse- by the Corps of Engineers at this

. forecast for the Metropolitan Wash- ment of water conservation pro- time. He does recommend, however,
ington Area, and the study was grams, and a commitment to cooper- that the Corps' report be transmitted
undertaken to identify and evaluate atively manage the entire water sup- to Congress as an information docu-
alternative methods of alleviating ply system as a single regional re- ment in response to the authorizing
future deficits. source. With the implementation and legislation, Public Law 93-251. The

The study was initiated in 1976 continued execution of these pro- District Engineer also recommends
and was conducted in two distinct grams and several others not men- that watershed protection measures
phases over the course of seven tioned, the water supply shortages and water quality monitoring
years. The first, or early-action phase, once forecast for the Metropolitan programs be undertaken by the
examined the most immediate water Washington Area should be effec- appropriate Federal, state, and local
supply problems and proposed solu- tively eliminated through the year agencies to protect against the
tions that could be implemented 2030, at least for the major water degradation of existing water supply

* locally. A Progress Report describ- supply utilities (Washington sources.
ing the results of the early-action Aqueduct, Fairfax County Water
phase was released mid-way through Authority, and Washington Suburban
the study (August 1979). This docu- Sanitary Commission). Some of the
ment was published so that decisions smaller utilities surrounding the met-
concerning high priority water supply ropolitan area still face potential shor-
programs could be made as soon as tages before the year 2030. The
possible. The second, or long-range report suggests alternatives for their
phase, was completed in 1982 and future consideration.
included an analysis of the full spec- In light of the significant advances
trum of water supply alternatives in regional cooperation among the
available to the Metropolitan Wash- major users, the region's recent

" ington Area. The present report con- commitment to certain high priority
tains a discussion of both the early-

- -: action and long-range phases of the
study.

As the study progressed, non-
Federal agencies and organizations

. made great strides toward a regional
solution to their water supply prob-
lem. These efforts were aided in large
part by the Corps of Engineers' work
described in the accompanying
report. The most significant of the ac-

"= 0,
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Chapter I
Introduction

The nation's capital and surround- Water Supply Study was authorized comprehensive examination of ap-
ing counties in both Maryland and by Section 85(bXl) of the Water plicable demand reouction and water
Virginia have been the subject of Resources Development Act of 1974 supply measures; 9' formulate plans
numerous water supply studies in re- (Public Law 93-251, 7 March 1974). for satisfying regional water shor-
cent years. Nearly all of these studies This subsection, along with other tages; and (3) identify viable solutions
projected severe water shortages in subsections in Section 85, responded for implementation, either by Federal
future drought years unless specific to earlier reports and recommenda- or non-Federal entities. The planning
actions were taken to reduce water tions transmitted to the U.S. Con- horizon was defined to be the period
demands, provide new supply gress concerning water supply between year 1980 and year 2030.
sources, and/or better manage ex- issues in the MWA. Figure 2 contains The level of detail developed in the
isting water supply systems. Despite the complete citation of Section 85. following report is generally of
these many investigations of the Section 85(bX1) directed that a feasibility scope and is intended to
water supply situation, positive ac- thorough investigation be made of identify potential solutions. The report
tions to ensure a dependable water the existing and future water supply has not been prepared as a detailed
supply for the Metropolitan Wash- needs of the MWA, and that recom- authorization document that recom-
ington Area (MWA) for the next 50 mendations be made to the U.S. Con- mends specific projects for im-
years have only recently been ini- gress for satisfying such needs. In plementation. Systematic com-
tiated. This Metropolitan Wash- addition, Section 85(a) also author- parisons were made of various plans
ington Area Water Supply Study ized both the Verona Lake and Sixes in terms of technical feasibility;
Report furnishes a comprehensive Bridge reservoir projects for Phase 1, economic, environmental, social, and
evaluation of the problems, needs, Advanced Engineering and Design, cultural impacts; implementation ar-
and opportunities associated with by the Corps of Engineers. (Further rangements; and public acceptability 6

various water supply plans for the study on the Verona project was ter- Because of the large number of
MWA. minated in 1977 when the Common- potential measures considered, the

As shown on Figure 1, the MWA wealth of Virginia withdrew its broad geographic nature of the study
was defined as the Washington, D.C. previous support; the Sixes Bridge area, and the complexity of the ex-
Standard Metropolitan Statistical project was deauthorized by Public isting systems, only the significant ef-
Area and includes Montgomery, Law (PL) 97-128, 29 December fects were evaluated. Sufficient detail
Prince Georges, and Charles Coun- 1981.) Section 85(bX2) directed the was developed to allow a choice
ties in Maryland; Arlington, Fairfax, Secretary of the Army to construct, among a range of alternatives;
Prince William, and Loudoun Coun- operate, and evaluate an experimen- however, detailed engineering, en-
ties in Virgina along with five indepen- tal project to test the feasibility of vironmental, and design analyses
dent cities; and the District of Colum- using the Potomac Estuary as a sup- necessary for authorization, con-
bia. These areas encompass about plemental water supply source. struction, or implementation of a
3,000 square miles and rely primarily Finally, Section 85(bX3) directed specific project were not conducted.
on the surface waters of the the Secretary of the Army to re- This feasibility study concentrated
Potomac, Patuxent, and Occoquan quest the National Academy of primarily on measures to increase
River Basins as water supply Sciences-National Academy of supply, to reduce demand, or to bet-
sources. The MWA is served by 25 Engineering (NAS-NAE) to review ter manage existing water supply
water supply systems, with the four and provide written comment on resources. As such, a number of
largest systems (Washington Subur- the scientific basis for conclusions broad assumptions were made at the
ban Sanitary Commission [WSSC], reached in both the Metropolitan beginning of the study which were
Fairfax County Water Authority Washington Area Water Supply basic to the overall effort. These
[FCWA, Rockville and Washington Study and the Potomac Estuary Ex- assumptions are listed below:
Aqueduct Division Aqueduct] pro- perimental Water Treatment Plant e The existing infrastructure
viding almost 96 percent of the testing program. consisting of water supply intakes,
MWA's treated water supply. Infor- pumps, water treatment plants, and
mation about the stud* area in Study Purpm and water distribution systems would be
general, a the major er service maintained, repaired, or replaced as
areas in p,.... ,, be found in S necessary by the water utilities to
Chapter II. Given the study authorization in function safely and efficiently
"-,*" ec--lff85MX1))-ie purposes of the throughout the planning period. Addi-
Authority Metropolitan WashingtonArea Water tionally, the distribution systems

The Metropolitan Washington Area Supply Study were to: 0) provide a would be extended by the water

. . . . . . . . .. . ..



Fig. 2-Section 85. Water Resources Development Act ot 1974, P.L. 03251 utilities to serve new customers.
FIGURE 2 * Water supply capabilities of

SECTION 5 existing sources (reservoirs and the
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1974 Potomac River) would not diminish

" SEC. 55. (a) The projects for Verona Dam and Lake, Virginia. and for Sixes Bridge appreciably over the planning period.
Dam and Lice, Maryland, are hereby authorized substantially in accordance with the Adequate land use controls would bb
recommendations, of the Secretary of the Army in House Document Numbered 9 1-343 as practiced to at least maintain the pre-
modified by the recommendations of the Chief of Engineers in his report dated July 13, sn ae upycpblte n
1973, except that such authorization shall be limited to the phase I design memorandum sn ae upycpblte n
of advanced engineering a" design, at an estimated cost of $1,&00,000. water quality characteristics of ex-

Os) (1) Prior to any further authorization of such Sixes Bridge Dam Project, the isting sources. As a related item, con-
*Secretary of the Army, acting through the Chief of Engineers shall (A) mice a full and sumptive water uses in the Potomac

complete investigation and study of the future water resources needs of the Washington River Basin upstream of the MWA
metropolitan area, including but not limited to the adequacy of present water supply, would be controlled, especially dur-
nature of present and future uses, the effect water pricing policies and use restrictions
may have on future demand, the feasibility of utilizing water from the Potomac estuary, ing droughts.
all possible water impoundment sites, natural and recharged ground water supply, *Water in the Potomac River
wastewater reclamation, and the effect such projects will have on fish, wildlife, and
present beneficial uses, and shall provide recommendations based on such investigation and reservoirs presently serving the
and study for supplying such needs, and (B) report to the Congress the results of such MWA would continue to be of suit-
investigation and study together with such recommendations. The study of measures to able quality, following treatment, for
meet the water splnedofthe Washington metropolitan area shall be coordinated
with the Northeastern United States water supply study authorized by the Act of October potable purposes throughout the
27, 1963 (79 Stat. 1073). planning period. Existing water treat-

(2) The Secretary of the Army, acting through the Chief of Engineers, shall ment plants could respond to slight
*undertake an investigation and study of the use of estuary waters to determine the changes in raw water quality without
ofeasibility of using such waters as a source of water supply and is authorized to large-scale structural modifications.
* construct, operate, and evaluate a pilot project on the Potomac estuary for the

treatment of such waters at an estimated cost of $6,000,000. The Secretary of th * Population in the MWA would
Army, acting through the Chief of Engineers, shall report to the Congress on the results follow the general demographic pat-
of such project within three years after commencement of operation of such project and ten(szlcioad ocnr-

*such report shall include the results of two years testing at the pilot project for theten(szlcioad ocnr-
treatment of water from the Potomac estuary. tion) as projected by the Metropolitan

*(3) The Secretary of the Army, acting through the Chief of Engineers, shall Washington Council of Governments
*request the National Academy of Sciences-National Academy of Engineering to review (MWCOG).

and by written report comment upon the scientific basis for the conclusions reached by * An institutional arrangement
the investigation and study of the future water resource needs of the Washington such as the Potomac Low Flow

* ~~metropolitan area and the pilot project for the treatment of water from the Potomac Aloain gre nt(FA wud
estuary. Such review and written report shall be completed and submitted to theAloain gre nt(A)wud
Congress within ore year following the completion of both the Corps of Engineers report provide for the equitable distribution
on the future water resource needs of the Washington metropolitan area and the report I
on the results derived from' the pilot project tor the treatment of water frothe of Potomac River water among all
Potomac estuary. Completion of such review and written report by the National Iusers during low flow periods.
Academy of Sciences-National Academy of Engineering shall be a condition of further
authorization of such Sixes Bridge Dam Project.Ian

(4) The Secretary of the Army is authorized to enter into appropriateStd Prc stharrangements with the National Academy of Sciences--National Academy of Engineering R p rfor the purpose of this subsection. IR p r

(c) There is authorized $1,000,000 for the purposes of carrying out th provisions WThetrplitudy WashinitinAeai
contained in paragraph (3) of subsection (b)." W117 imdaterSp luy folloingae ap-

* propriation of funds by Congress.
%Prospect Peak Overlook along the Potomac River Recognizing the Study's lengthy and

complex nature at the outset, the
Corps devised a two-phased pro-
gram. The first phase addressed the
immediate or short-range water sup-
ply problems with the primary goal
being more efficient use of existing
water supplies. A Progress Report
was published in August 1979 which
evaluated the short-range problems
and solutions for the MWAs major
water supply systems. Chapter III
provides a summary of the Progress
Report. Chapter IV discusses the on-2 going efforts by the local water
utilities to implement some of the
alternatives examined in the Prog-
ress Report.

Between 1979 and 1982, the study
% concentrated on the second phase of

the investigation dealing with poten-
% tial long-range water Supply prob-
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lems. The goal of the study's second trol, low flow augmentation, and 1975 and in final form in 1977, ex-
phase was primarily to determine the water quality control. The Bloom- amined water supply development
feasibility of providing additional ington Lake project was subsequent- throughout the northeast. The NEWS
sources of raw water. Additionally, a ly authorized by the Flood Control Act Study identified the MWA as a region
reformulation study of the Corps' ex- of 1962 as a result of this earlier with potentially severe water supply
isting Bloomington Lake project on study. Located in Garrett County, problems, and proposed a series of
the North Branch Potomac River was Maryland, and Mineral County, West general programs for possible solu-
conducted during the seccond phase Virginia, the project was completed tions.
to determine the maximum water for operational purposes in 1981. This Both the 1973 Potomac River
supply capability of the existing is the only Federal water storage pro- Basin Water Supply - An Interim
project. Reallocation of existing ject serving the MWA, and it provides Report and the 1975 draft North-
storage or regulation of the project in 30 billion gallons (92,000 acre-feet) of eastern United States Water Sup-
a manner different than was original- storage for water supply, water quali- ply Study Report deserve mention.
ly envisioned may be economically ty, and recreation purposes. Their findings and recommendations
and environmentally preferable to Releases during drought periods in- ultimately led to Section 85, Public
constructing a new project if addi- crease the dependable flow of the Law 93-251, which authorized the
tional water supply is needed. Potomac River between the project present study. Additional details

The results of the entire Metro- and Washington, D.C. about recent tudies, reports, and
politan Washington Area Water Sup- In January 1956, a Congressional recommendations are contained in
ply Study are presented in this report resolution was passed directing the Appendix A -Background Informa-
which consists of a Main Report and Corps of Engineers to prepare "...a tion and Problem Identification.
nine supporting technical appendices comprehensive plan for the control of
as shown in Table 1. The Main floods and the development and con-
Report provides a summary of the in- servation of the water and related Related Water Resource
vestigations, documentation of the resources of the basin, with em-
planning process, a statement of phasis on present and future needs Projects and Activities
significant findings and conclusions, for water supply and pollution abate- In addition to the major Federal
and the recommendations of the Dis- ment." This authority provided the studies for comprehensive planning
trict Engineer. The purpose of the basis for the comprehensive in the Potomac Basin just mentioned,
Main Report is to tie together the Potomac River Basin Study. the Corps of Engineers has been in-
many diverse components of a com- The Potomac River Basin Study, volved in many other activities as
plex seven-year study in a concise completed in February 1963, under- well. Construction of a temporary
and understandable format. The nlne went many additional reviews and Potomac Estuary Emergency Water
supporting technical appendices changes before being submitted to Pumping Station (EEWPS), author-
contain the information supporting the Congress in 1970. In reviewing ized by the Supplemental Appropria-
the findings which are summarized in the Secretary of the Army's recom- tions Act of 1971, was completed by
the Main Report . The annexes to mendations for two upstream reser- the Corps in 1979. It provides for a
the various appendices provide voir projects (Verona and Sixes maximum withdrawal of 100 mgd of
detailed data or complete reports Bridge), a 1972 Congressional Con- water from the upper Potomac Estu-
about specific topics discussed in the ference Report recommended that ary for use during critical water sup-
respective appendices. Appropriate the projects be reformulated. The ply emergencies and is to remain in
references are made throughout the results of the reformulation were place until such time as other means
text of the Main Report to detailed summarized in a 1973 document en- are available to supplement the water
discussions in the appendices and titled Potomac River Basin Water supply sources of the MWA. The
annexes. Supply - An Interim Report. Three Estuary water would be pumped to

distinct recommendations were the Dalecarlia Reservoir for subse-
made: (1) the authorization and con- quent purification at the Dalecarlia
struction of the reformulated Sixes and McMillan water treatment plants.

Prior Corps Studies and Bridge and Verona projects for the To date, it has not been necessary to
Reports purposes of water supply, recreation, use the EEWPS, and it is presently

and stream enhancement; (2) the planned to deactivate this facility
The history of water resources authorization and construction of a after Little Seneca Lake is con-

development in the Potomac River prototype advanced water treatment structed.
Basin includes many Congressional plant (1 million gallon per day [mgd] Construction of the Potomac Estu-
authorizations for individual studies, capacity) to test the feasibility of ary Experimental Water Treatment
projects, and planning reports, dating using the Potomac Estuary as a sup- Plant (EEWTP), authorized by Section
from the 1800's to the present. Sev- plemental water supply source for 85(bX2) of P.L. 93-251, was com-
eral of these studies are significant the MWA; and (3) the continuation of pleted in 1980. The project was a
as they document comprehensive studies to prepare plans for meeting water treatment plant of advanced
basin planning efforts as well as in- the water supply demands of the design, with a nominal capacity of 1
dividual projects for water resources MWA. mgd, which tested the feasibility of
management. A parallel Corps of Engineers using the Potomac Estuary as a sup-

In July 1955, Congress authorized study entitled the Northeastern plemental water supply source dur-
a study of the North Branch Potomac I 'nited States Water Supply (NEWS) ing droughts. A complete report on
River for the purposes of flood con- Study, completed in draft form in the two-year testing program is being

3oo,. .
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C-VIII Background Correspondence
C-IX Coordination with National Academy of Sciences -

National Academy of Engineering
C-X Comments and Responses Concerning Draft Report

D Supplies, Demands, and Deficits D-I Water Demand Growth Indicators by Service Areas
D-I1 Service Area Water Demand & Unit Use by Category (1976)
D-Il Projected Baseline Water Demands (1980-2030)
O-N Potomac River Low Flow Allocabion Agreement
D-V Potomac River Environmental Flowby, Executive Summary
D-VI PRISM/COE Output, Long-Range Phase

E Raw and Finished Water E-1 Special Investigation, Occoquan Interconnection
Interconnections and Comparison
Reregulation

* F Structural Alternatives F-I Digitial Simulation of Groundwater Flow in Part of
Southern Maryland

G Non-Structural Studies G-l Metropolitan Washington Water Supply Emergency
Agreement

G-l1 The Role of Pricing in Water Supply Planning for
the Metropolitan Washington Area

Gill Examination of Water Quality and Potability
H Bloomington Lake Reform- H-I Background Information

ulation Study H-l1 Water Quality Investigations
H-Ill PRISM Development and Application
H-IV Flood Control Analysis
H-V US Geological Survey Flow Loss and Travel Time Studies
H-VI Environmental, Social, Cultural, and Recreational

Resorces
H-VII Design Details and Cost Estimates
H-VIII Drawdown Frequency and Yield Dependability Analyses
H-IX Bloomington Future Water Supply Storage Contract
H-X Novation Agreement

, I Outlying Service Areas

*The Final Report for the Metropolitan mendations of the District Engineer. The ap-
Washington Area Water Supply Study con- pendices document the technical investiga-
slets of a Main Report, nine supporting ap- tions and analyses which are summarized in
peindice, and various annexes as outlined the Main Report. The annexes provide detail-
above. The Main Report provides an overall ed data or complete reports about individual
summary of the seven-year investigation as topics contained in the respective appen-
well as the findIlngs, conclusions, and recom- dices.
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submitted by the Corps to Congress between Great Falls and Little Falls, meetings, workshops, and meetings
in direct response to the authoriza- just upstream of tidal influence, with local officials and other in-
tion. The findings and conclusions of Specifically, when the flow at the terested groups. Announcements,
the testing program are also doc- Washington Aqueduct's Great Falls newsletters, and progress reports

' umented in Appendix F -Structural intake drops below 500 mgd, the were also distributed at key points
Alternatives of this report because Aqueduct should begin shifting its during the study.

"- .the Potomac Estuary is one possible withdrawals to the Little Falls intake Several committees were used to
source for future supplmental water so that at least 300 mgd remains in assist the Corps of Engineers in con-
supply. the Potomac River throughout the ducting the Metropolitan Washington

The Potomac Low Flow Allocation reach. The second recommendation Area Water Supply Study. At the
Agreement (LFAA), signed in 1978 called for at least 100 mgd of fresh beginning of the study in 1976, the
and modified in 1982, provides an water to flow past the Little Falls Metropolitan Washington Council of
equitable means of sharing all intake and into the tidal Potomac Es- Governments (MWCOG) was actively
sources of supply so that no area tuary during even the most severe involved in water resources planning,
would suffer disproportionate shor- droughts. Annex D-V contains the ex- primarily through its work on a Sec-
tages during low flow periods. Signa- ecutive summary of Maryland's flow- tion 208 wastewater management
tories included the Department of the by study. These recommendations plan for the region. The MWCOG
Army, the State of Maryland, the for minimum flowby levels were Water Resources Planning Board

- Commonwealth of Virginia, the Dis- subsequently adopted by the signa- provided policy review of the study's
trict of Columbia, the Washington tories of the LFAA. Determination of early stages, and the MWCOG Water
Suburban Sanitary Commission, and the flowby levels furnished minimum Supply Advisory Committee provided
the Fairfax County Water Authority. environmental requirements to be technical review.
The principal feature of the LFAA is a considered along with essential Following a series of workshops
formula which would allocate a share human, industrial, and other domes- throughout suburban Maryland, nor-
of the Potomac River flow to each tic water supply needs. them Virginia, and the District of
user on the basis of previously deter- In November 1979, a Section for Columbia, the Corps established a
mined water use. While the LFAA Cooperative Water Supply Opera- Citizens Task Force (CTF) to furnish a
does not furnish additional water, it tions on the Potomac (CO-OP) was non-technical viewpoint of the water
does assure that the water resource established by the Interstate Coin- supply planning process. This group
is distributed equitably during low mission on the Potomac River Basin was comprised of people with di-
flow periods. Furthermore, adoption (ICPRB) under its Article III charter verse backgrounds from the MWA as
of the LFAA represented a significant authority. The CO-OP Section is com- well as people from areas both
step by the MWA water suppliers to posed of ICPRB commissioners from upstream and downstream. The
address water shortages in a re- the District of Columbia, Maryland, Corps also established a Federal-
gional manner. Detailed discussion Virginia, and West Virginia and is sup- Interstate-State-Regional Advisory
of the terms and application of the ported by a technical advisory group Committee (FISRAC) made up of
LFAA is contained in Annex D-IV of comprised of representatives from MWA water supply experts to provide
Appendix D - Supplies, Demands, the MWA's three major water utili- overall guidance and direction
and Deficits. ties. The general purposes of the specifically for the Metropolitan

Subsequent to the signing of the CO-OP are to assist in resolving Washington Area Water Supply
LFAA and in accordance with its pro- MWA water supply isses, negotiating Study. As a result of the findings con-
visions, the State of Maryland ini- contracts and agreements for water tained in the Corps' August 1979
tiated a multi-agency study to deter- supply, and developing regional Progress Report, members of the
mine an appropriate volume of regulation procedures for water sup- FISRAC created an independent
flowby. Flowby was defined to be the ply reservoirs serving the MWA. The group in January 1980 to initiate im-
flow remaining in the Potomac River, CO-OP Section has developed and is plementation of certain water supply
after water supply withdrawals, using a water supply simulation projects and programs at the non-
which would be necessary to main- model to evaluate the effectiveness Federal level. This group was called
tain environmental conditions in the of various daily reservoir regulation the Metropolitan Washington Re-
lower portion of the free-flowing strategies. gional Water Supply Task Force
Potomac River as well as the upper (RTF) and was composed of area-
Potomac Estuary. Conceivably, full wide political representatives. Recog-
operation of all Potomac River water Study Participants and nizing that the cost for water supply
supply intakes, coupled with a development is traditionally a non-
drought, could result in withdrawal of C Federal responsibility anyway, the
all water from the Potomac River. In A continuous effort was made to purpose of the group was to develop
the past flowby values ranging from elicit public participation throughout and obtain the necessary commit-
as low as zero to as high as 1200 the seven-year study. A public par- ments to implement a regional water
million gallons per day (mgd) have ticipation and coordination program supply management strategy for the
been proposed. The State of Mary- was devised to assure that the study MWA. This group also worked closely
land's flowby study, completed in met the needs and desires of the with the CO-OP Section discussed in
December 1981, contained two agencies, organizations, and indi- a previous paragraph.
major recommendations. One rec- viduals responsible for water supply As directed by Section 85(bX3) of
ommendation addressed the free- planning in the MWA. This program P.L. 93-251, the National Academy of
flowing stretch of the Potomac River included activities such as public Sciences - National Academy of

, - . .



Engineering (NAS-NAE) assembled a water utilities; state, county, and local accomplishments are provided in
committee "..to review and by writ- planning and resource agencies; the Chapter VII. Appendix C - Public In-
ten report comment upon the scien- Interstate Commission on the Poto- volvement provides a chronology of
tific basis for the conclusions mac River Basin; the League of the public involvement program
reached by the investigation and Women Voters; Federal agencies along with pertinent study cor-
study of the future water resource such as the U.S. Geological Survey respondence. Appendix C also con-
needs of the Washington metropol- (USGS) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife tains public comments and the
itan area..." This committee, com- Service (USFWL); and various other Corps' responses concerning the
posed of distinguished engineers and agencies, organizations, businesses, draft report which was distributed for
scientists, was formed in 1977. and individuals too numerous to men- public review in March 1983.
Members convened periodically tion in this summary document. The
throughout the study to review and Corps of Engineers also participated

* . comment on the study's progress. on numerous committees and in
The committee is preparing a sum- many meetings where its expertise in
mary evaluation of the Corps' Final water resources planning, and in par-
Report. The committee plans to sub- ticular its knowledge of the MWAs
mit this evaluation directly to the U.S. regional water supply situation, was

-' Congress. requested.
Participants during the study in- More discussion of the public in-

cluded: state, county, and local volvement program's objectives and
elected officials from Maryland,
Virginia, and the District of Columbia;
the Washington Suburban Sanitary
Commission, the Fairfax County
Water Authority, the Washington
Aqueduct Division, and other smaller
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Chapter II
Description of Study
Area

The following sections summarize Fig. 3-MWA Water Service Areas
the existing and probable future set-
ting in the Metropolitan Washington
Area in the context of its resource
base. Problems, needs, and oppor-
tunities are discussed, and National
planning objectives are described
along with the study planning objec-
tives.

Major Water Supply
Features

For the purposes of the Metro-
politan Washington Area Water Sup-
ply Study, it was necessary to define
two areas of study. The first area
consisted of the MWA's "demand" m WIL-IA

area, or that region around the Na-
tion's Capital which generates
sizable water needs. The second
area was the MWA's "supply" area, C CO "k

or those portions of surrounding river 5 0 .10 ,
basins and watersheds which pres- S o MILES

ently provide or could potentially fur- 01.1
nish water to the MWA. LEGEND

emand Aat.

A brief description of the demand MWA WATER SERVICE AREAS
area was already given in Chapter I. WAD
As shown on Figure 3, the MWA was
identified to include the following: the
counties of Loudoun, Prince William, FA
Fairfax, and Arlington and the in- A WSSC Water Tre-_ment Plants
dependent cities of Alexandria, Fair- FAMAX OFYW
fax, Falls Church, Manassas, and FIVI WIjCAE O U FCWA Water Treatment Plants

Manassas Park in Virginia; the coun- ___u__o. 0 Aqueduct Water Treatment Plants

ties of Montgomery, Prince Georges, __Uou_ 00. Potomac Service Areas

and Charles in Maryland; and the
District of Columbia. Within this large
demand area, there are 25 indepen-
dent water supply systems ranging in
capacity from less than 1 mgd to
several hundred mgd. The four Poto- 3 are the primary focus of this report. areas were not examined in as great
mac water supply systems - the Most of the non-Potomac service a detail as the four Potomac service
Washington Suburban Sanitary Com- areas are located in Loudoun, Prince areas; some reconnaissance level in-
mission (WSSC), the Fairfax County William, and Charles Counties sur- vestigations were made, however,
Water Authority (FCWA), the City of rounding the urban core. These outly- and these efforts are documented in
Rockville, and the Washington Aque- ing areas are typically comprised of Appendix I - Outlying Service

* duct Division (Aqueduct) - furnish many small systems which furnish Areas.
S "J .almost 96 percent of the MWA's water to individual towns or villages. As shown on Figure 3, the WSSC

treated water supply. These four Most of these systems rely solely on serves Montgomery and Prince
water service areas shown on Figure wells. The non-Potomac service Georges Counties in Maryland. The

7



primary water supply sources are the River as its sole water supply source. isting MWA water treatment plants,
Potomac River and two reservoirs Figure 3 shows the general location are expected to provide a safe
(Triadelphia and Rocky Gorge) on the of the major water service areas and source of drinking water in future
Patuxent River along the north- their water treatment plants. years as well.
eastern edge of the MWA. The WSSC Figure 4 displays a schematic of
operates two water treatment plants the MWA's water supply system,
-one on the Potomac River near showing (a) sources of raw water; (b) Supply Area
Watts Branch and one on the Patux- supply agencies which produce Because of its location along the
ent River near Rocky Gorge Reser- finished water; (c) a delineation of fall line between the Piedmont
voir. The FCWA serves the City of service areas; and (d) a definition of Plateau and the Coastal Plain, the
Alexandria, most of Fairfax County, major jurisdictions served where ser- MWA is in a position to use a number
and part of Prince William County. vice area geographical coverage is of water supply sources both inside
The FCWA relies on the Occoquan not obvious. The supply agencies and outside the immediate demand
Reservoir and the Potomac River as shown on Figure 4 have treated and area. The most obvious supply area
its primary water supply sources, distributed over 500 mgd on many is the Potomac River Basin which
with water treatment plants down- summer days during recent years. currently provides about 70 percent
stream of the Occoquan Reservoir In terms of potability, these water of the MWA's water supply. As
and near Lowes Island on the supply utilities produce treated water shown on Figure 5, the Potomac
Potomac River. The Aqueduct is which satisfies the current drinking River drainage area upstream of the
operated by the U.S. Army Corps of water regulations for the United District of Columbia covers about
Engineers and serves the District of States as promulgated by the U.S. 11,560 square miles and furnishes an
Columbia, Arlington County, Falls Environmental Protection Agency average annual flow of 7,206 mgd.
Church, and part of Fairfax County. (EPA). These standards are set forth Summertime flow, however, has
The Aqueduct's only water supply in EPA's National Interim Primary been observed as low as 388 mgd in
source is the Potomac River, with in- Drinking Water Regulations and in September 1966.
takes at both Great Falls and Little EPA's National Secondary Drinking Numerous surface water im-
Falls. Water is treated at both the Water Regulations established pur- poundments to serve the MWA have
Dalecarlia and McMillan water treat- suant to P.L. 93-523 -The Safe Drink- been proposed throughout the
ment plants. A fourth and smaller ing Water Act of 1974. The waters of Potomac River Basin. But only
water supply system, the City of the Potomac, Patuxent, and Occo- Bloomington Lake on the North
Rockville, also uses the Potomac quan Rivers, when treated at the ex- Branch Potomac River has been con-

Fi. 4-Schematic of the MWA Regional Water Supply
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Fig. 5-Drainage Begins Affecting the Metropolitan Washington Are
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structed with downstream water sup- Creek Basin which has a total any water resources development
ply as a specific purpose. Blooming- drainage area of about 570 square plan. The following sections describe
ton Lake presently contains about miles. The Occoquan Reservoir, the existing and projected future
13.4 billion gallons of water supply located near the mouth of the Occo- "without conditions" of the MWA.
storage as part of a total 30.0 billion quan River, is the major impound- It should be noted that this chapter
gallons of water conservation stor- ment in the Basin and provides about provides only an overview of the
age Appendix H - Bloomington 10.3 billion gallons of water supply MWA's regional water supply situa-
Lake Reformulation Study provides storage for the FCWA system. The tion. Computations showing actual
additional details about the existing Occoquan Reservoir furnishes water water needs, in terms of quantity of
Bloomington Lake project as well as for about 14 percent of the MWA's water required, are contained in the
an examination of possible realloca- needs. following chapters. Chapter III
tion among project purposes to pro- Taken together, the surface discusses the "without condition"
vide more water supply storage. A waters of the Potomac, Occoquan, surpluses and shortages as cal-
second project, the Savage River and Patuxent River Basins satisfy culated at the beginning of the early-
Reservoir, is also located in the North about 96 percent of the MWA's water action phase of study. Based on the
Branch Potomac River Basin. This needs. These three river basins thus findings of the early-action phase,
project provides low flow augmenta- constitute the primary study area for certain actions to overcome the pro-
tion and water quality control for investigating existing and potential jected shortages were initiated by
areas immediately downstream near water supply alternatives for the non-Federal entities as described in
Luke, Maryland. The locations of both MWA's needs. As described later in Chapter IV. Implementation of these
projects are shown on Figure 5; they the Main Report, the supply study projects and programs necessitated
are about 230 river miles upstream area was further expanded to include numerous revisions and modifica-
from the MWA water supply intakes, the Potomac Estuary in the Wash- tions to the "without condition" such

A second supply area is the Patux- ington, D.C. area (possible use of that surpluses and shortages were
ent River Basin upstream of Laurel, Estuary water) and the Atlantic recomputed. The surpluses and shor-
Maryland (see Figure 5). Runoff from Coastal Plain area of Southern tages, as revised for the long-range
a 132-square mile area is captured in Maryland (possible use of ground- phase, are discussed in Chapters IV
two water supply reservoirs, Tri- water). and V.
adelphia and Rocky Gorge, which
provide storage for the WSSC sys-
tem. Total storage in the two reser- Existing and Future Environmental Setting
voirs is about 10.1 billion gallons and Without Conditions and Natural Resources
provides for about 12 percent of the
MWA's water needs. Existing conditions are those The following subsections provide

A third supply area is the Occo- physical, ecological, demographic, an overview of the environmental set-
quan Creek Basin along the and economic characteristics of a ting and natural resource character-
southwestern edge of the MWA in region that are defined at the time of istics, concentrating mostly on the
Virginia as shown on Figure 5. A study. They form the basis for proj- MWA demand area. More detailed in-
number of water supply impound- ecting the future conditions that formation is provided in Appendix A
ments are located in the Occoquan would be expected in the absence of -Background Information and

Problem Identification.

Brighton Dam and Triadelphia Reservoir, Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission

Physiography

The MWA is situated within three
physiographic provinces from east to
west: the Atlantic Coastal Plain, the
Piedmont Plateau, and the Blue
Ridge. While the land surface in the
MWA ranges from near mean sea
level (msl) in the eastern portion to
1800 feet msl in the western portion,
the majority of the MWA is gently roll-
ing with elevations ranging from 200
to 600 feet msl. Surface area within
the MWA covers about 3,000 square
miles, including 200 square miles of
water surface and 2,800 square
miles of land surface. Upstream of
the MWA, a large portion of the
Potomac River Basin lies within the
Appalachian Plateau and Ridge and
Valley Provinces.
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Climate sediments cover a 42-square mile forests are becoming more
strip that extends from central Fairfax populated with red oak, chestnut oak,

The climate of the MWA is County, Virginia, into Arlington Coun- and white oak. The southern Pied-
generally temperate ty, Virginia. These soils, which exhibit mont and Coastal Plain are still
extremes more pronounced in the characteristics of both the Piedmont dominated by loblolly and shortleaf
northern and western suburbs than in and Coastal Plain soils, are silty pine forests. The extreme western
the eastern tidewater sections of loams and loams that range from Potomac Basin in the more moun-
Charles County, Maryland, and poorly drained to well drained and tainous reaches shows the
Prince William County, Virginia. The cover topography that ranges from dominance of elms and basswood.
summers are warm and humid, with level to steep. There are about 50 deciduous shrubs
the month of July exhibiting the The soils of the Coastal Plain and understory trees that are impor-
highest mean temperature of about sediments occur east of the fall line tant in the forest, along with about 15
78 degrees Farenheit (F), The winters in Charles and Prince Georges Coun- evergreen shrubs and a dozen vines.
in the MWA are generally mild, with ties, Maryland, and in eastern Fairfax These subordinate species support a
the month of January having the and Prince William Counties, Virginia. rich fauna of insects and spiders.
lowest mean temperature of about 36 The soils vary from sandy to clayey Important animals originally
degrees F. The average frost-free and from poorly to excessively drain- associated with the oak-hickory-
season is about 200 days in the ed. The soils on alluvial terraces and chestnut forest were deer, elk,
MWA. Average summer and winter floodplains are a result of previous wolves, mountain lion, black bear,
temperatures are lower in the and existing floodplains, respectively, bobcat, gray fox, raccoon, fox squir-
upstream portions of the Potomac Both alluvial terrace 'Soils and rel, eastern chipmunk, white-footed
River Basin, and the frost-free period floodplain soils are favorable for mouse, pine vole, and short-tailed
drops to about 150 days in the agriculture, shrew. Since colonial days, the
westernmost portion of the Basin. The distribution of mineral re- timber wolf, panther, elk, and

Precipitation within the MWA is not sources in the MWA is a direct con- American bison have entirely disap-
defined by particularly wet or dry sequence of the geology of the peared; however, the black bear and
seasons. In general, there is a region. Sand and gravel, derived from the bobcat are still found in the heavi-
greater abundance of precipitation the Coastal Plain formations, can be ly timbered reaches of the Potomac
during the period March through extracted from numerous pits along River Basin in the Allegheny Moun-
August than during the fall and the eastern border of Montgomery tains. A great number of nongame
winter. The average annual rainfall in County, Maryland; Fairfax and Prince forest and river species now exist in
the area is 40 inches and is dis- William Counties, Virginia; and Prince the MWA environment.
tributed somewhat unevenly over the Georges and Charles Counties,
year, with the mean monthly precipi- Maryland. Abundant clay resources
tation ranging from 2.59 inches in extracted from shale and clay forma- Aquatic Resources
January to 4.75 inches in August. tions in the Coastal Plain section of A review of the literature indicates
These averages vary only slightly in the MWA have made brick a major that information on the aquatic
the upstream portions of the local building material. Parts of the vegetative resources of the non-tidal
Potomac River Basin west of the Piedmont Plateau and Blue Ridge sections of the Potomac, Occoquan,
MWA. Province are underlain with signifi- and Patuxent Rivers is limited. Ex-

cant quantities of material suitable isting data, however, show that high
Soil and Mineral for crushed and building stone. It is planktonic production has occurred
Resources expected that in the future, the de- in the Potomac River. In the estuarine

mand for construction materials, par- section of the Potomac River, fairly
The soils over the crystalline rocks ticularly sand and gravel, will in- extensive data exist with regard to

of the Piedmont and the Blue Ridge crease with any increase in popula- phytoplankton. As in most estuarine
cover approximately half of the tion or development, situations, conditions in the upper
MWA. These soils are shallow to Potomac Estuary are conducive to
deep loam, or silt loam on rolling to Terrestrial Resources the production of phytoplankton. Ben-
steep topography. The soils on the thic algal primary production is
sandstone, shale, and conglomerate The woodlands of the MWA com- generally reduced because of high
in western Montgomery County, prise part of the temperate deciduous turbidity. In the 1950's, 1960's and
Maryland, and parts of Fairfax and forest biome known as the oak-deer- early 1970's, there were numerous
Loudoun Counties, Virginia, are maple biome, whose chief noxious phytoplankton blooms of
shallow to moderately deep silt loams characteristic is the predominance of blue-green algae. Algal blooms are a
to sandy loams on gently rolling trees with broad leaves that shed typical symptom of eutrophic condi-
topography, with many areas that are each autumn. The understory of tions. Aside from their undesirable
nearly level and poorly drained, small trees is also deciduous. The aesthetic aspects, they can also

The soils on limestones cover dominance of the oak-hickory- cause large diurnal fluctuations in the
about 12 square miles in Loudoun chestnut forest throughout most of dissolved oxygen content of the
County. These soils generally are the area has been diminished water and disrupt the food chain.
moderately well to excessively drain- through lumbering, agriculture, and Nutrient enrichment from agricultural

. ed, and range in texture from gravelly the death of the American chestnut and urban runoff basin-wide, and
to rocky to silt loam. The soils on mix- from the chestnut blight. Since the from wastewater treatment facilities

' ed crystalline rocks and coastal plain blight of the American chestnut, the in the upper Estuary, is considered to
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well as many anadromous varieties.
Significant spawning of yellow perch,
alewife, blueback herring, and white
perch occurs from the Wicomico
River up to Little Falls. Estuarine
species spawn and mature in higher --.

salinity waters below the MWA. In
general, the larvae of this group
either remain in the area where they

South Branch Potomac River near Petersburg, WV were hatched, or move upstream to
the vicinity of the salt-freshwater in-
terface. Significant species include
the bay anchovy, salt marsh killifish,
siversides, and tidewater silversides.
Marine spawners are fish whose lar-
vae hatch in the marine environment
and show varying degrees of depen-
dency on the upper Estuary. Of
these, only the American eel and

. spot are known to move into the
freshwater portion of the Estuary.
The most important species utilizing
the upper Estuary at some stage in
their life history are the alewife,
blueback herring, channel catfish,

"-'--& brown bullhead, white catfish, white
perch, American eel, yellow perch,
and the hogchoker.

Water Quality

As the Potomac River flows
be the major factor causing the them pike and catfish. Resident downstream, tributary streams con-
blooms. Since 1972, no major populations have been established tribute large quantities of water. The

- blooms have occurred, although the but are relatively small. The Patuxent quality of the water of each tributary
nutrient levels appear to have been and Little Patuxent Rivers also pro- is influenced by variances in topog-
high enough to support blooms. vide considerable riffle type habitat raphy and discharges of wastewater

* Cold-water streams in the for nest-building species. The Occo- effluent generated by domestic, in-
Potomac River Basin upstream from quan and related tributaries support a dustrial, and agricultural activities.
the MWA support limited populations wide variety of game and nongame For these reasons, the water quality
of native brook trout that are sup- fish species. Habitat types vary from of the Potomac River changes from
plemented by annual stocking of a pond (reservoir) effect in the Occo- one reach of the river to another in
hatchery-reared trout. Smallmouth quan Bay to a fast flowing headwater relation to the proximity of point and
bass streams account for about habitat farther upstream (Bull Run non-point pollutant discharges.

* 15,000 acres of the fishery resource and Little Bull Run). Recreational use In the waterways of the North
in the Potomac River Basin, combin- of these areas is quite high, par- Branch Potomac River, the upper
ing high natural productivity and ticularly in the Occoquan Reservoir. one-third is affected by acid mine
aesthetic appeal. The South Fork of Channel cats, striped bass, and nor- drainage, originating from both active
the Shenandoah River, the South them pike are currently stocked in and abandoned coal mine opera-
Branch of the Potomac River, and the sizable numbers. Recent creel cen- tions. The middle and lower sub-
Cacapon River are among the finest sus data indicate heavy angling reaches of the North Branch receive
bass streams in the United States. pressure. significant industrial and municipal
Catfish streams account for about The Potomac River Estuary also discharges.
14,000 acres of the Potomac's supports a significant fishery, both in Water of better quality from large
33,000 acres of fishery habitat above terms of anadromous and resident tributaries, including the South
Great Falls. Rocky Gorge and Tri- species. Sixty-four species of fish Branch and the Cacapon River, helps
adelphia, the two water supply reser- have been collected from the Estuary to improve the quality of the Potomac
voirs located on the Patuxent River, below Washington, D.C.; however, as it flows downstream. Dilution and
each provide 800 acres of pond-type many of these are estuarine or self-purification make the water quali-
habitat that support a wide variety of marine and do not enter the upper ty acceptable for the level and type of
recreationally and non-recreationally Estuary. Fish within the Estuary may uses presently made of the river be-
important fish species. A stocking be either freshwater spawners, estu- tween Oldtown and Williamsport,
program for the two reservoirs exists arine spawners include the totally Maryland. The population along this
for game species, notably bass, nor- freshwater species in the area, as reach is relatively sparse. Surface
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runoff and wastewater from several pollutants that have been brought 1531-1543): the southern bald eagle
small communities constitute the down the Patuxent River. and the peregrine falcon. The Ches-
only known waste sources. The water of the Occoquan Basin apeake Bay region is a nesting area

As the Potomac River flows is generally of poorer quality than that for bald eagles, and they are depen-
toward the District of Columbia, of the Patuxent Basin. The Basin, dent upon fish food sources from the
residential, commercial, and in- which includes Bull Run, Cedar Run, Potomac River and the lower estu-
dustrial developments become more Broad Run, as well as Occoquan arine waters. Charles County, Mary-
intense along most tributary streams Creek, suffers non-point source pollu- land, has a breeding population of
causing a deterioration in water qual- tion from wastewater treatment four or five pairs of eagles. Addition-
ity. Principal sources of bacteria ap- plants in the past. However, in recent ally, eagles frequent the shores of the
pear to be surface drainage; erosion years the consolidation of several Patuxent River during the period of
and sedimentation from urban runoff plants into one advanced wastewater January through July. The peregrine
also cause some problems. With the treatment plant has improved this falcon is an occasional winter or
exception of occasional taste and situation, migratory visitor.
odor problems, though, the water in An indication of the water quality
the Potomac River is generally con- conditions in the Basin can be Demographic Characteristics
sidered to be of high quality and is observed in the Occoquan Reservoir. Between 1960 and 1970, the
suitable for potable purposes follow- The Occoquan Reservoir, which is MWA's total population increased
ing proper treatment. located downstream from the major- from 2.1 million to 2.9 million for a 38

The water quality in the 40-mile ity of the urbanization, has exhibited percent growth rate during the dec-
reach of the upper Potomac Estuary eutrophic conditions due to exces- ade. This large percentage increase
is degraded by pollution from sive concentrations of nitrogen and made the MWA the fastest growing
wastewater discharges and urban phosphorus. Studies have shown that large metropolitan area in the nation
runoff. These pollutants originate 50 to 60 percent of the total nutrient during the 1960's. The large increase
from the MWA's population of almost load discharge into the reservoir is was a result of several economic fac-
three million. Further complications derived from stormwater runoff from tors: (1) the ppst-World War II in-
arise from the salinity level, which urban and agricultural land. crease in government due to the in-
sometimes promotes sedimentation A regional non-point pollution troduction and administration of new
and retention of the sediment in the management program has been for- programs; (2) the increased employ-
Estuary. In the lower Potomac Estu- mulated and implemented within the ment opportunities in the non-gov-
ary, the water quality conditions are Occoquan Basin in an effort to ernmental sector; and (3) the location
slightly improved. However, algal reduce the pollution during storm- of the MWA at the southern end of

-q blooms, depleted oxygen at some water events. However, since the Northeast megalopolis.
depth, and high coliform counts have developmental pressures within the By the mid-1970's, however, the
been noted on some occasions. watershed are strong, the present growth trends had slowed consider-

The water in the upper reach of water quality conditions are likely to ably. The 1980 census data indicated
the Patuxent River is clean and of continue for some time. a total population of about 3.1 million,
good quality. The river receives little for an approximate 5 percent growth
man-made pollution in this area Rare and Endangered Species rate for the decade of the 1970's. The
primarily as a result of conscious Within the MWA, only two species slower growth rate in the 1970's can
decisions to protect the area with are protected by law (Endangered be attributed to several factors: (1)
land uses such as parkland and low Species Act of 1973: 16 U.S.C. the economic recession of the
density development. The water is Wastewater Treatment Plant, Upper Occoquan Sewage Authority
used as a water supply source by the
Washington Suburban Sanitary Com-
mission. Two reservoirs, Triadelphia
and Rocky Gorge, are located on this
section of the Patuxent River.

The middle reach of the river en-
compasses an area that has exper-
ienced rapid residential, industrial,
and commercial growth. Wastewater
discharge from a population of ap-
proximately 150,000 and associated
industrial wastes are discharged into
this reach of the river. The high pollu-
tion load and the sluggishness of the
river water cause some pollution
problems. About 15 miles of the

*0 upper Patuxent Estuary is filled with
- - silt. The salinity fluctuates greatly

with freshwater flow, tides, and
winds. The estuary portion acts like a
reservoir, retaining many of the
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mid-1970's and associated high in- ties, are already extensively devel- the Federal government. Although
terest rates discouraging migration oped and new development in these the direct contribution of the Federal
(2) a slower growth rate in the Fed- areas is expected to be minimal, government to employment is pro-
eral government establishment; (3) The 1980 Census estimated about jected to decline, its importance to
public opposition to proposed major 1.2 million households in the MWA the MWA's regional economy will
development in the MWA; and (4) a for an average household size of not.
slower growth rate nationwide. about 2.6 persons. The household

Table 2 provides a listing of popu- size, however, ranged from about 2 Problems, Needs, and
lation by major jurisdiction according persons per household in Alexandria Opportunities
to the 1970 and 1980 U.S. Census and Arlington County to well over 3

- showing regional totals of 2,911,000 persons per household in Charles Several noteworthy droughts have
and 3,060,000, respectively. Also and Prince William Counties. Current occurred in the MWA since stream-
shown in Table 2 is the projected projections reflect a slow trend flows were first recorded in the late
population of the MWA for 1990, toward smaller household size in the 1800's. The two most severe
2000, 2010, 2020, and 2030. (See Ap- future, particularly in the urban core droughts occurred in the early 1930's
pendix D - Supplies, Demands, and areas which have a high concentra- and mid-1960's. The worst droughts
Deficits for a detailed explanation of tion of townhouses and apartments were caused by below average rain-
the population projections). By 2030, and fewer single-family detached fall and snowfall over several years,
the end of the 50-year planning homes. resulting in lower streamflows and
period used during the study, the Employment is expected to show a groundwater levels each succeeding
MWA's total population is expected moderate rise from about 1.6 million summer. The months of lowest
to reach about six million. These jobs in 1980 to about 2.4 million jobs streamflow in the MWA are normally
population projections are based on in the year 2000, according to July through November, a time when
estimates by the Metropolitan MWCOG estimates. However, there water use is also at its greatest.
Washington Council of Governments will be a slow shift in employment Because the MWA is highly depen-
(MWCOG) Cooperative Forecasting distribution. The Federal govern- dent on the variable Potomac River
Program for the next 20 years and ment's share of total employment will flow (about 70 percent of the MWA's
extended by the Corps of Engineers decrease from about 25 percent in supply comes from the Potomac), the
to the year 2030 using growth rates 1980 to about 20 percent in the year coincidence of low streamflow and
obtained from the Bureau of Eco- 2000. This percentage decrease for large demand within the same time
nomic Analysis. the Federal Sector will be more than frame suggests the possibility of a

While the projections indicate that offset by an increase in the employ- water supply shortage. A shortage is
population is expected to increase in ment share attributed to the Services defined as the amount by which de-
all of the counties and municipalities, Sector (increasing from 25 percent in mand exceeds supply. The possibility
the peripheral counties of Charles, 1980 to about 33 percent in 2000). of shortage increases yearly as water
Loudoun, and Prince William are es- The Manufacturing and Wholesale supply use continues to grow with an
pecially susceptible to development Sectors, normally the largest em- expanding MWA population. The
pressures. The urban core commu- ployer in established metropolitan lowest observed flow in the Potomac
nities including the District of Colum- areas, is estimated to provide only 5 River was 388 mgd on 12 Septe nber
bia, Arlington County, and the adja- or 6 percent of the jobs in the MWA 1966. Daily withdrawals from the
cent portions of Fairfax, Mont- because of the unique nature of the Potomac River for water supply pur-

- gomery, and Prince Georges Coun- regional economy centered around poses first exceeded this historical
TABLE 2-
POPULATION PROJECTIONS FOR THE MWA, 1970.2030 (1,000's)

1970' 19801 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030
POTOMAC USERS

2

District of Columbia 757 638 772 798 806 810 810
Montgomery County 523 579 717 792 851 909 952
Prince Georges County 662 665 934 1,101 1.262 1,397 1.506
Arlington County 174 153 183 193 191 190 187
Fairfax County 454 597 852 1,001 1.116 1,277 1,430
Alexandria ill 103 148 167 178 190 198
Falls Church 11 10 14 15 15 15 15

Sub-Total: Potomac 2.692 3,620=74 4.067 4.419 47-88 5.098
NON-POTOMAC USERS

3

Charles County 48 73 92 110 134 160 185
Loudoun County 37 57 109 150 218 305 411
Prince William County 95 145 211 261 337 423 516
Fairfax 23 19 22 24 24 24 23
Manassas 9 15 21 26 30 36 42
Manassas Park 7 6 10 12 16 18 21

Sub-Total: Non-Potomac 219 315 465 583 759 966 1,198

TOTAL 2,911 3467 5178 57 54 6.296.

Numbers for 1970 and 1980 are based on Decennial Census data contained in the 1980 Census of Population and Housing

2 Estimates of population for the Potomac River Users are based on the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (MWCOG)

Round I Population Forecasts to 1995 with extrapolations to the year 2030 by the Corps of Engineers using Bureau of Economic Analyses
growth rates

Estimates of population for the NonPotomac Users are based on the MWCOG Round II Population Forecasts to the year 2000 Populations

were extrapolated by the Corps of Engineers to the year 2030 using Bureau of Economic Analysis growth rates



low flow in 1971. Since then, daily umetric difference between demand plex, the volume analysis provided a
withdrawals have exceeded this his- and supply over historical droughts more accurate description of the
torical low flow nearly 100 times as such as those occurring in the early water supply situation and potential
water supply uses have slowly 1930's or mid-1960's, A shortcoming water supply requirements A more
grown. With the recent completion of of the early-action analysis was that detailed description of the water sup-

- the Bloomington Lake project, the the examination did not explicitly ad- ply problem, as redefined for the
dependable flow in the Potomac dress ways of managing the volume long-range phase, is contained in

"o River has increased somewhat. of water stored in the MWA's existing Chapter IV of the Main Report.
However, future water supply shor- reservoirs (Bloomington, Savage, Oc- Along with the investigation of
tages could still be possible should coquan, and Patuxent) to optimize water supply for the MWA's muni-
low flows occur during periods of releases during a prolonged drought. cipal needs, the MWA Water Supply
high seasonal water demands. Such an examination of the existing Study also furnished an opportunity

In identifying the exact magnitude system's full capability in volumetric to examine the effects of different
of the water supply problem, the terms (mg) rather than flow rates levels of flowby on supply availability.
Corps performed two separate analy- (mgd) was accomplished during the The signatories to the Potomac Low

*-" ses. The first analysis was under- long-range phase, and was the dis- Flow Allocation Agreement have
taken between 1977 and 1979 as tinguishing factor between the prob- adopted 100 mgd as the minimum
part of the study's early-action phase. lem definitions for the early-action acceptable rate of flowby past Little
This analysis concentrated on defin- and long-range phases of study. Falls, and have also adopted a target
ing future water supply shortages in Although considerably more com- value of 300 mgd between Great
terms of a rate of required flow in Potomac River at Great Falls. High and Low Flows (140,000 cfs and 670 cfs respectively)
million gallons per day (mgd). For ex-
ample, shortages were estimated as ' -

the difference between demand and
a predefined flow condition such as
the minimum seven-day average flow
occurring once in one hundred years. *
While simplistic in its approach, this
type of examination established a
reasonable design condition for for- -

mulating early-action plans. The" "- t
MWA's water supply problem, as
defined for the early-action phase of
study, is discussed in more detail in
Chapter III of this report and in Ap-
pendix D - Supplies, Demands and
Deficits.

As a result of the early-action
phase, several positive actions were
taken by non-Federal interests to
minimize potential water supply shor-
tages. These actions, more fully de- 4.o,, -
scribed in Chapter IV, included adop- ,O

tion of a water conservation program,
agreement to construct a new reser-
voir, more efficient management of
existing supplies, purchase of Bloom-
ington Lake's water supply storage,
and a commitment to a regional
agreement for coordinated reservoir
operation. Thus, the "without condi-
tion," as originally defined for the
early-action phase, had to be sig-
nificantly revised for the long-range
phase which was beginning in 1979.
These revisions reflected the eff->cts
of the new projects, programs, and
commitments being undertaken by
the local water utilities.

Additionally, the approach to pro-
blem definition in the long-range
phase was further modified to con-
sider shortages in terms of a volume
of required supply, in million gallons
(mg), to compensate for the vol-
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Falls and Little Falls. The U.S. Fish *Avoiding irreversible commit- *Use all existing water supply
S and Wildlife Service and others have ments of resources to future needs. sources and facilities (including

suggested that higher flowby rates In summary, the NED objective Bloomington) to the maximum extent
may be necessary to adequately pro- strived to achieve the most cost- practicable.
tect and maintain the aquatic re- effective solution from a National *Provide solutions within the

-. sources of the lower riverine and viewpoint while the EQ objective aim- MWA to the water shortage problem
upper estuarine portions of the Poto- ed for maximization of environmental before constructing new projects out-
mac River. The present study ex- benefits (and the least amount of side the MWA.
amined the associated water supply adverse impacts) measured primarily 9 Employ water conservation
requirements and the likely tradeoiffs in non-monetary units. In formulating measures to reduce the long-term
should higher flowby levels be de- alternative plans to maximize these trend of rising per capita water use.

* sired; this examination is also sum- National objectives, trade-offs * Use drought management
- marized in Chapter IV of the Main naturally occur. These trade-offs techniques aimed at demand reduc-

Report. were considered with reference to tion rather than increased supply to
the "without condition". When final* overcome short-term peak deficits.
plans were developed, the impacts 9 Minimize the use of structural

- National Planning and trade-offs of each were then measures to satisfy future water
Obje ivestabulated to aid decision-makers in needs.

- Ojetiesselecting a program for further con- *Minimize the adverse eo
-Guidelines for the formulation and sideration. nomic, environmental, and social ef-

evaluation of plans of improvement fects of any water supply plan.
for all Federal water and related land e Maintain or enhance stream
resources activities were contained Study Planning conditions along the North Branch
in the Water Resources Council'sOjcie Potomac River through appropriate

-- ".Principles and Standards for Plan- Obetvswater quantity and quality releases
ning Water and Related Land Re- Planning objectives are expres- from the combined Bloomington
sources," established pursuant to sions of public and professional con- Lake and Savage Reservoir system.
Section 103 of the Water Resources cerns about the future use of water *Maintain the existing level of
Planning Act (P.L. 89-80). These Prin- and related land resources. They are flood damage protection already pro-
ciples and Standards required that derived through an analysis of the ex- vided along the North Branch Po-

* Federal and Federally-assisted water isting resource base and the ex- tomac River.
* and land activities be planned toward pected future conditions within the e Maintain or enhance the
- achievement of National Economic study area. The purposes in defining aquatic environment in both the

Development (NED) and Environ- planning objectives are to establish riverine and estuarine portions of the
mental Quality (EQ) as national objec- "targets" which guide the formula- Potomac River by providing for

- tives. (Although later guidance has tion of alternative plans and to enable flowby of sufficient quantity and
* superceded the Principles and Stan- evaluations of plan eff ectiveness. suitable quality.

dards, they are discussed here be- Planning objectives may sometimes e Maintain or improve water-
cause they were in effect throughout conflict with each other, reflecting oriented recreation opportunities on
both the early-action and long-range different perceptions of how the water supply streams and reservoirs
plan formulation phases.) water resource should be managed serving the MWA.

*The components of the NED in the future. e Provide an institutional
objective included: The objectives of the Metropolitan framework to promote cooperative

0 The value of increased out- Washingtion Area Water Supply management of all MWA water sup-
* puts Of goods and services resulting Study were developed through meet- ply sources as a single regional

from a plan. ings, discussions, workshops, and resource.
* The value of output resulting correspondence with local in- e Equitably distribute the eco-

from external economies associated dividuals, goverinmental officials, nomic, environmental, and social
* with a plan. water resource managers, the NAS- costs and benefits of water supply

NAE committee, local planning agen- plans.
The components of the EQ objec- cies, citizens groups, and others in

- tive included: the study area. The NEWS Report
e Management, protection, also provided a valuable source of

enhancement, or creation of areas Of background information for identify-
natural beauty or human enjoyment. ing study planning objectives. From

e Management, preservation, these varied sources, the following
- and/or enhancement of especially planning objectives were established
* valuable or outstanding archeo- for this study:.
* logical, historical, biological, or geo- e Provide a water supply base

logical resources and ecological of adequate quantity to meet essen-
systems. tial municipal, industrial, commercial.

- *Enhancement uf quality as- and governmental needs.
pects of water, land, and air by con- *Provide a safe, reliable,
trol of pollution or prevention of ero- potable water supply base of high

* sion and restoration of eroded areas. quality.
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Chapter III
Summary of Early-Action
Progress Report

In August 1979, the Baltimore took an intensive program of public action phase for the Potomac River
District Corps of Engineers published meetings, public workshops, commit- users. The following sections sum-
a report titled Metropolitan tee meetings, and conferences as marize the analyses and findings
Washington Area Water Supply well as written correspondence. The which were contained in the August
Study for the Potomac Water results of the NEWS Study were used 1979 Progress Report.
Users. This report documented the as the basis for these discussions.
work accomplished between 1976 These public involvement activities
and 1979 for the "early-action" helped to define the direction which Problem Definition
phase of the study. The document the early-action phase was to take. Projected water supply shortages
was prepared as an interim or pro- Specifically, the study participants in the MWA's four Potomac service
gress report at the approximate mid- and general public felt that the early- areas are affected to a large degree
point of the overall study so that im- action phase should: (1) examine only by the variable flows in the Potomac
mediate actions, if necessary, could those projects having the greatest River. To determine the magnitude of
proceed on high priority watersupply chance for implementation, these shortages as they related to
plans without waiting for study com- preferably by local authorities, at an Potomac River flow, a range of low
pletion several years later. This early date; (2) consider only proven flow frequencies (or recurrence inter-
chapter provides a summary of the technologies to reduce planning, vals) and durations was examined to
August 1979 Progress Report. design, and implementation time; (3) define potential deficits for the early-

employ water conservation techni- action phase. A recurrence interval is
Background ques to reduce demand before con- defined as the average interval in

structing additional facilities; (4) years between the occurrence of low
When the study was initiated in make maximum use of existing water flow, in this case a low flow, of a

1976, the MWA had witnessed over supply facilities before building costly specified magnitude and an equal or
three decades of rapid population new projects; and (5) investigate pro- more severe low flow. For the early-
growth with accompanying increases jects within the MWA which could be action phase, USGS frequency
in needs for dependable public water implemented by local authorities, curves were used to define the low
supply sources. A severe drought in rather than proposing projects out- flow frequency. Flow duraticn refers
1966 had, in fact, dangerously tested side the MWA which might require to the average length of time a given
the maximum water supply significant regional or Federal in- low flow would persist. Each flow
capabilities of the MWA systems. No volvement and cooperation, duration was also associated with a
significant projects had been added, As originally envisioned, then, the particular recurrence interval.
however, even ten years later when purpose of the early-action phase The Corps of Engineers also
the study was beginning. Thus, there was to develop plans to satisfy needs devoted a considerable amount of ef-
was strong sentiment by all par- up to about the year 2000 by making fort to forecasting water use in future
ticipants at the study outset to ad- maximum use of existing or readily years by considering population, em-
dress the most immediate water sup- implementable water supply projects ployment, and housing trends for
ply needs as quickly as possible. The or programs. Plans to meet the water each water service area. Water use
Corps of Engineers therefore devised supply needs during the period 2000 was disaggregated into six major
a two-phased study program to first to 2030 were to be developed in the user categories (single family res-
develop early-action plans to satisfy long-range phase of study. idential, multi-family residential, com-
near-term water needs, and then to Detailed analyses of demand pro- mercial/industrial, government/
concentrate on long-range plans to jections, water conservation capa- institutional, Federal government,
meet water supply needs further into bilities, cooperative water resource and unaccounted for), and then a unit
the future. Because of the expected management, and new local projects water use rate was developed based
length of the overall study, it was fur- for the Potomac River users (Aque- on the growth forecasts. Average an-
ther decided to publish a Progress duct, WSSC, FCWA, and Rockville) nual water demands were projected
Report documenting the early-action soon demonstrated, however, that for each water service area, ag-
phase. Actions to satisfy the near- the so-called "early-action" plans gregated for each benchmark year,
term needs could then be initiated could be utilized to avert shortages and modified to reflect monthly pat-
while studies of the long-range alter- much further into the future than terns of water use. Within each
natives were continuing, previously anticipated. Thus, the ap- month, the demands were further

To identify the types of solutions to proach to the Progress Report was analyzed to estimate the maximum
be considered in the early-action revised to document the full capabili- 7-day average and 1-day peak de-
phase, the Corps of Engineers under- ty of plans examined in the early- mands. Details of the procedure us-
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TABLE 3
*REGIONAL SURPLUSES AND SHORTAGES FOR THE POTOMAC DEPENDENT USERS

FREOUENCY 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030

30 7 1 30 7 1 30 7 1 30 7 1 30 7 1 30 7 1
Once in 188 76 35 91 .30 -80 27 .100 -154 -27 -159 -217 -85 .223 -287 -135 -279 -346
100 years
Once in 247 129 85 150 23 -30 86 -47 -104 32 -106 -168 -26 -170 -237 -76 -226 -296
50 years
Oncein 349 221 171 252 115 56 188 45 -18 134 -14 -82 76 -78 -151 26 -134 -210
20 years
Once in 457 317 259 360 211 144 296 141 70 242 82 6 184 18 -63 134 -38 -122
ten years
*Assumptions: August supplies and demands

Baseline Conservation demands for WSSC, Aqueduct, FCWA, & Rockville
100 mgd ftwb^y
135 mgd from Bloomington Lake
Occoquan treatment plant operating at 30, 7. and 1 -day capacities of 84, 95. 112 mgd, respectively
Patuxent treatment plant operating at 30. 7. and 1 -day capacities of 49, 55, 65 mgd, respectively

Fig. 6-Duration Sensitivity - Regional Surpluses ed to forecast future water use within

and Shortages for Potomac River Users each service area are contained in

Appendix D - Supplies, Demands,
and Deficits and Appendix G - Non-

- Structural Studies.
Based on work !-'erformed for the

0 NEWS Study a.. c-, firmed , .e
100 early-action pl!. water shortages

(difference between demand and
,- supply) in the MWA are usually at
0their greatest during the month of
0- Augt'st. Shortages were, therefore,

30V calculated for the month of August,
_ using four recurrence intervals (once

100 _ in 100 years, once in 50 years, once
,,," in 20 years, and once in 10 years)

and three durations (30-day, 7-day,
200 - and 1-day). Maximum 1, 7, and

30-day water treatment plant
capacities were obtained for the

300 Patuxent and Occoquan facilities;
Bloomington Lake was assumed to
furnish a 135 mgd release throughout

400 August; and an environmental flowby
1960 190 20 2010 220 203 of 100 mgd was assumed to enter

the Potomac Estuary. Table 3 lists
YEAR the projected regional shortages by

ASSUMPTiONS: August supplies and demands recurrence interval, duration, and
Baseline Conservation demands for WSSC, Aqueduct. FCWA, and benchmark year.

Rockvlile As expected, greater shortages
100 ?o fom o would likely occur earlier in the plan-135 rod from Bloomington Lake ning period for shorter duration and",
Occoquan treatment plant operating at 30, 7, and 1-day capacities of 84,

95, and 112 mgd, respectvey less frequent events. For example, a
Patuxent treatment plant operating at 30. 7, and 1-day capacities of once-in-100 year recurrence shor-

49, 55, and 65 mgd, respectively tage was projected to occur as early..'"
Once In 100-year drought as 1982 for a 1-day duration and as

late as 2005 for a 30-day duration
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Dalecarhia Water Treatment P/ant, Washington Aqueduct

(see Figure 6). Similarly, shortages
could begin as early as 1986 and
reach 279 mgd by the year 2030 for
the 7-day, once-in-i 00 year probabil- Fig. 7Frequency Sensitivity - Regional Surpluses
ity. For the once-in-l10 year f requency and Shortages for Potomac River Users~
event of the same duration, shor-
tages would not be expected until
around 2022 and only reach about 38
mgd by the year 2030 (see Figure 7).

In comparing the projected Sur-
pluses and shortages, the water 300
utilities reached a general consensus
that the once-in-100 year, 7-day low+
flow condition should be used for 200
planning purposes in the early-action0
phase. This decision was reached
primarily for two reasons: (1) the l00
estimated once-in-1QO year, 7-day17M
low flow in the Potomac River (401
mgd) roughly approximates the worst 0E
7-day average low flow on record0
(404 mgd in September 1966); and (2)
designing for peak one-day shortages 100'/'
is generally not cost-effective as the
water utilities can use emergency 200 0

drought management techniques to ___________________
reduce water demands. As dis-
cussed later in this chapter, the water 300
utilities also selected a specific level 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030
of water conservation to be imple- YEAR
mented during the planning period.

Tabe 4proide a readow of ASSUMPTIONS August supplies and demands
wtrsurpluses and shortages for Baseline Conservation demands for WSSC, Aqueduct. FCWA and

waterRockville
-. the once-in-1QO year, 7-day August 10 mgd flowby

design condition for those service 135 mgd from Bloomington Lake
areas using the Potomac River. Seven day duration
These surpluses and deficits were Pactun treatment plant operating at 7day capacity 55 mqdt
calculated by applying the allocation Ptuettetetpatoeaiga -a aaiy5 q
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major river sources and the Rocky
Gorge, Triadelphia, Occoquan, or
Beaverdam Reservoirs as storage
sites. Based on engineering studies,
impact analyses, and optimization
techniques, two raw water intercon-

TABLE 4 nections were identified for further

EARLY-ACTION PHASE DESIGN CONDITION, SERVICE consideration in the plan formulation
,AEE N (E exercise. These two projects includ-

AREA SURPLUSES AND SHORTAGES - (MGD) ed one raw water interconnection
S between the Potomac River and the
SERVICE AREA 1980 90 200 2 2 01 202 2030 Rocky Gorge Reservoir for use by the

WSSC +26(+37) 17(+5) -44(-13) -69(-35) 95(-56) -(-475) Maryland suburbs and another inter-
FOWA +5(+ 11) -10(0) 24(-12) -38(.22) -7(-41) -7-47) connection between the Potomac
WAD +44(+55) .3(+16) 31(3) 51(22) -71(41) -(57) River and the Occoquan Reservoir
ROCKVILLE +1(+2) 0f(+1) -1(0) -1(0) -2(-1) -2(-1) for use by the Virginia suburbs.

REGIONAL TOTAL +76(+105) -30(+22) -110(-28) -159(.79) -223(-133) -279(180) forius siz e irines uburbs.
- - -Various sizes of pipelines capable of

transferring 60 mgd to 180 mgd were
* Surpluses and shortages for individual ser- operating at 95 mgd, and Patuxent WTP investigated for each route. Details of
vice areas are based on application of the operating at 55 mgd. Numbers outside paren- the investigation are contained in Ap-
Potomac Low Flow Allocation Agreement, theses indicate projected shortages (-) or
without the freeze provision. Calculations surpluses (+) with baseline demands; pendix E - Raw and Finished Water
assumed 100 mgd flowby, 135 mgd from numbers inside parentheses indicate pro- Interconnections and Reregula-
Bloomington, 1-in-100 year 7-day low flow in jected shortages or surpluses with Conserva- tion.
streams during August, Occoquan WTP tion Scenario 3 demands. The following findings were de-

rived from the analysis of raw water

formula in the Potomac Low Flow water and decrease its unnecessary interconnections:
Allocation Agreement. For conve- use. These components are describ- 1. The operation of raw water in-
nience and later reference, surpluses ed in the following sections. terconnections would primarily affect
and deficits are shown for both the those areas which depend upon the
baseline demands and as modified Potomac River as a water supplyby the selected level of conservation Raw Water source.
(Conservation Scenario 3 - see later Interconnections 2. Existing storage facilities in

section for discussion and applica- A raw water interconnection the WSSC and FCWA systems would
tion). The surpluses and shortages in system is shown in schematic form be an integral part of the operation of
Table 4 were used as the "without on Figure 8. There are three basic raw water interconnections as they
condition" in formulating early-action features necessary for a raw water allow for storage of excess Potomac

or River flows and/or natural filling of theplans. interconnection system: a river orervis
stream source of water supply, an reservoirs.

Description of offstream reservoir, and a pipeline 3. Raw water interconnections
and pump connecting the two. The between the Potomac River and

Compononts primary purpose of a raw water inter- either the Patuxent or Occoquan
As a result of the NEWS Study and connection is to transfer water to systems would be flexible in that they

the intensive public involvement pro- storage or treatment facilities during would take advantage of the capacity
gram at the beginning of the MWA periods of high streamflow so that of existing treatment facilities at both

Study, five components were iden- more stored water would be available ends of the pipelines. The ability to
tified for detailed examination in the during low flow periods. This type of transfer water in both directions
early-action phase. A component operation provides a potential would also increase the efficiency of
was defined as an individual mechanism to better utilize the ex- the overall system.
mechanism or procedure that could isting water supply facilities. During 4. For raw water interconnec-
reasonably be implemented, either the periods of excess flow in the river tions to operate effectively, some
independently or in combination with (in the case of the MWA, the Poto- coordination and cooperation by
other components, to help satisfy a mac), raw water could be withdrawn Potomac users would be required to
water supply shortage. The five com- and transferred to an offstream schedule withdrawals from the
ponents were: raw water intercon- reservoir or treatment plant via a Potomac River.
nections, finished water interconnec- pipeline. The excess water would be 5. Raw water interconnections

tions, reregulation, local storage, and stored in the reservoir and used to would be expensive projects.
water conservation. Raw water inter- supplement the major river source 6. Raw water interconnections
connections, finished water intercon- when natural flows are low, or it could cause disruption to the environ-
nections, and reregulation were view- could be piped directly to a water ment during construction. These im-
ed as potential mechanisms to more treatment plant for treatment and pacts, however, would not be long-
evenly distribute available water distribution, lasting.
within the region. Water use reduc- Several raw water interconnec- 7. Raw water interconnections
tion through conservation could pro- tions were examined using either the would be energy-intensive projects
mote more efficient use of available Potomac or Shenandoah Rivers as when they are operating.
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Fig. 8-Representation of Raw Water Interconnection Operation

Interconnections
,'- Existing

A finished water interconnection Off-Stream
4. between two adjacent distribution Reservoir

systems is shown in schematic form
on Figure 9. The basic components
are a set of independent finished
water distribution systems (served by Dam
at least two distinct water treatment
plants) and a pipeline connecting the
two distribution systems. The primary

".', purpose of a finished water intercon-
nection is to avert local water shor-
tages by linking together presently in- Proposed
dependent water supply systems. If a Pipeline Reservoir

Sysem(as needed) Treatment, ~~drought or other type of emergency /"j Pmstio Wte

(source contamination, power out- River Plant
age, pump failure, etc.) should occur Water
in one distribution system, water Treatment
could be made available from an Plan Station
adjacent distribution system through (as needed)
an interconnecting, reversible, finish-
ed water pipeline. Reversibility would Existing Pipeline

4- allow for transfer of water in either
direction during periods of need in Water Supply Intakes
either area.

There are presently a number of Major
small (1 to 5 mgd) finished water in-
terconnections which provide local
suppliers with the capability to ex-
change treated water between sys-
tems. This analysis, however, also Fig. 9-Representation of Finished Water Interconnection Operation
examined interconnections for the
transfer of larger quantities of water Ww1 Awy No. t
between major lines of the water dis-
tribution systems. From a series of , "
potential finished water interconnec-
tions, five were identified for detailed_ E.

analysis: (1) between Dalecarlia KANT

(Aqueduct) and Montgomery Main
Service (WSSC), 60 mgd; (2) between o

Arlington County (Aqueduct) and
FCWA, 8 mgd; (3) between D.C. Low
Service/Anacostia First High Service
(Aqueduct) and Prince Georges
Potomac Service (WSSC), 14 mgd;
(4) between Arlington County
(Aqueduct) and Pentagon Emergency
Service (Aqueduct), 7 mgd; and (5) P

between Aqueduct and FCWA, 40
mgd. Detailed costs and impacts of
the five pipelines are provided in Ap-
pendix E - Raw and Finished Water w AuffwV No. 2
Interconnections and Reregula-
tion.

4.. Based on the investigation of the
finished water interconnections, the
following observations were made:

1. Finished water interconnec-
tions could not provide additional
supplies of water to the region;
therefore, they would not reduce Ma Water SUP* source , i"

water supply deficits during severe
widespread droughts.
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Fig. 1O-Rep,esentatlon of Regulation (Intrasystem Transfer of Water)'-. 2. Finished water interconnec-

tions would, however, improve the
Existig D P "fail-safe" capability (emergency

star /n_ I capacity) of the major service areas
Tr-atmen-t - -- I in the event of a failure in one part of

Tlr.ant I the system. The Arlington County and

Pentagon Emergency Service inter-
\-. / connection, for instance, would be

desirable from national security and
defense viewpoints.3. Finished water interconnec-

tions would make use of total poten-
.ff-Stream" tial treatment capacity at the Aque-

Stoa .4 duct, thus deferring the need for

completely new construction of addi-
tional treatment facilities by other
suppliers (WSSC in particular). Cost
savings may be possible.

Malor Source r 4. Finished water interconnec-
Teatti t tions may improve environmental

Plant quality of the Potomac River up-
stream of the Aqueduct Little Falls in-
takes by reducing the impacts

Existing istriution Pieine Minor Soure associated with increased upstream
withdrawals.

KEY: 5. Finished water interconnec-
S. c. Area.. Serd by Rier tions would require interagency
Sev.i Area Se.d by E ,h.r Rive or Stora. agreement for purchase of water and
Samoa Ar, * Served byto, s~oconstruction of pipelines. In the case

-.-. . A r.. a oundary of the Dalecarlia and Montgomery
Main Service interconnection, Con-

Fig. 11-Representation of Local Impoundment Operation gressional authorization would also
be required.

Reregulation
Intrasystem transfer of water by

reregulation involves distribution of
the water within a given service area
which is served by both a river and a
reservoir source, and which has two

RSO independent water treatment plants.
This mode of operation requires a
flexible distribution system which can
be served by either of two sources,
and is depicted on Figure 10. During
normal conditions, the service area is
served largely from the river source,
thereby conserving storage in the
reservoir. During a low flow condition
in the river, however, a greater area
is served from the reservoir which
decreases withdrawals from the
river.

WATER TREATMENT P Within the MWA, both WSSC and
FCWA presently have the capability
to employ reregulation. By maximiz-
ing the use of the Potomac River and
minimizing use of the Patuxent/Occo-
quan Reservoirs during non-drought

TO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM periods, water can be "conserved"
in the reservoirs. This would insure
maximum reservoir capacity at the

MA" A oMR SOURCE onset of drought conditions in the
Potomac River when the reservoirs
could be relied on more heavily. The
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WSSC and FCWA (service areas with recreation benefits as well as water emergency techniques were not ad-
reservoirs) could then withdraw more supply benefits. Figure 11 displays dressed but are considered in the ex-
water from storage during a drought, how a local storage project could be isting Water Supply Emergency
thus leaving more water in the Poto- used to augment the MWA's water Agreement (WSEA) developed by the
mac River for the Aqueduct and supply. MWCOG (see Annex G-1).

. Rockville which have no other At the time of the early-action Five conservation programs or
source. The Potomac Low Flow AIlo- phase, three projects were being ac- "scenarios" were developed to
cation Agreement employs the con- tively considered by local planning analyze the cost and effectiveness of
cept of reregulation as a fundamental agencies. These projects included: different combinations of water con-
basis for allocating Potomac River the Little Seneca Lake project in servation measures. As a basis for
water among the users. Specific Montgomery County, Maryland; a comparison, a baseline condition
operating procedures to increase the two to five-foot raising of the existing was developed which included no
MWA's dependable water supply Occoquan Reservoir in Fairfax Coun- specific actions for water conserva-
yield through reregulation are ty; and the Cedar Run Reservoir proj- tion other than those action1s already
discussed in Appendix E - Raw and ect in Prince William County. Addi- being implemented. Each of the five
Finished Water Interconnections tional details about these projects are conservation scenarios then con-
and Reregulation. contained in Appendix D - Supplies, sidered methods to achieve increas-

Findings of the reregulation Demands, and Deficits and in Ap- ing amounts of demand reduction.
analysis are listed below: pendix F - Structural Alternatives. Regionally, the amount of water use

1. Reregulation within a service The following findings were noted reduction by 2030 ranged from 7 per-
area would require at least two concerning local storage projects: cent to 27 percent for Scenarios 1
sources of supply - a reservoir source 1. Local storage projects could and 5, respectively. Details of the
and a river source. Reregulation provide additional water on short water conservation scenarios are
would allow for the maximum use of notice to meet shortages. found in Appendix G - Non-
available storage by reducing with- 2. A multi-purpose use could be Structural Studies.
drawals from the reservoirs during achieved by local storage projects. The pertinent findings of the water
periods of non-critical flow and using 3. Impacts associated with local conservation analysis are listed
excess water from the Potomac. storage projects would be both im- below.

2. Reregulation would maximize mediate and long-lasting. Generally, 1. The conservation scenarios
use of existing facilities and would re- these impacts would be local in would be flexible and could be
quire a minimum amount of struc- nature. adopted in any one or all of the ser-
tural modification. For this reason, it 4. Storage projects on Occo- vice areas.
would be a low cost alternative. quan Creek and Cedar Run would 2. Conservation could reduce

3. Reregulation would not be provide direct benefits to the FCWA demand in all service areas and
suited to meet needs during peak de- and Prince William service areas, could be combined with other water
mand periods (1 or 7-day duration) respectively, supply measures to satisfy the total
since it saves small amounts of water 5. Little Seneca Lake could be demand. Conservation alone could
over a long period of time. implemented unilaterally; however, not satisfy the water supply short-

4. Minimal environmental im- implementation of either the Cedar ages identified in the region.
pacts would be expected as a result Run project or the Occoquan Reser- 3. Of the scenarios examined,
of reregulation during non-critical voir raising would require agree- Conservation Scenario 5 was the
periods. During drought periods, ments between FCWA and Prince most effective in terms of water de-
more rapid drawdown in the reser- William County. mand reduction. The amount of de-
voirs may occur. mand reduction attributed to this

5. During drought situations, Water Conseration scenario, however, was optimistic
reregulation would benefit Rockville The fifth component examined and would be questionable, as the
and the Aqueduct which rely solely during the early-action phase was scenario was based upon the highest
on the Potomac River for all of their non-structural in nature. Water con- estimate of effectiveness of each
available supply by reducing with- servation and demand reduction measure included in the scenario.
drawals through the FCWA and the measures can be employed to more 4. With the exception of Conser-
WSSC Potomac intakes, efficiently use existing water supplies vation Scenario 5, conservation

6. Regional cooperation among and to decrease unnecessary use of measures could be implemented
all Potomac River users would be water over time. Such measures may with relatively low capital cost
necessary to obtain the full benefit of delay or negate the requirement for however, they may have an adverse
reregulation. major structural projects. Some of impact upon utility revenues.

the water conservation techniques 5. A conservation program
LoI Storage which were examined included con- could improve the regional waste-

Local storage projects were de- sumer education, metering, pressure water situation by reducing the
fined as reservoirs within the boun- reducing valves, and plumbing code volume of projected wastewater
daries of the MWA which could be regulations for water-saving devices, flows to the treatment facilities.
used to augment one or more water The study of water conservation 6. The additional costs required
supply systems. Normally, these measures was confined primarily to to include pressure reducing valves
local impoundments would be lo- non-emergency techniques which and insulation in any scenario would
cated on minor tributaries to the could be implemented gradually over be considerable. Only a relatively
Potomac River, and could provide a number of years. Short-term small decrease in water use would
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be associated with these expen- had an important bearing on both the 6. All plans, including the
ditures. manner in which the water supply "without condition," should assume

7. Residential water use could problem was defined and the ap- that FCWA and WSSC would practice
be significantly reduced by im- proach to solving the problem. The reregulation to conserve water in the
plementation of certain conservation important decisions and assumptions off-Potomac reservoirs during
measures, for the early-action phase, as deter- periods of adequate flow in the

mined by a consensus of study par- Potomac River.
Formulation of Early. ticipants, are listed below. It is impor- 7. All action plans should con-
Actin Mans tant to understand that these as- sider the implementation of Conser-
Po Pa sumptions reflected the latest knowl- vation Scenario 3, which would

When the individual analyses of edge and conditions which prevailed reduce water use by about 11 per-
at the time (1979). cent by the year 2030. Table 4 listed

., the five components were com- 1. The terms of the Potomac the projected deficits both with and
pleted, an iterative formulation pro- Low Flow Allocation Agreement without the implementation of Con-
cess was undertaken to combine the should be applied when calculating servation Scenario 3.

*- components into effective early- individual service area shortages. 8. The Bloomington Lake pro-
'. action plans. This iterative process 2. Until the State of Maryland ject, then under construction, should

% provided for the systematic develop- completed the examination of en- be assumed to be completed and
ment, evaluation, and comparison of vironmental flowby in the Potomac providing an additional 135 mgd to
a range of early-action plans. The River, 100 mgd would be used as a the Potomac River in the MWA. The
process provided for an increasing planning assumption. cost of the unpurchased future water
level of detail in each repetition as 3. The FCWA and WSSC Poto- supply storage in Bloomington Lake
the range of possible plans was mac River intakes should be as- should be apportioned to the different
gradually narrowed. Such repetitions, sumed to be constructed. It should users.
or iterations, allowed decisions to be be further assumed that the water 9. Maximum average 7-day sup-
made sequentially at key points dur- treatment plants would be expanded, plies available from the Patuxent and
ing the plan formulation process, as needed, to their mpyThum intake Occoquan Reservoir should be con-
both with regard to how the problem capacities (FCWA - 200 mgd, WSSC sidered as 55 mgd and 95 mgd,

. was defined and with regard to which -400 mgd). respectively.
plans should be examined in greater 4. The plans should be designed 10. Three levels of cooperation

* detail in the following iteration. to satisfy water shortages resulting should be investigated to
For the early-action phase, the from the predicted once-in-100 year, demonstrate potential advantages or

iterative formulation process typically 7-day low flow condition in the Poto- disadvantages to the MWA: (a) a
began with the development of vari- mac River; the water utilities would "local" approach where each ser-
ous component combinations (plans) use emergency drought manage- vice are would provide a solution to
to meet given levels of MWA water ment techniques to balance supplies meet its own problem; (b) a
shortage, followed by an estimate of and demands for peak shortages of "subregional" approach where
costs and assessment of impacts. less than a 7-day duration. FCWA and WSSC would satisfy their
The plans and their associated costs 5. All plans, including the own shortages plus a share of the
and impacts were then reviewed by "without condition," should assume Aqueduct's shortage; and (c) a
the various committees participating that the Occoquan Reservoir would "regional" approach where a project

, in the study. The committees offered be raised by two feet. in one service area could be shared
suggestions for further refinements
and modifications which became the Potomac River Water Supply Intake, Fairfax County Water Authority

basis for the next iteration of plan for-
mulation. Three complete iterations
of plan formulation were accom-
plished during the early-action phase,
reducing the number of plans from
18 to 9 to 5. This process was fully
documented in the August 1979
Progress Report; the reader is refer-
red to Appendix B - Plan Formula-
tion, Assessment, and Evaluation
for a summary of the various itera-
tions. The following discussion

-, describes the five final early-action
plans.
Deions and
Asumptos

The repetitive formulation process
required that several decisions and
assumptions to be made before
entering the third and final iteration.
These decisions and assumptions
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to meet the needs of all of the water resources. It required no inter- would be shared by all four users as
Potomac water service areas. jurisdictional cooperation other than allocated by the Potomac Low Flow

It should again be emphasized that to administer the Potomac Low Flow Allocation Agreement. Again, Con-
these assumptions and decisions ap- Allocation Agreement and area-wide servation Scenario 3 would be ap-
plied only to the early-action phase of emergency conservation programs. plied to all water service areas.
the study. As explained in a later Given a once-in-100 year, minimum Separate projects were proposed for
chapter, the actions taken as a result 7-day average August flow in the WSSC (Little Seneca Lake, 104 mgd)
of the early-action phase Potomac River, shortages could and FCWA (Potomac/Occoquan raw
necessitated certain changes in the begin as early as 1986 and reach 279 water interconnection, 76 mgd) in
assumptions and approach to the mgd by 2030. The Without Condition 1994, but sized to meet the particular
long-range phase. Plan did include the new intakes by service area's projected 2030 short-

WSSC and FCWA, 100 mgd flowby to age plus one-half of the Aqueduct's
iteratie Pthe Potomac Estuary, and 135 mgd and Rockville's combined 2030 defi-

The final product of the iterative from Bloomington Lake during the cit. Increased use of off-Potomac
formulation process in the early- critical summer and fall months (it projects by WSSC and FCWA would
action phase was a series of five was assumed that some agency decrease their reliance on the
plans generated from the com- would purchase the then uncom- Potomac and would enable the Aque-
ponents discussed earlier. These mitted future water supply storage in duct and Rockville to withdraw more
plans were formulated to satisfy the Bloomington Lake.). water from the Potomac River during
projected severe shortages in the drought periods. To operate effec-
Potomac water service areas (WSSC,

FCW, queuc, ad ockiley Plan 2-Local Plan tively, Plan 3 would require a certainFCWA, Aqueduct, and Rckville. Pdegree of regional cooperation, at
Plan development for the outlying This plan addressed the water sup- least between WSSC and the Aque-
service areas not dependent on the ply problem by providing separate duct/Rockville and also between
Potomac River was deferred to the sources of water for each of the FCWA and the Aqueduct/Rockville
long-range portion of the study. Ex- water service areas. Plan 2 assumed for cost-sharing and coordination of
cept for Plan 1 - Without Condition, all only minimal regional cooperation Potomac River withdrawals.
of the plans were designed to satisfy could be achieved. Components
the once-in-100 year, 7-day com- were sized to meet individual service Plan 4-Regional Plan 1
bined shortage of 279 mgd for the area needs with all service areas re- Plan 4 took the final step toward
Potomac water service areas in the quiring supplemental sources in 1994 total regional cooperation by assum-
year 2030 (see Table 4). (all jurisdictions would begin to face ing that all projects would be shared

Table 5 provides a description of shortages in the same year because equitably, with regard to both benefits
the five plans listing the plan features, of the allocation formula in the and costs. Conservation Scenario 3
the operational dates, the quantity of Potomac Low Flow Allocation Agree- would be applied to all four water ser-
water supplied or demand reduced, ment). Conservation Scenario 3 vice areas, and Little Seneca Lake
the estimated first cost of construc- would reduce water demands in (120 mgd) would be constructed on
tion, the estimated average annual each of the service areas about 11 operational by 1994. Releases from
cost (considering staging of projects), percent by 2030. The distinctive Little Seneca Lake were added to the
and the degree of regional coopera- feature of Plan 2 was that water natural flow and the Bloomington
tion required to implement and oper- released from Bloomington Lake augmented flow in the Potomac
ate the plan. The action plans are ar- would be reserved primarily for the River, and the total flow was then
ranged in ascending order of region- Aqueduct and Rockville, as the divided among the four users accor-
alization with the Local Plan (Plan 2) Potomac River would be their only ding to the Potomac Low Flow Allo-
requiring little, if any, cooperation source of additional supply. Little cation Agreement. By 2017, a Po-
among the water supply utilities and Seneca Lake (113 mgd) in Mont- tomac/Patuxent raw water intercon-
the Regional Plans (Plans 4 and 5) re- gomery County would furnish addi- nection (60 mgd) would be con-
quiring full cooperation. (The cost tional storage for WSSC, and a structed to supply the region through
figures in Table 5 differ slightly from Potomac/Occoquan raw water inter- the remaining portion of the planning
those contained in the earlier Prog- connection (67 mgd) would provide period to 2030. Regional Plan 4 re-
ress Report as an error in the needed water to FCWA. Each project suIted in significant overall cost sav-
economic calculation has been cor- would be operated independently to ings by bringing new projects on-line
rected. This change did not affect the satisfy water needs in the individual only as they were needed by the
conclusion that regionalization would service areas, and each project region. Plan 4, however, would re-
be cost effective.) could be financed separately by the quire a high level of cooperation

water utility it served. among the utilities for coordinating
Plan 1-Without water withdrawals from the Potomac
Condition Plan Plan 3-Subregional Plan River and for negotiating acceptable

cost-sharing arrangements.
This plan formed the basis for Plan 3 was structurally similar to

comparison with the four action the Local Plan, but the operational Plan 5-Regional Plan 2
plans. It projected the water supply characteristics were different and
conditions that would exist through would require a greater degree of Because of the general opposition
the year 2030 in the absence of any regional cooperation than the Local to new reservoirs in the Potomac
plan to alter the management of Plan. Water from Bloomington Lake River Basin, Plan 5 developed a re-
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TABLE 5
PLANS FOR CHOICE, EARLY-ACTION PHASE

DATE QUANTITY DEMAND CONSTRUCTION OPERATION & MAINTENANCE AVERAGE ANNU AL
OPERATION- SUPPLIED REDUCED COST.. & REPLACEMENT COSTS COSTS*

PLAN COMPONENTS AL (MGD) (MGD) ($1,000/YEAR) ($1,000/YEAR) ($1,000/YEAR)
PLAN 1 - WITHOUT CONDITION

Potomac Low Flow Allocation
' Agreement 1980

Existing Conservation Codes 1980
Flowby - 100 mgd 1980

* WSSC
" 400 mgd Potomac intake 1981

55 mgd Patuxent 1980'" FCWA

200 mgd Potomac intake 1982
95 mgd Occoquan 1980

Occoquan raised 2 feet 1981
Bloomington Lake.... 1981 135 50,740 96 2.160
Shortage

Without Bloomington - 414
mgd

With Bloomington - 279 mgd
PLAN 2 - LOCAL PLAN

All assumptions in Plan 1, plus:
Reregulation 1980
Conservation Scenario 3 1980 99 9,680 280
Little Seneca Lake 1994 113 22,960 44 580
Potomac to Occoquan RWI 1994 _§7 64,400 61 1,600

Subtotal 180 99 97,040 TOT 2.460
Bloomington Lake (primarily
WAD).... 1981 o5a7

PLAN 3 - SUBREGIONAL PLAN
All assumptions in Plan 1, plus:
Reregulation 1980
Conservation Scenario 3 1980 99 9,680 280
Little Seneca Lake 1994 104 22,960 44 580
Potomac to Occoquan RWI 1994 76 64740 62 1,610

Subtotal 99W 2Mp7M470
Bloomington Lake (all service 1981 135 50,740 696

areas)* 
46 0

Total 315 99 148,120 202 4,630
PLAN 4- REGIONAL PLAN 1

All assumptions in Plan 1, plus:
Reregulation 1980
Conservation Scenario 3 1980 99 9,680 280
Little Seneca Lake 1994 120 22.960 44 580
Potomac to Patuxent RWI 2017 60 46,370 45 290

Subtotal 79,010 89 1.150
Bloomington Lake (all service 1981 135 50,740 96 2,160

areas)-*
Total 315 99 129,750 185 3,310

PLAN 5 - REGIONAL PLAN 2
All assumplions in Plan 1, plus:
Reregulation 1980
Conservation Scenario 3 1980 99 9,680 280
Potomac to Patuxent RWI 1994 103.830 117 2,590

Subtotal 180 99 113,510 T17
Bloomington Lake (all service 1981 135 50,740 96 2.160

areas)...
Total 315 99 164,250 213 5030

* Cost compnrison based on Decemrber 1978 price levels.
Construction costs include interest during construction for all components.

. * *Average annual costs for all components based on FY 1979 Federal discount rate of 6-7/8 percent with a base year of 1980 and a 50-year planning

period with the exception of average annual costs for Bloomington Lake which were calculated using the prolect authorization rate of 3-1/4 percent
... Only costs of future water supply storage included.
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gional plan with only one large raw and 6 described the formulation of management, the inclusion of water
water interconnection (180 mgd) con- components into early-action plans. conservation in all the action plans,
structed by 1994 between the Poto- Water Forum Note 7, published in and the openness of the public in-
mac River and the Rocky Gorge Res- September 1979 just after the Prog- volvement program. Unfavorable
ervoir. Conservation Scenario 3 ress Report was distributed for comments were received on the
would also be applied to all service review, summarized the costs and method of cost apportionment (espe-
areas. The interconnection would be impacts of the five early-action cially costs apportioned to Virginia),
used during droughts to supplement "Plans for Choice" contained in the the lack of consideration given to
low flows in the Potomac River. Be- Progress Report. Many positive water quality, the assumed level of
cause of the size of the interconnec- comments were received on the environmental flowby, the reality of
tion and the timing of its construction, Water Forum Notes, especially in achieving the interjurisdictional
cost-savings similar to Plan 4 would regard to the simple overview they cooperation necessary to implement
not be possible. Like Plan 4, though, a provided of the MWA's complex the regional plans (Plans 4 or 5), and
high level of regional cooperation for water supply situation. the water demand projections which
both cost-sharing arrangements and The August 1979 Progress Re- were based on Round I and not
water withdrawal schedules would port consisted of a Main Report and Round II growth forecasts by
be necessary. nine supporting technical appen- MWCOG.

dices. The Formulation, Assessment, The NAS-NAE committee met fol-
Results of Early-Action and Evaluation of Detailed Plans Ap- lowing the publication of the Prog-

Phase pendix of the Progress Report ress Report, and reviewed the
described the entire early-action assumptions, methodologies, and

The primary purpose in conducting phase at length. It is important to conclusions of the early-action
the early-action phase was to identify remember that the early-action phase. The committee submitted a
immediate actions to be taken while phase, although originally intended to formal report on their findings in Oc-
studies continued on other long- formulate plans to satisfy water tober 1980. This report, titled Water
range aspects of the water supply needs to the year 2000, actually in- for the Future of the Nation's
problem. The five "Plans for Choice vestigated plans capable of carrying Capital Area, is contained in Annex
discussed in the previous section at- the region through the year 2030 (at C-IX and reflected many of the same
tempted to respond to the desire for least for the four Potomac-dependent compliments and concerns ex-
immediately implementable water service areas). pressed through the general public
supply plans for the MWA. To distri- Following the distribution of the involvement program. On the positive
bute the information and findings Progress Report, three public side, the NASINAE Committee felt
developed during the early-action workshops and a public meeting that the early-action phase had im-
phase, the Corps published a series were conducted in October 1979 to proved the methodology for forecast-
of Water Forum Notes and the Prog- discuss the findings of the early- ing water use, had seriously con-
ress Report documenting the in- action phase. Generally favorable sidered non-structural options for
vestigations. It was anticipated that comments were received on the at- augmenting supply, had demon-
the Water Forum Notes and the tempt to satisfy the water needs with strafed the desirability for regional
Progress Report would serve as the programs and projects capable of be- cooperation, and had developed
necessary vehicles to facilitate deci- ing implemented within the MWA plans which were responsive to local
sions for satisfying the immediate boundaries, the display of economic desires. On the negative side, the
water supply needs. These publica- advantages for regional water supply NASINAE Committee was concerned
tions were followed by a FISRAC
meeting where it was agreed to form Little Falls Intake and Pumping Station, Washington Aqueduct
a regional task force to consider local
implementation of some of the mea-
sures examined in the Corps' Prog-
ress Report. These activities are fur-
ther discussed in the following para-
graphs and in the next chapter.
Water Forum Notes and
Progress Report

Seven Water Forum Notes were
distributed to everyone on the MWA
mailing list (about 5000 listings) be-
tween November 1978 and Sep-
tember 1979. The Water Forum
Notes were directed at the non-
technical reader who had a basic in-
terest in MWA water supply matters.
The first Water Forum Note de-
scribed the MWA study process and
the study schedule. Water Forum
Notes 2, 3, and 4 discussed the early-
action components while Notes 5
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that the early-action phase did not displayed in the Corps' Progress consensus, perhaps the most impor-
consider the associated wastewater Report, could be implemented local- tant of all. The FISRAC participants
treatment investments which might ly without Federal assistance. The agreed that the MWA's major juris-

* accompany the alternative water observation was made that water dictions using the Potomac River
supply schemes, did not attempt a supply is a 100-percent non-Federal should cooperatively manage their
benefit/cost analysis for the various cost responsibility; therefore, there collective existing water supplies and
alternatives, did not properly con- was no reason to rely on the usually equitably share the benefits and
sider water quality differences of the lengthy and costly Federal authoriza- costs of any new projects among all
various sources, and did not address tion and funding process to provide a users. Participants viewed this
how the needed regional cooperation project which would have to be totally cooperation as a logical extension of
was going to be achieved, repaid by the local jurisdictions. The the coordination already initiated

The Citizens Task Force (CTF) for prevailing attitude was that these through the signing of the Potomac
the MWA Water Supply Study also local jurisdictions should decide on a Low Flow Allocation Agreement in
reviewed the 1979 Progress Report water supply plan using the technical 1978 and the creation of the "Sec-
and furnished comments to the information prepared by the Corps, tion" for Cooperative Water Supply
Corps. These comments are con- and then proceed to implement the Operations on the Potomac (CO-OP)
tained in Annex C-VII. Briefly, the CTF plan with their own resources. No fur- by the Interstate Commission on the
took exception to five assumptions ther action by the Federal govern- Potomac River Basin in November
underlying the early-action planning ment would be necessary except for 1979.
effort. Those assumptions which the approval of certain permits and Having reached these conclu-
were questioned were the following: the execution of specific contractural sions, the FISRAC participants asked
(1) water sources available at the pre- arrangements. (This consensus ulti- Mr. Robert S. McGarry, General
sent time could be treated to potable mately led to the Corps' decision not Manager of the WSSC, to form a task
levels throughout the planning period; to forward the Progress Report force of local elected officials. The
(2) existing sources would still be through higher authority to Congress purpose of this task force was to fur-
available in year 2030; (3) 100 mgd for authorization of a "Federal" plan.) ther develop and implement a re-
flow to the Potomac Estuary would The second important consensus gional water supply management
furnish adequate environmertal flow- was that the District of Columbia and strategy, using the Corps' Progress
by; (4) existing reservoirs would fur- Rockville could not independently Report as a starting point and as a
nish virtually the same storage in solve their own water supply prob- guide. The efforts of this task force
year 2030 as they presently provide; lems. Neither had existing reservoirs and the results of its deliberations are
and (5) regional cooperation to imple- nor adequate land to develop them. described in the following chapter
ment the plan elements could be ac- Some form of regional coopration on
complished. the part of Maryland and Virginia was

necessary to assist both Rockville
and the District of Columbia. Summary

FISRAC Meeting Third, the members of FISRAC ob- In summary, then, the most signifi-
Recognizing that the impetus for served that a regional water supply cant accomplishments of the August

any early-action plan would likely plan, such as Plan 4 in the Progress 1979 Progress Report were that it
come from a consensus of the af- Report, resulted in significant cost- demonstrated the measurable ad-
fected states and water supply savings to the region. These savings vantages of regional water supply
utilities, the Corps convened a could be achieved through sharing of cooperation and the feasibility of
meeting of its FISRAC in December water supply sources, by staging of solutions implemented locally within
1979. This committee had met on new projects according to overall the MWA boundaries. The findings of

-"-. two previous occasions and provided regional needs rather than strictly the Progress Report, along with the
valuable guidance and direction to local (one water service area) needs, CO-OP program initiated by ICPRB,
the Corps during the formulation of through areawide implementation of provided both the background infor-

* the early-action plans. The expressed a water conservation plan similar to mation and the necessary incentive
purposes of the December 1979 Conservation Scenario 3 in the Corps for the local jurisdictions to undertake
FISRAC meeting were to respond to Progress Report, and by conscious implementation of a regional water

• concerns raised about the Progress efforts on the part of WSSC and supply plan on their own. A funda-
Report and to decide on the future FCWA to take full advantage of the mental objective of the Corps'early-

S- course of action for implementing a reregulation concept. The WSSC fur- action program was therefore
plan to avert MWA water shortages. ther mentioned that Little Seneca achieved by means of the Progress
In retrospect, this FISRAC meeting Lake, although originally designed as Report, i.e. to encourage decisions
and actions stemming directly from it a local project, could actually be and implementation of high priority
achieved far more than any of its par- used to serve regional needs if appro- water supply plans in a timely
ticipants envisioned at the time. priate cost-sharing arrangements fashion.

Consensus was reached on a could be negotiated. In essence, the
number of extremely important items FISRAC members identified Plan 4 as
relating both to the study in particular providing the basis for a cost-
and the water supply problem in gen- effective and acceptable framework
eral. First, the Committee ac- for any regional plan.
knowledged that a solution to the Finally, these three conclusions
MWA's water supply problem, as led directly and naturally to a fourth
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Chapter IV
Local Implementation of
a Regional Water
Supply Plan

With the completion of the Corps' Progress Report. At (he same time, FCWA should share the capital and
Progress Report describing the the ICPRB CO-OP program was de- operation and maintenance costs of
early-action phase of study, local in- veloping joint operating procedures the water supply portion of Little
terests assumed the initiative for to maximize the water supply yield of Seneca Lake, with WSSC assuming a
turning the conceptual schemes into the MWA's rivers and reservoirs. This 50 percent share, Aqueduct/DC
actual water supply projects and pro- information was also important to the assuming a 40 percent share, and
grams. To a large degree, this re- Regional Task Force as the signifi- FCWA assuming a 10 percent share.
sponsibility was handled by the Met- cant advantages of regional coopera- The costs of land for the buffer zone
ropolitan Washington Regional Water tion regarding use of the MWA's and for recreation should not be
Supply Task Force which was formed reservoirs were demonstrated. shared.
by Mr. McGarry at the request of the By early 1982, the Regional Task (c) The MWA utilities should share
FISRAC members. The Regional Force had finalized a regional water the O&M costs of Savage Reservoir,
Task Force made excellent progress supply plan amendable to timely local then being borne entirely by Allegany
in its task, aided in large part by the implementation without direct Fed- County, because Savage Reservoir
growing spirit of cooperation among eral involvement. This plan included releases will be necessary to
the various jurisdictions. Chapter IV such components as water conser- neutralize acidic releases from
describes the efforts of the Regional vation, reregulation, and Little Bloomington Lake. Annual shares
Task Force, the components of the Seneca Lake which had been ex- should be repaid by WSSC (40 per-
regional water supply plan which amined in the Progress Report. Ad- cent), FCWA (16 percent), Aque-
were subsequently adopted, how the ditionally, the plan incorporated the duct/DC (24 percent), and Allegany
regional plan would operate to findings of the CO-OP modelling ef- County (20 percent).
alleviate water supply shortages, and forts to establish regional guidelines (d) A regional agreement among
the effectiveness of the plan based for coordinating reservoir releases WSSC, Aqueduct/DC, and FCWA
on mathematical simulations of and utilities' water withdrawals. The should be formalized through
historical drought situations, projects and programs composing ICPRB's CO-OP program to achieve

the regional plan are more fully the operational water supply objec-
described in the next section. tives stated below:

Efforts of the Regional Additionally, the Regional Task
Task Force Force reached a consensus on the (1) Maintain the risk of invoking

means by which the water supply the LFAA at less than 5 percent dur-
The Regional Task Force was plan could be implemented. This con-

created in early 1980. It was com- sensus actually took the form of Control Tower, Bloomington Lake
* posed of elected officials from Prince several proposed agreements and

Georges and Montgomery Counties contracts among the various water
in Maryland, Fairfax County in utilities and political jurisdictions. The
Virginia, and the District of Columbia. salient features of the proposed
Its purposes were to formulate a agreements and contracts included
water supply plan which would be ac- the following:
ceptable to the entire region and to (a) The WSSC, Aqueduct/DC, and
prepare the necessary contracts and FCWA should purchase from the
agreements so that the designated Corps of Engineers all water supply
plan could be implemented with a storage in Bloomington Lake and
minimum of delay. relieve the Maryland Potomac Water Savage River Reservoir

The Regional Task Force was Authority (the original purchaser of
aided in its work by both an appointed the project's "present" water supply
Technical Advisory Group and an ap- storage) of any obligation for repay-
pointed Citizens Advisory Group. ment. Yearly repayment to the Corps
These groups worked diligently for capital and operation and
throughout late 1980 and most of maintenance (O&M) costs allocated
1981 to formulate an acceptable to water supply should be shared
regional water supply plan. The Re- among WSSC (50 percent), FCWA
gional Task Force and its advisory (20 percent), and Aqueduct/DC (30
groups drew heavily from the data percent).
and findings contained in the Corps' (b) The WSSC, Aqueduct/DC, and
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ing the repeat of any historical award of a contract(s) for the con- aged as a regional unit, it is possible

drought. struction of the additional water sup- to obtain certain synergistic effects
. (2) Maintain the risk of entering ply facilities, which improve the system's water

the Emergency Stage of the LFAA at B = The average number of gal- supply capabil~ly. Without such man-
less than 2 percent with full reser- Ions of processed water pumped agement it is unlikely that the in-
voirs on June 1. daily by the Aqueduct to all its cus- dividual water supply system would

tomers from all sources (expressed be managed for the maximum ben-
(3) Maintain the risk of not refill- in million gallons per day) during the efit of all users, and shortages could

ing any reservoir used for water sup- month of July in each of the years result. The following paragraphs pro-
ply at less than 5 percent. 1981 through 1985. vide brief descriptions of the various

C = Same as A, except subsitute elements that make up the MWA
(4) Maintain the LFAA specified the number of gallons of processed water supply plan and how they

low flow over Little Falls dam at 100 water pumped daily by the FCWA. serve to satisfy the area's needs. For
mgd. D = Same as B, except substitute reference, Figure 13 shows the geo-

the number of gallons of processed graphic location of the structural ele-
(5) Minimize conflict between water pumped daily by the FCWA. ments of the regional plan, along with

normal utility operations and drought E = Same as A, except substitute some pertinent data relating to these
" operations. the number of gallons of processed projects.

water pumped daily by the WSSC.
(6) Provide consistency with the F = Same as B, except substitute

requirements of the LFAA. the number of gallons of processec Low Flow Allocation
water pumped daily by the WSSC. Agreement

(e) The LFAA should be revised to:
-: (1) eliminate the provisions that The Low Flow Allocation Agree-

freezes the computation of each The Regional Water ment signed in 1978 and modified in
jurisdiction's low flow share after Supply Plan 1982, provides for an equitable
1988, and (2) include Little Seneca means of allocating Potomac River
Lake releases as flow subject to the water among the MWA users during
allocation formula. These revisions Descrion of Plan Elements low flow periods so that no area suf-
should become effective only when fers disproportionate shortages. The
Little Seneca Lake is operational and The plan proposed by the Regional Agreement further provides for a
the regional operating agreement is Task Force and subsequently review every five years to determine
in place. adopted by the local jurisdictions is the fairness and reasonablep,,LJ uf

(f) Cost for construction and O&M projected to satisfy the water supply the allocation formula. Should further
of any future MWA water supply proj- needs of the Potomac water utilities action be needed in the future to
ect after Little Seneca Lake should (Washington Aqueduct, Washington balance supplies and demands, this
be shared among the parties in ac- Suburban Sanitary Commission, Fair- Agreement furnishes the logical
cordance with the formulas listed in fax County Water Authority, and means by which needs can be iden-
the box below. Further, water from Rockville) until at least the year 2030. tified and appropriate actions under-
such a project would be subject to The plan consists of numerous inter- taken. The LFAA also stipulates that
allocation according to the LFAA. locking elements, as depicted on a certain amount of flow be allowed
Symbols in the formulas are defined Figure 12. Taken together, the com- to enter the Potomac Estuary as en-
as follows: bination of structural projects, non- vironmental flowby. As discussed

structural programs, and the natural earlier, the LFAA signatories have
flow in the Potomac River form the adopted a 100 mgd value for flowby

A = The average number of gal- regional plan which provides for an to the Estuary with a 300 mgd target
Ions of processed water pumped efficient balance uf supplies and for the stretch of river between Great
daily by the Aqueduct to all its cus- demands. Falls and Little Falls, based on the
tomers from all sources (expressed The key element on Figure 12, recommendations in Maryland's
in million gallons per day) during the though, is the cooperative regional Flowby Study.
month of July in each of the five (5) management of the water supply re-
years immediately preceding the sources. When the system is man-

Water Supply
Coordination Agreement

District of %/0 = (A-B) X The Water Supply Coordination

Columbia's Share (A.B) + (C-D) + Agreement is an operational agree-
ment among the Washington Surbur-

FCWA's Share % = (C-D) X 100 ban Sanitary Commission, the Fairfax
AB) + (C-D) +F County Water Authority, and the

District of Columbia/Washington
Aqueduct. This Agreement for-

WSSC's % = (E-F) X 100 malizes the region's commitment to
(A-B) + (C-D) + (E-F) coordinated operation of its water

supply resources, and is the corner-
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Long-Term Water Conservation

Water conservation and demand
reduction measures are also part of
the regional plan. These measures
can be employed to use existing sup-
plies more efficiently and to decrease
the unnecessary use of water
throughout the year. Some of the
conservation measures include con-

Fig. 12-Dlments of the Regional Plan tinuing consumer education on wise
water use, metering of all connec-

.GREEME, tions, using pressure reducing
valves, and implementing plumbing
code regulations for water saving
devices. A gradual implementation of
such water conservation measures is
expected to reduce MWA water de-
mands about eleven percent by the
year 2030.

Reregulation
COOPERATIVE* AoioNAL Reregulation involves using both
MANAGEMENT the Potomac River and an off-

Potomac reservoir to serve a single
water distribution system. This mode
of operation requires a flexible
distribution system that can be
served by either of two sources. Dur-
ing normal conditions, the service
area is served largely from the
Potomac River, thereby conserving

f. storage in the off-Potomac reservoir.
During a low flow condition in the
Potomac River, however, a greater
area is served from the reservoir,

"_ SE LAKE PROJECT thereby decreasing withdrawals from
the river. Both WSSC and FCWA
presently have the capability to
employ reregulation. By maximizingstone of the cooperative regional (WSEA) in 1979. This Agreement is the use of the Potomac River and

management of the water supply incorporated into the regional plan minimizing use of the Patuxent and
system. The Interstate Commission along with the other elements Occoquan Reservoirs during non-of the Potomac River Basin, through developed by the Regional Task drought periods, water could be
their CO-OP Program, was identified Force. Contained within the Agree- "conserved" in the reservoirs. This
as the appropriate existing agency to ment is a Water Supply Emergency mode of operation insures maximum
manage the technical programs nec- Plan (WSEP) which details short-term reservoir capacity at the onset of
essary to sustain the regional emergency actions and curtailments drought conditions in the Potomac
cooperation. The Agreement also that could be implemented in the River, when the reservoirs could be
provides the cost-sharing arrange- event of water shortages. Such relied on more heavily. The WSSCment for any future water supply pro- emergency actions include banning and FCWA could then withdraw more
jects for the MWA, if and when they outdoor water use, eliminating street water from the reservoirs during a
are needed. washings, and restricting the use of drought, thus leaving more water in

ornamental fountains to name only a the Potomac River for the Aqueduct
Emergency few. By addressing means to con- and Rockville which have no other
Water Use Reduction serve water use during shortage source of water. The Potomac Lowperiods, this plan compliments the Flow Allocation Agreement employs

In recognition of possible water Potomac Low Flow Allocation Agree- the concept of reregulation as a fun-
shortage situations in the MWA, the ment, which is designed primarily to damental requirement for allocating
local governments had approved the distribute available supply during Potomac River water among the
Water Supply Emergency Agreement times of water shortages. users.
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* Fig. 13-Location of Structural Elements at Regional Plan
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Little Seneca Lake

The Little Seneca Lake project,
which is presently under construc-
tion, is located in the Seneca Creek
Watershed, just northeast of Boyds in
Montgomery County, Maryland.
When completed, the project will pro-
vide an additional four billion gallons
of water. Operation of the Little
Seneca project as part of an overa~l
system will allow this project to be
operated as a supplemental source Lake with 30.0 billion gallons of Description of Plan Operation
to respond to seasonal and/or daily storage and the Savage River Reser- During Droughts
variations in demand and supply. voir with 5.9 billion gallons of storage. To furnish an overview of how the
Simply stated, releases from the proj- Based on analyses conducted as MWA water supply system might
ect will be used, if necessary, to sup- part of the Corps' Bloomington Lake operate during a drought, Figure 14
plement Potomac River flows during. Reformulation Study, Bloomington shows a schematic of a typical situa-
droughts. Unlike releases from and Savage will be operated in tan- tion. The figure displays the drought's
Bloomington which may take several dem to satisfy not only the upstream progression through an entire season
days to reach the MWA, releases needs in the North Branch Potomac as the demands gradually increase
from Little Seneca Lake will reach River, but also to provide supplemen- and the available natural Potomac
the MWA Potomac intakes in one day tal water supply releases to benefit flows decrease. Across the top of
or less. This short travel time will the MWA. Releases from the up- Figure 14 are listed the basic se-
allow the project to be used to make stream reservoirs can be categorized quence of actions which could be
small adjustments in supply without as providing a generally constant in- taken to avoid potential shortages
"wasting" large amounts of up- crease to the Potomac River's base when demands begin to exceed sup-
stream storage. flow. The existing local reservoirs and plies. These actions are geared to

Little Seneca Lake may then be reg- making the most efficient use of all
Local Reservoirs ulated to account for daily fluctua- sources from a regional perspective.

tions in either supply or demand. Moving left to right (spring to sum-
The existing local reservoirs on the Thus, the conjunctive regulation of mer to fall) on Figure 14, the following

Patuxent River and Occoquan Creek both the upstream and local reser- sentences more fully describe the
provide a total of 20.4 billion gallons voirs makes more effective use of the concepts which are embodied in the
of storage and are also operated as existing water supply resources and operational scheme displayed on the
part of the overall MWA water supply minimizes the environmental and figure.
system. As noted earlier, the use of social impacts of their use. 9 During the early spring, reser-
the Patuxent and Occoquan reser- voir releases (Bloomington, Savage,
voirs can be minimized during non- Occoquan & Patuxent) are minimized
drought periods so that storage is re- Assumptions so as to retain as much water as
tained. During droughts, the reservoir In formulating the regional plan, possible in reservoir storage for later
storage would then be used more certain specific assumptions were use. Water needs are served primar-
heavily by WSSC and FCWA. Thus, made regarding flow rates, intake ily with Potomac River water.
more water would remain in the capacities, reservoir storage, and * During the late spring and

, Potomac River for use by the other parameters. These specific early summer, reservoir releases are
Washington Aqueduct and Rockville assumptions were in addition to slowly increased as water needs
which have no other source of raw those broad study assumptions cited grow and the natural Potomac River
water. in Chapter I. Table 6 lists the impor- flows drop. Reregulation is employed

tant assumptions for the adopted to "even out" daily flucuations in the

Upstream Reservoirs regional plan. Although too lengthly to availability of Potomac River water.
discuss in this summary document, Withdrawals from the upstream and

Lastly, the remaining elements of the reasons for selecting particular downstream reservoirs are propor-
the system are the upstream reser- values are described at length in the tioned so as not to stress one reser-

* voirs which include Bloomington various report appendices. voir too heavily. Reservoir releases
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and withdrawals are based on the
principles of the Water Supply Coor-
dination Agreement and the CO-OP
forecasts for Potomac River flow.

" The alert, restriction, and
emergency stages of the Low Flow
Allocation Agreement are imple-
mented when withdrawals from the

TABLE 6 Potomac River reach 50 percent, 80
ASSUMPTIONS FOR REGIONAL PLAN percent, and 100 percent of the
,"-__Potomac flow, respectively. When

the emergency stage is reached, theParameters ,Value Occoquan and Patuxent water treat-
• Bloomington Lake ment plants should be operating atTotal Conservation Storage 30,000 mg

Water Supply Storage 13,370 mg their full capacity, and the mandatory-. "Water Suply Storage 13,30 mg

Water uality Storage 16,630 mg water use restrictions of the Water
Minimum Release 32 mgd Shortage Emergency Agreements
Maximum Release 10,710 should be in effect.

-. oWater Supply Release variable * If water shortages still appear
Seasonal Drawdown for Flood

Control yes likely, if releases from the upstream
Savage River Reservoir reservoirs will not arrive in time, and

Available Storage 5,900 mg if the Occoquan and Patuxent water
Minimum Release 13 mgd treatment plants are operating at full
Maximum Release 3,130 mgd cap then water is released from

Seasonal Drawdown for Flood capacitt
Control yes Little Seneca Lake. Little Seneca

Upstream Releases Lake acts as a "safety valve" to sup-
Flow Target at Luke, Maryland 78 mgd ply needed water on short notice if

-W.." Bloomington/Savage Release shortages are imminent.
Ratios time-dependent,

how-dependent * Releases from Little Seneca
Flow Loss Between Luke and Lake are adjusted as needed so that

MWA Intakes 0 mgd supply just matches demand, after
Percent of Releases Arriving at providing the proper amount of

MWA, 1st Week 47%
Percent of Releases Arriving at flowby. Little Seneca Lake releases

MWA, 2nd Week 53% are discontinued when the shortage
Occoquan Reservoir period is over.

Water Supply Storage 10,300 mg * As water needs decrease
Environmental Flowby 0 mgd
Minimum Water Supply and/or Potomac flows increase, res-

Withdrawal 30 mgd ervoir releases are reduced. The cy-
Maximum Water Supply cle begins again as reservoir re-

Withdrawal (7-day average) 95 mgd leases are minimized in order to re-
Patuxent Reservoirs (Triadelphia & tain more water in reservoir storage

Rocky Gorge)
Water Supply Storage 10,100 mgd for a subsequent low flow period.
Environmental Flowby 10 mgd In summary, the underlying princi-
Minimum Water Supply pIe in this operational procedure is to

Withdrawal 20 mgd reduce water wastage (i.e., un-
* Maximum Water Supply needed reservoir releases) by making

Withdrawal (7-day average) 55 mgd
Little Seneca Lake large reservoir releases only as nec-

Water Supply Storage 4,020 mg essary to meet water needs. The
Environmental Flowby 1.12 mgd capability of existing suppliers can be
Minimum Relase 0 mgd substantially extended in this man-
Maximum Release 275 mgd

ner. Obviously, the regional agree-
.- Aqueduct 650 mgd ment for cooperative system man-

WSSC 400 mgd agement is the critical element which
FCWA 200 mgd allows the users to obtain the max-
Rockville 8 mgd imum benefits and reduce water

Potomac Estuary Flowby 100 mgd wastage
Demand Level wastage.

Population Projections MWCOG Round I
Conservation Level Scanario 3

LFAA Provisions 1982 Modifications, Drought Simulation
No Freeze A measure of the effectiveness of

the regional plan would be to test the
water supply system's actual perfor- ..-
mance during a severe drought. This
would be a risky undertaking at best.
Instead, a need was identified for a
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mathematical (computer) model to Fig. 14-Schematic of System Operation

simulate historical droughts using
recorded low flow conditions, assum-
ing projects and programs such as
those embodied by the Regional Task
Force's plan.

"*" "" Fortunately, a research team at Potot.toc flo.
Johns Hopkins University had been Deoi ig Potoac flow. , beg increaing relese, fro, Bloom.ngton and Sne

developing such a model in the late More water needed soon, increase wthtdsw.a from, Patu . i and ., ootaia

1970's, even before the formation of -e.ici. immit.,,

the Regional Task Force. The Hop- Criical peod ow, stop riles

kins model, titled "Potomac River In- !gin dorecing ifrom

teractive Simulation Model" (PRISM),
was subsequently used by the Corps
in the MWA Water Supply Study. The
following sections briefly describe 1
PRISM, application of PRISM to the ,
MWA's regional water supply situa- .
tion, the results of the computer
modelling, and the sensitivity of the
results to various flowby levels.

D..crption of PRISMICOE

Background SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER

At about the time the Corps was

completing its Progress Report and
the Regional Task Force was begin-
ning its efforts, it was generally rec-
ognized that a different approach
was required to fully describe the
MWA's water supply problems. Low Flow, North Branch Potomac River

Whereas the Corps' early-action
phase addressed the water supply
problem almost exclusively in terms
of a rate of required flow (in mgd)
without regard to remaining reservoir
storage, it was felt that further work
should address the problem in terms
of a volume of required water supply
(in mg) to satisfy needs throughout a
prolonged drought period. The advan-
tages of the volume approach would"-
be that: (1) it would enable a more
thorough investigation of methods for gressional representatives from the conjunction with other reservoirs
cooperatively managing the MWA's MWA, was included as part of the serving the MWA. (The early-action
several reservoirs, (2) it would overall MWA Water Supply Study; de- efforts had assumed a maximum re-
realistically reflect information which tails of the investigation are con- lease of only 135 mgd from Bloom-
the water utility managers would con- tained in Appendix H.) This Blooming- ington Lake). This finding was subse-
sider when making decisions on how ton study hac ) major objectives: quently endorsed by the Regional
to operate their systems during (1) to investigate regulation strategies Task Force and had far-reaching ef-
droughts, and (3) it would furnish an to maximize the water supply fects on redefining the water supply
accurate picture of the sensitivity and capability of the existing Bloomington problem.
hydrologic capabilities of the overall Lake project, and (2) to determine the
system with respect to changes in feasibility of reallocating some Capabilities of PRISM/COE
demand, supply, and flowby levels Bloomington water quality or flood Given the desire to redefine the
during historic droughts. control storage to water supply problems in terms of volume (mg) for

The need to reconsider the exact storage to meet additional down- droughts of record, the possibility of
nature of the water supply problems stream needs. In the process of in- different regulation procedures for
became even more apparent follow- vestigating the first objective, it was Bloomington Lake, and the availabil-

. ing the initiation of the Bloomington soon demonstrated that the Bloom- ity of the Hopkins computer model,
Lake Reformulation Study. (This ington Lake project could provide the Corps revised and modified
study, undertaken in 1980 in re- substantially greater releases than PRISM to reflect the programs and
sponse to a request from five Con- originally envisioned if operated in projects being considered by the
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Regional Task Force. The Corps' ver-
sion of the computer model was titled
PRISM/COE to differentiate it from
the earlier Hopkins' version.

PRISM/COE is a basin-specific
model which simulates the operation
of the MWA water supply system on
a weekly (7-day) basis. It includes im-

Potomac water portant data such as major supply
" Treatment Plant, Washington sources (Potomac River and Occo-

Surburban Sanitary Commission South Branch Potomac River quan, Patuxent, Bloomington, and
Savage Reservoirs), demands of the
major users (Aqueduct, FCWA, and
WSSC) by benchmark year, alloca-
tion ratios from the Potomac LFAA,
water treatment plant capacities,
streamflow targets, and 50 years of

- -. historic flow records from area
streams. In simplified terms, PRISM/
COE is an "accounting" mechanism
for the regional water system. Given
a set of operating conditions and as-

Fig. 15-Simulation Results for the Regional Plan sumptions, PRISM/COE reports the
Flgure 15 consequences of these scenarios on

~ o to go .1 Pln*a week-by-week basis. PRISM/COE
40 40 calculates the story remaining in

each reservoir within the system, the
flowby level at Little Falls, the de-
mand of each user, the allocated
share of Potomac River water, and

T Tthe magnitude of any shortages.v Because PRISM/COE is a simula-

30 - -30 tion model, it merely reports the con-
sequences of a given set of condi-
tions. It does not "optimize" system

25 25 operation in the truest sense of the

MWA word. However, repeated application
water of the model with slightly different
sassumptions during each repetition

20 20 allows the user to determine very
(Blom. good, if not optimal, regulation stra-

tegies. It was in this manner that
Re r in n ) 15"UXr 'l n La e1 P R IS M / C O E p ro v id e d:: its g re a te s t

utility. Many different assumptions

and input values were tested, both
ot- Raw..-_ 1 quickly and inexpensively, to deter-

- 10 -.-.... to mine Bloomington Lake's response
•. ,u/. and the overall system's response to

.. 0" , various management strategies.
. -. . Details concerning model develop-

ment and application are contained
. 77. 1 in Annex H-Ill, PRISM Development
L S. '" and Application. It should be noted

J u Ag that PRISM/COE was strictly a water,. n Jul Ag I s I c, N.ov Dc13 Jan F e0 I 19 t 31 I Jun Jul quantity model and did not explicitly1930 1931 consider water quality concerns.
,- 2o,= o .20o However, some of the assumptions
Flow used in PRISM/COE were based on

] 5WOO the results of water quality analyses
0W low undertaken for the Bloomington Lake

50 - 5W Reformulation Study. Annex H-Il fur-
(Milio nishes a discussion of these water

Jun Jutl Aug S Oct Nno DecI Jan I F ar M Apr I MayI Jun I quality examinations as they relate to

1930 1931 Bloomington Lake and the North
M~t~tt 2020 onsration Scenario 3 Dernrnda Recurrence of the It93193 Flov". a 100 mfgd FOMety Target, Rellregtron, and Branch Potomac River.

Conlunlve Ue of the MWA Reervorrs
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Result of Mathematical
Simulatiosp Using the projects, programs, and
assumptions of the regionai plan as
discussed in earlier sections of this
chapter, hydrologic simulations were

* ~conducted using PRISMICQE. TheTAL7
hydrologic data used in the simula- SUMMARY OF SIMULATION RESULTS
tions included 50 years of flow FOR REGIONAL PLAN *
records between 1929 and 1979 for_____________________________
the Potomac River, Occoquan Creek, 

___________and Patuxent River. As such, the data 1930-31 1966
covered the two most severe droughts Maximum Deficit (mgd)
on record - the early 1930's and the W5SC 0 0

md16s.FOWA 0 0
mi 160s.WAD 0 0

The simulation results for the Region 0 0
1930-31 and 1966 droughts, assum- Cumulative Deficit (mg) 0 0
ing year 2030 demands, are pre- WsSC 0 0
sented in Table 7 and Figure 15. The FCWA 00
results show that the MWA supply W AD 0 0
system, as it is currently envisioned Total 0 0
with the regional plan, could satisfy Available Storage Remaining (mg)
2030 demands (Conservation Sce- Water Supply
nario 3) with no difficulty. In fact, Bloomington 11,822

Occoquan 11,822 12,255
about 60 percent (over 40,000 mg) of Patuxent 4,758 7,033
the region's total water supply stor- Little Seneca 3,797 3.082
age would still be available at the end Total 122,157 28,551
of the 1930-31 drought, and nearly % of capacity (37,790 mg) 58.6%0/ 75.6%
75 percent (almost 47,000 mg) would Non-Water Supply
remain at the end of the 1966 Bloomington 13,275 13,645
drought. For the longest historical Soalg 48,016 48,71
drought (1930-31) as well as the Toa1806837
most seeelow flo occurrence % of Capacity (22,530 mg) 80.2%0/ 81.6%/

seer .owTotal Storage Remaining 40,233 46,927
(1966), then, the system would exper- % of Capacity (60,320 mg) 66.7% 77.8%
ience no shortages. The keys to the Wesa iiu lwyLvl(0 g)1
system's ability to avert shortages Wesa iiu lwyLvl(0 g)1
are the availability of Little Seneca -Hydrologic simulation conducted using year 2030 Conservation
Lake releases on short notice and the Scenario 3 demands.

Fig. 16-Advantages of Regional Cooperat ion
STORAGE REMAINING (MILUION GALLONS)

WITHOUT WITH
REGIONAL COOPERATION REGIONAL COOPERATION

70.000 MAN0 10,000 W0ON0 30.000 20,000 0,000 0 0 10,00 3000 30000 "'Mr S0.000 40.000 70.000

JBLOOMINGTON

[] SAVAGE

LITTLE SENECA3

PATUXENT

!l3 TOTAL MWA 4

70.00 00.00 00.0 40.000 wk00 20.000 10.k0 0 0 1 00 00.00 3000 A i 0 0.000 6iR .0.00 7,0
IMGI (MG)

TOTAL. AVAAU STORAGE

*Rosult Of PRISM/CC! hlmuhaft asmoiln yew 202 dsmew
(CorwevmoScn 3) End a rompreo'oe of ft 08301 drogM.
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needs grow more rapidly than pres-
ently projected.

,3S tivfty Anais
For the 1930-31 drought and year

2030 demands, the simulated system
TABLE 8 operated for 13 weeks at the min-
SENSITIITY OF REGIONAL PLAN TO DIFFERENT FLOWBY imum flowby level of 100 mgd, as

% TARGETS' depicted in the Potomac River hydro-
graph on Figure 15 and listed in Table

Flowby Level, mgd 7. For the remaining years of flow
record, the minimum flowby of 100

Maximum Deficit (mgd) 100 30 500 mgd was reached in a total of only 11
WSSC 0 38 173 weeks of system operation: seven
FCWA 0 23 63 weeks during 1966, two weeks during
WAD 0 38 150 1964, and two weeks during 1982.
Region 0 99 362 Noting that the PRISM/COE simu-

Cumulative Deficit (mg) lations indicated the system could
wSSC 0 835 14,503 easily handle historical droughts and*" FCWA 0 607 4,928

WAD 0 942 12,604 year 2030 demands with the 100
Total 0 2,384 32,035 mgd flowby target, a sensitivity

analysis was conducted using higher
Available Storage Remaining, mg levels of flowby to the Estuary. Flow-

Water Supply
* Bloomington 11,822 0 0 by targets of 300 mgd and 500 mgd

Occoquan 1.780 0 0 were selected for the sensitivity
Patuxent 4,758 2,707 1,379 analysis. While the PRISMICOF simu-
Little Seneca 3,797 0 0 lations modelled the higher targets as
Total 22,157 2.707 1,379 atiostmodeed the higher argets•'%of capacity (37,790 rag) 58.6% 7.20/ 3.60/ an Estuary need, the higher flowbys

could also be viewed as either addi-Non-Water SupplyNBloomington 13,275 6.852 6,778 tional system demands or as lower
Savage 4,801 543 0 base flows than those recorded since
Total 18.076 7,395 6,778 1929. The additional demands could
% of Capacity (22,530 mg) 80.2% 32.86/6 30.1% be the result of (1) larger population

Total Storage Remaining 40,233 10,102 8,157 growth than anticipated in the Round
% of Capacity (60,320 mg) 66.7% 16.7% 13.5% I forecast, (2) higher unit water use

Weeks at Minimum Flowby Level 13 18 21 than that indicated by Conservation
Scenario 3, or (3) reduction in the

*Hydrologic simulation conducted using year 2030 Conservation water supply capability of an off-
Scenario 3 demands. stream source, such as the Occo-

quan or Patuxent Reservoirs.
For convenience in using PRISM/

COE, though, higher flowby levels
were used to evaluate the sensitivity

cooperative management of the river to furnish any additional water which of the MWA system to greater de-
and reservoir system. was needed, up to the maximum mands or lower supply conditions.

To demonstrate the advantage of withdrawal limits. The PRISM/COE simulations indi-
cooperative management of the Figure 16 displays the remaining cated that, with the 300 mgd Estuary
wp'er supply system, an additional reservoir storage for two simulations, flowby target and year 2030 de-
F ,ISM/COE simulation was con- both with and without regional coop- mands, shortages would occur only
ducted using the 1930-31 low flow eration, for the 1930-31 drought. As for a 1930-31 flow recurrence. The
records and year 2030 demands. All the figure shows, about 13,500 mg of 500 mgd flowby target would result
assumptions, projects, and programs storage would remain at the end of in a severe MWA shortage with
were the same as those previously the drought without regional coopera- 1930-31 flows and year 2030 de-
described for the regional plan, ex- tion whereas about 40,200 mg of mands, and a moderate shortage
cept that no cooperative manage- storage would remain if regional with 1966 flows. The extent of the
ment was included. Simply stated, cooperation was practiced. This shortages, flow conditions, and re-
Bloomington and Savage Reservoirs "savings" of 26,700 mg (or reduced maining water supply shortages dur-
were operated to satisfy a constant wastage as discussed earlier) is at- ing the 1930-31 drought are com-
flow target of 197 mgd at Luke, tributable to systems management, pared in Table 8 and Figure 17 for the
Maryland (as proposed in Bloom- and demonstrates the desirability of three flowby targets.
ington's authorization document) with such an approach. The "savings" in Subsequently, with an increase in
little regard to satisfying the fluctuat- storage represents a valuable buffer demand or reduction in supply equiv-
ing water needs in the MWA. Local should a drought more severe than alent to 300 mgd flowby (200 mgd in-
reservoirs in the MWA were operated 1930-31 occur, or should water cremental change), the MWA system
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would severely tax its storage Fig. 17-Sensitivity of Regional Plan to Different Flowby Targets
resources in a serious, long-term
drought. The PRISM/COE simulations
indicated that for the 1930-31
drought condition and year 2030 40

',:":-:'; :.demands, the system's water supply - ..

storage would be reduced to only "".
seven percent of its capacity. In addi- 30 \ .-.tion, the system would exprience a Total 100 .... ........ i............. ...

Waler ....

shortage of about 2,400 million supply ...........
gallons. For a 150-day drought (five Storage

months), this shortage would average 00 -,d ",/.dn
about 16 mgd. (8,,,ion

Larger increases in demand or re- Rema ing)

ductions in supply would have even t0 50

more significant effects. A flowby
of 500 mgd (a change of 400 mgd) 0.
would result in a regional shortage of

. 32,000 million gallons over a five- J I Jul Aug Sep I OctI Nov Dec I Jan I Feb I Marl Ap I MayI Jun Jul 0

month period during a recurrence of 1930 1931
the 1930-31 drought with year 2030
demands, or an average of about 210 0 nO-

MWA (Tola, Defhcl = 0 MG)

mgd. The system storage would be gonal 40o 400

reduced to less than four percent of Defc., 3 U Fl .3,M

its capacity. To provide a measure of 300 - (ot D =3MW

comparison for this shortage volume, 20 - 500 F","Y 200the total conservation storage in (M,,,,,. 0 (w'otcl 2 3 G ,00
Bloomington Lake (including both Gaons 10

water supply and water quality stor- PJun Jul I a W Se .cl Non Dec I Jan I Feb I mar A I MayI JanI Jul0

age) is 30,000 million gallons. 1930 1931

200 - 2000

Summary and Status of Poomac - 5SRiver 500 ----- 30 . Flob , 1

Plan Implementation F.......
1000 - 1000

. Using the Corps' Progress Report
and the results of the ICPRB's CO-OP Galno nprogram to provide basic information, Per Day) ........

C.• Juni JullAug o Oc tiNOViDeci JanIFeOIMarIAcprIMayI JunI Jul

the Metropolitan Washington Re- 0 1931

gional Water Supply Task Force pro- 1930 1931

ceeded to develop a regional plan for -*Asumes 2030 Conservation Scenario 3 Demands, Recurrence of the 1930-1931 Flows. Reregulation. and Colunctive Use of the MWA

local implementation. The Regional Reervos,

Task Force identified both structural
and non-structural measures to avert
potential water supply shortages with no further action required by the thereafter. Completion of the project
through at least the year 2030, Federal government to implement is expected in late 1984.
assuming a value of 100 mgd for the plan. (d) An agreement among
flowby. Hydrologic simulation using (a) A contract was signed by WSSC, FCWA, Aqueduct/DC and
PRISM/COE confirmed the findings of WSSC, FCWA, Aqueduct/DC to pur- Allegany County to share the O&M
the Regional Task Force regarding chase all water supply storage in costs of Savage River Reservoir was
plan effectiveness. In addition to Bloomington Lake from the Federal signed (see Annex B-Ill).
identifying the measures necessary government (see Annex H-IX). (e) An operational agreement
for a regional plan to operate suc- (b) The existing contract be- between WSSC, FCWA, and Aque-
cessfully, the Regional Task Force tween the Corps of Engineers and the duct/DC to achieve the regional
also negotiated a series of interlock- Maryland Potomac Water Authority water supply objectives was signed
ing agreements and contracts to im- for Bloomington Lake's initial water (see Annex B-I).
plement its recommended plan. supply storage was terminated (see (f) The LFAA was modified to in-

At a historic signing ceremony Annex H-X). clude releases from Little Seneca
held on 22 July 1982, the following (c) An agreement among Lake as part of the water subject to
actions were taken by the various WSSC, FCWA, and Aqueduct/DC to allocation and to remove the freeze

- local, state and Federal jurisdictions share the cost of Little Seneca Lake provision; both provisions are to be
to implement the recommendations was signed (see Annex B-Il). Ground- effective when Little Seneca Lake is
of the Regional Task Force. It is im- breaking ceremonies for the project operational (see Annex D-IV).
portant to note that these actions are were conducted in September 1982 (g) A cost-sharing arrangement
being undertaken at the local level, and construction initiated soon for any future water supply projects
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for the MWA was negotiated and in- allow the construction of finished Progress Report which examined
cluded in the Water Supply Coordina- water interconnectons between the these linkages between finished
tion Agreement (seen Annex B-I). Aqueduct and the WSSC in order to water distribution systems. All ex-

In a related matter, proposed provide more efficient management penses are to be paid by the re-
legislation has been submitted to of existing water supplies and to pro- questing entity, which shall also pay
Congress to permit the sale of water vide for mutual assistance between charges for the use of such water.
from the Federally-owned Washing- the utilities in time of need. Such
ton Aqueduct to authorities in the finished water interconnections were
State of Maryland in a manner similar also a direct outgrowth of the Corps'
to the sale of water to Virginia com-
munities authorized under existing
legislation. Such authorization would

., .4
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Chapter V
Long-Range Planning

As originally envisioned, the long- sion was to examine the needs of the projections of water supply short-
range phase of the MWA Water Sup- outlying service areas and to ex- ages. Projects to increase supply
ply Study was to examine the water amine general alternatives applicable availability, programs to reduce
supply needs beyond the year 2000 to these areas. water needs, and procedures to max-
and formulate plans by more fully imize operational efficiency all con-
considering the entire range of tributed to the prospect of eliminating
available water supply components. Redefinition of the Base any water supply shortages through
The findings of the early-action phase Condition the year 2030. Consequently, the
and the actions stemming from the base condition for the long-range
Progress Report, however, sug- It is important to emphasize at the phase of study was revised to include
gested a shift in focus be made for outset of this chapter that the "base the elements of the regional plan
the long-range phase. It was no condition" for the long-range phase described in the previous chapter. As
longer necessary to develop specific was significantly changed from the such, the estimated water supply
long-range "plans" to meet needs base condition defined at the outset surpluses and/or shortages associ-
through the 50-year planning horizon of the early-action phase. As dis- ated with the base condition for the
because the contracts, agreements, cussed in Chapter IV, actions taken long-range phase are the same as
and commitments to certain water by the non-Federal sector in re- those computed by the PRISM/COE
supply projects discussed in the sponse to the 1979 Progress Report simulation model (see section titled
previous chapter would satisfy the had significantly altered the earlier "Drought Simulation" in Chapter IV).
region's needs through the year
2030. Consequently, the level of Occoquan Dam and Reservoir, Fairfax County Water Authority
detail developed during the long-
range phase was generally less than
"feasibility scope." Only preliminary
costs and impacts were generated to
enable relative comparisons between
the advantages and disadvantages of
the various long-range components.

The emphasis in the long-range
phase was placed on achieving three
primary missions. The first was to
respond fully to the study's authoriz-
ing legislation which required an ex-
amination of the complete spectrum
of water supply options. Some of
these examinations had been ini-
tiated shortly after the beginning of
the study, and it was desirable to
complete these analyses regarding
the technical feasibility of less "tradi-
tional" supply and demand manage-
ment options. The second mission
was to use such technical informa-
tion to evaluate, at least in a very
preliminary fashion, the range of
choices available to the region
should the need for additional
measures become apparent. Addi-
tional water supply needs could be a
function of larger than anticipated
demands, a higher minimum flowby
level than is currently established, a
decrease in available supplies, or any
combination of factors. The third mis-
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Description of Potential Table 9 were investigated in the the conservation scenarios.

Long-Range Measures early-action phase, including Conser- Because Scenario 4 was similar to
vation Scenarios 4 and 5, raw water Scenario 3 in both effectiveness and

' Concurrent with the efforts of the interconnections, finished water in- cost, only Scenario 5 was considered
Regional Task Force and the redefini- terconnections, and some local res- further as a means to significantly
tion of the base condition, the Corps ervoirs. They were reintroduced into alter demand. Scenario 5 repre-
was undertaking studies for the long- the long-range phase because they sented the most stringent of the
range measures. These measures still represented viable options for water conservation programs and
are listed in Table 9, and were iden- future water supply planning. was capable of the greatest level of
tified through the study's authorizing Reregulation was not included in the potential reduction. Scenario 5
legislation, through meetings with list as it was already being practiced assumed the installation of the most
local officials, and through previous by WSSC and FCWA, and therefore efficient water-using devices in new
studies. These measures were was considered as part of the base residential construction, an intensive
judged to have potential applicability condition. The remaining measures device installation program oriented
to the MWA in future years, given the represented other approaches not towards existing residences, reduc-
right combination of financial, institu- explicitly considered in the early- tions in outdoor residential water use,
tional, environmental, and social fac- action phase. The following sections a reduction in unaccounted for water,
tors as well as a pressing need for provide a brief description of the and reductions in indoor and outdoor
additional demand reduction or sup- measures. non-residential water use. Implemen-
plemental supply measures. tation of Scenario 5 was projected to

Several of the measures listed in Water Conservation achieve approximately 16 percent
A previous section concerning the more reduction in average annual

early-action phase has already sum- demands than Scenario 3 demand
TABLE 9 marized the development of five levels by the year 2030 when com-
.LONG-RANGE PLANNING water conservation scenarios. Con- pared to the baseline demands.
MEASURES servation Scenario 3 which projected Because of the intensiveness of

Water Conservation Scenarios 4 and 5 an 11 percent demand reduction by Scenario 5, the capital cost projected
Raw Water Interconnections 2030 was used for planning purposes for this measure would be high, ap-
Finished Water Interconnections in the early-action phase, and was proximately $183 million (October
Pricing subsequently included as part of the 1981 price levels) for the Aqueduct,
Groundwater redefined base condition for the long- FCWA, WSSC and Rockville service
Reservoirs

Local range phase. Water Conservation areas combined. Conservation Sce-
Upper Potomac Basin Scenarios 4 and 5 contain additional nario 5 would produce little if any
Modification of Existing Reservoirs measures to reduce the total demand adverse environmental impacts.

Bloomington Lake Reformulation in 2030 by 13 percent and 27 per-
Changed Regulation Procedure cent, respectively. Appendix G-Non-
Reallocation of Storage centu Sties Appendi -Non-

Potomac Estuary Water Treatment Plant Structural Studies contains detailed Raw Water Interconnections
Wastewater Reuse information on the development of Raw water interconnections serv-

ing the functions described in
Chapter III and illustrated in Figure 8
were also considered further during

T. Howard Duckett Dam and Rocky Gorge Reservoir, Washington long-range planning. Two projects
Surburban Sanitary Commission were considered: one between the

Potomac River at the WSSC intake
and the Rocky Gorge Reservoir for
Maryland users, and another be-
tween the Potomac River near the
FCWA intake and the Occoquan Res-
ervoir for Virginia users. The primary
benefit of these projects would be to
allow the utilities to serve more of
their service areas from the reser-
voirs when Potomac River flows are
low. Reversibility of flow adds to the
flexibility of these components. De-
tailed descriptions of the projects are
contained in Appendix E - Raw and
Finished Water Interconnections
and Reregulation.

Various pipeline sizes were inves-
tigated for each route, however, it
was assumed that a 60 mgd (54-inch ..-

pipe) Potomac-Rocky Gorge inter-
connection and a 65 mgd (60-inch
pipe) Potomac-Occoquan intercon-
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nection would be the most reason- water and sewer facilities, areas were in the Hagerstown Valley
ably sized projects given the water The major finding of the pricing of Western Maryland and the Atlantic

* supply storages that would most study was that the demand for water Coastal Plain of Southern Maryland
likely be available under the exist- by the Potomac users could not be on the western shore of the Chesa-
ing regional reservoir operating further reduced by implementation of peake Bay. Studies were undertaken
agreements. marginal cost peak period pricing by the United States Geological

The capital costs would be approx- policies, at least in the immediate Survey (USGS) for both areas to
imately $60 million and $80 million future. The relatively inexpensive estimate the probable yields; how-
(October 1981 price levels) for the cost of the supply management ever, the Hagerstown Valley work
Potomac-Rocky Gorge and the Poto- policies now being implemented in was terminated due to strong local
mac-Occoquan Reservoir projects, the MWA as part of the regional plan opposition and subsequent with-
respectively. Raw water interconnec- have the effect of making the planned drawal of support by the State of
tions, therefore, would be fairly ex- new increments of supply so cost- Maryland. The Atlantic Coastal Plain
pensive projects. Environmental and effective that prices high enough to study was continued to completion,
social impacts would be the most depress demand cannot be justified and focused on four major water-
severe during constructon while op- in terms of marginal peak costs. bearing aquifers in Maryland within a
erational impacts after construction 30-mile radius of Washington, D.C.
would be limited, with the possible Groundwater These aquifers, listed in ascending
exception of accelerated reservoir Two areas having potentially high order, include the Patuxent, Pa-

-. drawdowns during droughts. yields of groundwater were identified tapsco, Magothy, and Aquia aquifers.

Finished Water Interconnections at the outset of the study. These The Aquia aquifer, the uppermost

- -As discussed in Chapter III, finished
water interconnections do not provide
additional water to the region. By link-
ing together independent finished
water distribution systems, howeve Fig. 18-Atlantic Coastal Plain, Potential Groundwater Development Sites

added efficiency and emergency ca-
pability within the region would be
created. This capability would be
beneficial in the event of a failure or HY O - -
loss of water in any one system. Ap- HOWARD
pendix E - Raw and Finished Water '
Interconnections and Reregula-
tion contains the detailed cost and
impacts of five interconnections MON T GOM E RY / %.*

which link the Aqueduct, FCWA and /
WSSC service areas. They range in '-.. / \Z/.
cost from about $70,000 to $34 mil- VA. Z
lion (October 1981 pricing levels) de- <WASHNGTON) m r
pending upon size and length. These ,\,D.. rpc j,-
interconnections were further eval- ,V / -i

uated in the long-range phase be- FiFA
cause of their emergency capability. F A I R F A X 0 INN

Pricing 3*

Water pricing as a tool for demand 0' - o
reduction represented another non- 7 "

structural approach considered in .
long-range planning. The primary pur- CHARLES
pose of the water pricing study was -
to determine if adjustments in the
price charged to the consumer would 4
be effective in reducing water de-
mand in the MWA. S T MARYS

To answer this question, a mar-
ginal cost peak period pricing 0
scheme was developed. This method94,C
represented the most efficient and MD. KEY
equitable means of pricing from the VT '!
viewpoint of economic theory. This SCALE 0 WELLFIELD SITE

scheme was tested with the known 10 0 10 20 MILES WATER TREATMENT
user costs associated with source PLANT

development, treatment, transmis- - PIPELINE
sion, O&M, and fixed costs for both
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Fig. 19-Potentlal Upstream Reservoir Sites aquifer would produce unacceptable
drawdowns in the overlying Aquia
aquifer which presently serves as a
local supply source. It was also deter-
mined that presently operating wells
in the Patapsco and Patuxent aqui-
fers would not likely be affected by
the scheme if developed; however,
the effects on additional wells which
may be drilled in these areas would
need to be considered carefully.

It was also noted that a thorough
test well program would be required
to substantiate the USGS modelling
study results prior to physical im-
plementation of any of the schemes.
Several other important findings
related to the geo-hydrologic effects
of pumping and the development of
preliminary design and cost data are
presented in Appendix F- Structural
Alternatives. Environmental impacts
would be temporary during the con-
struction of the wellfields. No signifi-
cant environmental impacts would
likely result from project operation.

Reservoirs
Over the years, scores of reservoir

projects have been evaluated by all
levels of government for their poten-
tial to augment supplies for the MWA.
Although few have been imple-
mented, two key projects (Bloom-

I SIXES SIoGE ington Lake and Little Seneca Lake)
S2o W NTON) have either been constructed or are-t"OWN CRIEK

5 OTHOUN TAIN being constructed. Because of the
SUTTL CACAOON great utility of reservoirs to achieveImultiple purposes and because of

changing economic, environmental,
and social conditions and percep-
tions in the Potomac Basin, selected
reservoir sites were reexamined in
this study to better evaluate their

aquifer, contains abundant water of Using the USGS information as a viability in light of current conditions.
high quality which presently furnishes base, several pumping schemes Three broad categories of reservoirs
most of the drinking water to com- were developed by the Corps of were considered: new reservoirs in
munities in the area. Engineers involving wellfield develop- the upper Potomac Basin or "up-

A computer model was developed ment at the four sites, water treat- stream reservoirs", new reservoirs
by the USGS which was calibrated ment, pumping, and conveyance to within the MWA or "local reservoirs",
using existing groundwater informa- the MWA. It was determined that a and modification of existing reser-
tion for the four aquifers. The model scheme involving groundwater devel- voirs. Appendix F - Structural Alter-
was used to determine yields and opment at Sites 1 and 3, a centralized natives contains detailed information
drawdown behaviors under various water treatment plant for both sites, about all three reservoir categories.

pumping scenarios. The four sites and pumping of the treated water to
depicted on Figure 18 were selected the WSSC system near Largo, Mary- Upstream Reservoirs
for detailed computer modelling and land, represented the most cost- Twenty-one upstream sites were
preliminary design and cost esti- eftti.tve alternative (see Figure 18). reviewed including many originally
mates. These sites were chosen be- The estimated capital cost for this recommended in the Corps' 1963
cause of their collective potential to scheme would be approximately Potomac River Basin Report as
provide as much as 100 mgd during $122 million (October 1981 price well as others suggested by the U.S.
drought occurrences with minimal levels). Furthermore, at these sites Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS).
adverse impacts to local wells in the only pumping in the Patuxent and Of these, it was determined that the

* area and with minimal interference Patapsco aquifers would be prudent following seven reservoir sites
between aquifers. since pumping in the Magothy deserved further consideration as a
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representative group considering to- Fig. 20-Potential Local Reservoir Sites
day's environmental, social, eco-
nomic and physical concerns: Sixes
Bridge, Verona, Town Creek, North
Mountain, Sideling Hill, Little
Cacapon, and Mount Storm. These
reservoirs are shown on Figure 19.
The yields of these projects ranged
from 32 mgd to 100 mgd and their
capital costs ranged from " Ase. M4Sft. LITTLSENEC LAKE underco iufrction

• , $40,000,000 to $150,000,000 (Oc- J.,RK E R SR VOI Rtober 1981 price levels). / MO ER C GOEL, SEvopric I /'".. RocRY OoRoE

It should be noted that the up- RESERVOI

stream reservoir projects are .- I ,'°

presented only for comparative pur- L. -
L- ft!Z ;a S KPposes to other water supply manage- 4 . AL..

ment options. The reservoir projects -
listed above are in either the inactive "AIRFAX CO WASHI,'TON Dc

or deauthorized category at the pres
ent time, and it is unlikely that there ARLINGTON

would be local support for their con- - E S

struction in the immediate future. .C.O.. N oECO

Local Reservoirs small tRESERV I"A

With respect to the local reser- C DARRUN% RESERVOIR

voirs, 21 sites (primarily pumped (PROPOSED)

storage projects on small tributaries.
to the Potomac River) were also con- -_ CO

sidered. These projects would gener-
ally be more expensive than the up-
stream sites because of the pumping
which would be required to take ad-
vantage of their full storage capacity. 5 0 5 ,0 is
In addition to these sites, expansion SCALE IN MILES

of the Occoquan Reservoir in Fairfax
isCounty was also considered and is LEGD. ,

wadiscussed in the next section. Sisdy reaN..

Of the 21 originally corsidered, it . Count ound.ary n PG..t., .,m-o

was concluded that six sites in-
cluding five pumped storage projects Po,.it, E to Et R..roE

and the Cedar Run Reservoir consti-
tuted a representative group of pro-

,% jects, each involving certain favor-
able characteristics considering
yield, impacts, and costs. The loca- here. The modification of the Bloom- lands may have to be acquired for
tions of these local reservoirs are ington Lake project was considered flooding easements in certain parts
shown on Figure 20. The yields of in the Bloomington Lake Reformula- of the reservoir, and these lands
these projects ranged from 12 to 125 tion Study and is discussed in more could be difficult to acquire. Signifi-
mgd; and the costs ranged from $25 detail in the next section. cant social and institutional impacts
million to $190 million (October 1981 Modification of the Occoquan Res- could result.
price levels). ervoir by increasing the height of the

Occoquan Dam by three more feet Bloomington Lake
M ft oEt(in addition to the two foot extension Reformulation Study
Modification of Existing ei 1980) could increase the The Bloomington Lake Reformula-
Reservu. storage capacity of this project by 2.2 tion Study was initiated in 196,, at the

Two existing reservoirs which cur- billion gallons (bg) and increase the request of five Congressional ,e
rently serve as regional supply safe yield of the project by 12.5 mgd. sentatives from the MWA. As dis-
sources for the major Potomac users The cost of the modifications would cussed earlier, its purposes were
were evaluated for their potential to be approximately $2 million based on two-fold: (1) to investigate regulation
provide additional supply to the an update to October 1981 price strategies to maximize the water sup-
region. These were the Occoquan levels of estimates originally made by ply capability of the existing project,
Reservu'r in Fairfax County, Virginia, a private consultant for the FCWA. and (2) to determine the feasibility of
and Bloomington Lake in Western Few, if any, adverse environmental reallocating some Bloomington water
Maryland and West Virginia. Only the impacts would result from this quality or flood control storage to
Occoquan Reservoir is discussed modification. However, additional water supply storage to meet addi-

"Ji : .' i , i i . ..



Bloomington Dam and Lake would occur between the North
Branch reservoirs and the MWA
Potomac intakes. The USGS report
also concluded that the time of travel
between the North Branch Potomac
River reservoirs and the MWA was
about 7 days, as opposed to earlier
estimates of 30 days. This finding
meant that Bloomington and Savage
Reservoirs could be responsive to
short-term variations in supply and
demand within the MWA. The third,
Annex H-Ill - PRISMICQE Develop-

*1 ment and Application provides a
discussion of the determination of the
proper balance between upstream
reservoir (Bloomington and Savage)
and downstream reservoir (Patuxent
and Occoquan) usage. An optimum
balance maximizes water supply
availability throughout a drought and
yet retains maximum flexibility within

tional downstream needs. The results Johns Hopkins University and the the system. Finding the optimum
of the reformulation study are in- early work of the CO-OP program in balance required consideration of

* cluded as part of the overall MWA 1980, however, it became obvious hydrologic, environmental, water
Water Supply Study because Bloom- that the Bloomington/Savage Reser- quality, and water supply concerns
ington Lake is one of the key ele- voir system could be regulated in a as well as a fine-turning of the
ments in satisfying the MWA's future more efficient manner. Technical system's regulation.
water supply needs. Details con- studies documented in Appendix H These important conclusions
cerning the Bloomington Lake Refor- revealed that both the North Branch became the basis for initiating a
mulation Study are contained in Potomac River and MWA needs change in the regulation procedures

* Appendix H which consists of a sum- would be better served if the for Bloomington and Savage Reser-
mary report and ten supporting tech- minimum flow target at Luke, voirs. Instead of providing a~ relatively
nical annexes (see Table 1). Maryland, was set at 78 mgd (120 large constant supplement to the

cfs) rather than at the maximum safe Potomac River's base flow (197 mgd
yield of 197 mgd. This minimum flow target at Luke), these upstream

* Regulation of Bloomington Lake target of 78 mgd would promote im- reservoirs are now considered as
The authorization document for proved water quality in the North part of the MWA water supply system

Bloomington Lake (1962) estimated Branch. At the same time, water sup- which can respond to flucuating sup-
that the combined safe yield of the ply storage in Bloomington Lake plies and demands. The conclusions
Bloomington/Savage Reservoir sys- would be "saved" during most of the regarding Bloomington and Savage
tem would be 197 mgd (305 cfs). This year so that much larger volumes Reservoir regulation were incor-
1962 report envisioned that Bloom- (greater than 197 mgd) could be porated into the PRISM/CQE model

* ington and Savage would be regu- released for the MWA water utilities discussed in Chapter IV. These con-
lated to maintain a relatively constant during the severest part of the clusions were also instrumental in

* flow of at least 197 mgd past Luke, drought. assisting the Regional Task Force as
* Maryland throughout the year. Very These findings were the result of it devised a regional plan centered on

simply, the projects were viewed as three major sub-studies conducted coordinated management of the
means to supplement the Potomac during the early part of the Bloom- MWA's reservoirs. As such, the re-
River's base flow, but not capable of ington Lake Reformulation Study. vised regulation procedures for
responding to short-term (less than First, Annex H-Il - Water Quality In- Bloomington and Savage Reservoir
one month) variations in demand. vestigations provides a discussion eventually became part of the base
Little if any consideration was given of the analyses to determine the condition for the long-range phase.
to regulating these projects in con- proper mixing retio of the normally
cert with other downstiaam reser- acidic Bloomington releases to fl' Reallocation of
voirs to maximize water supply alkaline Savage releases for North Bloomington Lake Storage
delivery to the MWA during certain Branch Potomac River water quality The second objective of the
critical periods. Even as late as the control. The ratio was found to be Bloomington Lake Reformulation
1979 Progress Report, Bloomington dependent on the time of the year, Study addressed the feasiblity of
and Savage Reservoirs were as- the water quality character of reser- reallocating some existing water
sumned to provide a constant min- voir inflows, and the desired volume quality and flood control storage to
imum flow of 197 mgcl at Luke, of outflow. Second, Annex H-V con- water supply storage. Figure 21 -

Maryland. tains the United States Geological depicts the existing allocation and
With the development of the Survey (USGS) report which deter- the two possibilities for storage

* PRISM simulation model by the mined that insignificant flow losses reallocation.
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The reallocation possibilities were Fig. 21-Schematic of Bloomington Lake Storage Reallocation
evaluated using the PRISM/COE
model discussed earlier. Water qual-
ity investigations of Bloomington
releases indicated that up to 1.63 bg
(5,000 acre-feet) of water quality Flood Control
storage would be available for reallo- (vacant)
cation without seriously compromis-
ing water quality conditions in the Water Supply Existing
North Branch. This reallocation Allocation
would not, however, eliminate re-
gional water supply shortages in the Water Quality

MWA for the year 2030, given flowby Sediment

levels ranging between 300 and 500
mgd. Because of this limitation and
because this 1.63 bg would be better
suited to increase the reliability for
the existing system to meet the base-
line needs during severe droughts,
reallocation of water quality storage
was not considered further in long-

Flood Controlrange planning. (vacant)
Two levels of flood control storage

reallocation were considered: reallo- Water Quality
cation of 25 percent (2.9 bg or 8,800 Water Supply Storage
acre-feet) and 50 percent (5.9 bg or -. Reallocation
18,200 acre-feet). A third level of
reallocation (75 percent, 8.85 bg or W. water Quality

27,000 acre-feet) was dropped from Seiment
consideration because of the unac-
ceptable levels of flood benefit reduc-
tion that would result from this
reallocation.

Table 10 summarizes the costs for
these two alternatives and their
effects on flood control benefits.
Losses of flood control benefits were (Vacant)considered to be minor, with most ela Storag

losses occurring in rural areas and to Flo o d Co nt ro l

transportation routes (see Annex H-IV Water Supply Storage
- Flood Control Analyses). Given a Reallocation
500 mgd flowby target in the year
2030, water supply deficits in the W:. water Quality
MWA would not be eliminated entire- Sediment
ly. It was determined, however, that ....... . .

the system could handle the 300 mgd
flowby target with either flood control
reallocation alternative.

The total investment cost for these associated with small floods as well to construct, evaluate, and operate
reallocation alternatives ($22,280,000 as reduce the ability of the Savage an experimental project to test the
for the 1474 pool and $45,070,000 for Reservoir to neutralize additional feasibility of using the Potomac Es-
the 1484 pool) would include the water supply releases from Bloom- tuary as a supplemental water supply
costs for structural modifications of ington Lake. For these reasons, no source. In response to this directive,
the spillway, intake tower, and recre- change to the existing storage alloca- a 1.0 mgd capacity Potomac Estuary
ation areas to accommodate higher tion within Bloomington Lake is sug- Experimental Water Treatment Plant
seasonal pool levels. These costs gested at the present time. Storage (EEWTP) was constructed near the
also include the reallocated cost of reallocation, however, does remain site of the Blue Plains wastewater
the portion of the original Bloom- as a viable option for long-range treatment facility in Washington, D.C.
ington Lake project which would now planning. The plant was tested between March
be associated with the newly created 1981 and March 1983 to determine:
water supply storage. It was further Potomac Estuary Water (1) the treatability of Estuary water to
determined that reallocation of flood Treatment Plant a potable level under simulated
control storage could reduce the ca- As noted in Chapter I, the authoriz- drought conditions, and (2) the eco-
pability of the reservoir to moderate ing legislation for the MWA Water nomic and technological feasibility of
the large pH fluctuations sometimes Supply Study also directed the Corps producing potable water from an ex-
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TABLE 10
FLOOD CONTROL STORAGE REALLOCATION
ALTERNATIVES -BLOOMINGTON LAKE REFORMULATION

Remaining Total
Reservoir Deficit in Cost of Reallocated Investment

Pool Storage Percent of Reduction in MWA (m Structural Water Supply Cost for
Elevation Reallocated Flood Control Flood Control 70 & Modifications* Storage Costs Reallocation
(ft msl) (bg) Storage Benefits % flowby flowby ($ mil) ($ mil) ($ mil)

1474 2.9 25 3 0 28,000 2.10 2018 22.28
1485 5.9 5C. 7 0 25,000 3.33 41.74 45.07

• October 1981 price levels.

Control Panel, Potomac Estuary Experimental Water Treatment Plant panded version of the plant. A com-
plete report concerning the EEWTP
testing program and its results has
been prepared as a separate docu-
ment in direct response to the Sec-
tion 85(bX2) legislation. An overview
of the testing program is provided in
Appendix F -Structural Alternatives
of the MWA Water Supply Study. A
committtee also was established
within NAS-NAE to review and pro-
vide written comment on the results
of the EEWTP testing program; the
NAS-NAE comments are expected
within one year after the completion
of the testing program.

The EEWTP utilized a combination
of physical and chemical processes
capable of treating a mix of Estuary
water and nitrified, unchlorinated ef-
fluent from the Blue Plains waste-
water treatment facility. Based on
numerical modelling of the Potomac
Estuary, a 50/50 mix of these two
"raw sources" was selected as a
representative blend of the water
quality that would likely exist in the
upper Estuary given future drought

TABLE 11 conditions. Several water quality
PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATES, 200 goals were set for the product water
MOD POTOMAC ESTUARY PLANT from the plant based on National and

international drinking water quality
standards. These were developed to

Alum/ Lime/ ensure that an acceptable water
Chlorine Process Conventional quality could be achieved at minimal
Process Process Process health risk.

Capital Cost ($ millions) $122 $174 $63 Given the water quality goals and
Annual O&M Cost $12.6 $15.9 $7.4 the nature of the influent to the

($ millions) EEWTP, several process configura-
Cost in Cents/1000 Ga. 344 48, 19' tions were employed to test the

Al Pc vplant's ability to produce water satis-
,ying the stated quality objectives.
The two processes which most fully
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satisfied these objectives and which " 22Wastewater Reuse Scheme

were evaluated most thoroughly
were: (1) alum coagulation, inter-
mediate oxidation with chlorine,
granular activated carbon adsorp-
tion, and free chlorine disinfection; EFFLUENT DISCHARGE- - BELOW GR.AT FALLS (ALTERNATE)
and (2) lime coagulation, granular ac- BELO GALAET

tivated carbon adsorption, final disin-
fection with ozone, and chlorination
for a residual disinfectant.

Within the limits of analytical
techniques used, the process com- WATER TREATMENT

binations in the EEWTP were shown BARRIER SUPPLY DISTRIBUTION
to be capable of producing a finished INTAK I I SYSTEM

water of quality generally suitable for /
human consumption. For several EFFLUENT
water quality parameters, levels in OWC ALGE

BELOW LITTLE FALLS

the EEWTP effluent exceeded the
highest levels observed in the finish-
ed waters of the three major MWA
water treatment plants, but were still
within permissable levels. For most
parameters, the potential increase in
health risks was judged to be negligi-
ble. The one exception was nitrate-
nitrogen. Nitrate levels in the EEWTP
effluent were significantly higher than I
values observed in the MWA water
treatment plants, approaching an
arithmetic average of approximately NIP
7 mg/I as compared to the maximum
level of 10 mg/I in the National In-
terim Primary Drinking Water Regula-
tions (USEPA). While still below the
maximum contaminant level of 10
mg/I, there would be very little factor
of safety. Thus, the nitrate level could DISCHARG "A"TWATE
be a potential health issue should a
full-scale estuary plant be con-
structed.

Cost estimates were developed for
200 mgd Estuary water treatment
plant for both process configurations Monitoring at Chesapeake Bay Hydraulic Model
mentioned previously. For compar-
ison, a cost estimate was also
prepared for a similar sized plant of
"conventional configuration" (i.e., a
plant employing commonly used pro-
cesses to treat raw water not subject
to contamination). Table 11 displays
the capital costs, the annual O&M
costs, and the cost per 1000 gallons
for the two process configurations
which were tested. Also shown on
Table 11 are similar estimates for a
conventional plant. Due to the un-
known exact location and operating
philosophy of a full-scale Estuary
plant, certain facilities were excluded
from the cost estimates. Those facil-

-.."" ities, which were excluded and which
4could substantially increase the cost

of a complete water treatment plant,
were the following: intake structure,
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intake pumping station, finished ness, high costs, and limited public levels) depending upon the pipeline
N water pumping station, finished water support. Other forms of non-potable capacity and discharge location
V reservoirs, finished water distribution reuse for agriculture and industry selected. A third recharge option,

piping, land purchase, and site prep- would also have limited feasibility for discharge in the vicinity of Dickerson
aration other than basic clearing and significantly increasing the water upstream of all of the water supply in-
grading. supply in the MWA because of the takes, was considered in the NEWS

In connection with the EEWTP, the relatively small fraction of water at- Study. It was not examined in the
Corps of Engineers' Chesapeake Bay tributed to these uses. present effort because of the signifi-
Hydraulic Model was used to obtain a Two options for recharge of the cant costs and impacts associated
better understanding of the Potomac Potomac River with Blue Plains with the long pipeline.
Estuary's hydrodynamics under var- wastewater treatment plant effluent Evaulation of Measures
ious flow conditions. Based on were considered to hold the most
several model tests which simulated promise. These options would involve for Long-Range Planning
salinity concentrations in the Po- pumping of 100 to 200 mgd of the Given the technical findings

, tomac Estuary under drought condi- highly treated effluent from Blue developed for each of the measures,
tions, it was shown that rather high Plains to either of two discharge a further evaluation was undertaken
salinities could exist in the upper points: one immediately downstream using the set of evaluation para-
Estuary in the vicinity of an expanded of the Aqueduct's Little Falls intake meters and criteria listed below:
Estuary treatment plant. These salini- and one just downstream of Great * Degree of Additional Water
ty concentrations could affect the Falls (Figure 22). The former dis- Supply Provided or Demand
operation of such a plant and would charge location would supplement Reduced
have to be evaluated further if such a the flow to the Potomac Estuary, 0 Cost/MG of Supply Provided
plant were to be constructed. thereby permitting upstream water or Demand Reduced

supply withdrawals to be increased e Minimize Cost
Wastewat Reuse to a commensurate level. The latter e Minimize Adverse Impacts

Several forms of wastewater option constitutes direct flow aug- e Maximize Ease of Implemen-
reuse were reviewed for their appli- mentation of the free-flowing Po- tation
cability and feasibility in the MWA. It tomac River. Preliminary cost esti- 0 Maximize Supply Dependa-
was determined that a large-scale mates for these alternatives indicate bility
land application/water supply recov- that these schemes would, at the 0 Minimize Use of Energy Inten-
ery scheme would have limited feasi- minimum, range between $50 million sive Projects
bility because of its land intensive- and $140 million (October 1981 price 0 Maximize Flexibility

TABLE 12

LONG-RANGE PLANNING MEASURES,
TRADEOFFS

Limitations
or Factors Individual

Would Have to
Needs and Concerns Individual Would Likely Favor Accept
Would want to secure a a) Modifications of existing -These alternatives have a limited storage potential and could
cheap, dependable and reservoirs to expand water not provide more than 100 mgd each during a prolonged drought.
implernentable source of supply capability of the -Must be willing to accept reduced flood protection below Bloomington
supply: would want to meet Occoquan Reservoir and Rservoir and decreased control of pH on an infrequent basis. Higher
any demands required; Bloomington Reservoir costlunit volume for Bloomington but a readily achievable and
emergency capability would be dependable source of supply.
attractive.

b) Upstream Reservoirs -These alternatives would result in high public resistance from
from those affected in the upper basin.
-Must also accept removal of land areas and environmental
habitat from present conditions.
-Must be willing to accept travel time associated with releases
from reservoirs (Reduced daily control).

c) Finished Water -Does not augment supply base.
interconnections

Would desire an additional a)Modification of existing -These alternatives have a limited storage potential and could not
source which would result in reservoirs including expansion provide more than 100 mgd each during a prolonged drought.
in minimal adverse environ- of the Occoquan and realloca- -Must be willing to accept reduced flood protection below Bloomington
mental Impacts at or near the tion within Bloomington Reservoir and decreased control of pH on an infrequent basis.
site of development and Reservoir
would have a potential to
erance the enviroment.

b) Conservation Scenario 5 -High relative cost. Higher degree of public cooperation required to
reduc, use

c) Pricing -Reduced degree of certainty to achieve desired levels of reduction
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TABLE 12
LONARNE PLAMN ME,URE5
TPADE.OFFS

Limitations
of Factors Individual

Would Have to
Needs and Concerns Individual Would Likely Favor Accept

d) Raw Water Interconnections -Would have to accept infrequent but rapid drawdowns of Occoquan
and Patuxent Reservoirs.
-Relatively high cost component.

e) Groundwater -Have to accept using considerable land area for maximum
development.
-Potential exists to preclude development of future
supplies by locals.
-Limited supply potential (100 mgd) at high cost of development.

Would want a safe (potable) a) Modifications of existing -These alternatives have a limited storage potential and could not
and dependable source of reservoirs including expansion provide more than 100 mgd each during a prolonged drought.
water. Would also desire of Occoquan Reservoir and -- Must be willing to accept reduced flood protection below Bloomington
cheapest source given a Bloomington Reservoir. Reservoir and decreased control of pH on an infrequent basis.

".'-"choice.

b) Upstream Reservoirs -These alternatives would result in high public resistance from those
affected in the upper Potomac Basin.
-Must also accept removal of land areas and environmental habitat
from present conditions.
-Must be willing to accept travel time associated with releases from
reservoirs (Reduced daily control).

Preservation of land and water a) Al components with the -Could lose recreational opportunities and water quality improvements
quality in the upper Potomac excepton of upstream associated with upstream reservoir sites.
Basin. Regional economic reservoirs and rep" ocation of -Lose opportunity to "buy into" water supply storage at these sites.
growth. Bloomington Reservoir flood -Would have to accept limiting factors listed for other components

control storage. which were implemented.
Preservation of natural a) All components with the -Would have to accept limiting factors listed for all other components
resources; protection of quality exception of groundwp.ter, which were implemented.
and quantity of groundwater. the Potomac Estu y, and

Potomac River recharge.
Confident in new technologies a) Use of thoj Potomac Estuary -Reluctance on the part of the public to accept estuary water as a
and approaches for water potable source.
supply; interested in developing -Potential environmental impacts of large withdrawals from the upper
new and untried sources. Potomac Estuary.

-Pomntial for increased salinity levels in upper Estuary which might
effect treatment capabilities of estuary plant.

b) Potomac River Recharge -Endanger the safety and potability of supply if discharge point
is above MWA water supply intakes.
-Significant social disruption during and possibly after pipeline
construction.

c) Conservation Scenario 5 -High relative cost. Higher degree of public cooperation required to
reduce use.

d) Pricing -Reduced degree of certainty to achieve desired levels of reduction.
Effectiveness and efficiency in a) Conservation Scenario 5 -High relative cost. Higher degree of public cooperation required
use of existing sources; non- to reduce use.
development of new sources.

b) Pricing -Reduced degree of certainty to achieve desired levels of reduction.
c) Modifications of existing -These alternatives have a limited storage potential and could not
reservoirs to expano water provide more than 100 mgd each during a prolonged drought.
supply capability of the -Must be willing to accept reduced flood protection below Bloomington
Occoquan Reservoir and Reservoir and decreased control of pH on an infrequent basis.
Bloomington Reservoir.
d) Potomac Hiver Hecnarge -Endanger the safety and potability of supply if discharge point is

above MWA water supply intakes.
-Possible conflict with Emergency Estuary Pumping Station operation if

discharge point is below the MWA water supply intakes.
-Signific n,t social disruption during and possibly after pipeline

construction.
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These criteria were developed to and construction of Little Seneca Table 12 as well as the limiting fac-

facilitate a comparison of advantages Lake, coupled with the various re- tors or trade-offs which one would
and disadvantages of the measures gional water supply agreements, have to accept if these projects were
considered. Figure 23 summarizes would eliminate water supply short- to be implemented. Clearly, any indi-
the relative effectiveness of each ages through the year 2030 for the vidual or group may support one or
measure's ability to meet the plan- Potomac users. However, it was also more of the points of view which, in
ning criteria. A full discussion regard- recognized that consideration might turn, may result in a group of projects
ing the development of objectives be given in the future to further or programs which sometimes con-
and the evaluation conducted for reducing demands or developing flict with each other. These differing
each measure is presented in Appen- additional supplies over and above
dix B - Plan Formulation, Assess- the present supplies. Table 12 con- perceptions and the resultant con-

flicts; require compromise and trade-
ment, and Evaluation. Some of the tains a list of preferences or points of offs to arrive at the most acceptable
salient observations resulting from views that various sectors of the course of action.
this evaluation concerning the long- public might endorse in arriving at a
range measures are summarized in decision as to which measure to sup-
Chapter VIII - Summary and Conclu- port or study further. Given these
sions. preferences, the most likely projects

As stated earlier, formulation of to satisfy these desires are listed in
plans to carry the MWA through the
50-year planning period was no
longer needed. Efficient use of the
existing Bloomington Lake project

" Fig. 23-Long-Range Planning Measures, Evaluation Matrix
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Chapter VI
Outlying Service Areas

In addition to the major Potomac Demand Projections and extent of future growth areas in
River users, the MWA Water Supply the counties so that an estimate of
Study also addressed the water sup- The first step in determining the the population to be served by public
ply needs of four outlying service magnitude of the water supply need systems throughout the planning
areas in the region. These areas are was to project future demand levels, period could be made.
identified in Figure 24 as the Fairfax Service area water demands were These data were combined with
City Service Area, the Prince William projected for the period 1980-2030 in 1976 water use information to gen-
County Service Area, the Loudoun ten year increments. These demands erate a set of average annual de-
County Service Area, and the Charles were developed using a computer- mands for each service area (Table
County Service Area. These areas assisted demand projection method- 13). In all cases, demands projected
presently provide about five percent ology similar to the methodology for the 50-year planning period are
of the total treated water in the MWA, used for the major Potomac service expected to increase dramatically. In
and have only limited opportunities to areas. (See Appendix G - Non-Struc- the cases of the Fairfax City, Prince

-'take advantage of new supply tural Studies and Appendix D - Sup- William County, and Charles County
sources which might be developed plies, Demands, and Deficits.) This Service Areas, the demands ex-
for the major Potomac users. These methodology uses a number of var- pected to be placed on public sys-
outlying areas are characteristically iables which have a bearing on water tems will quadruple by the year 2030,
less developed than the areas closer demand including population, em- and in the case of the Loudoun Coun-
to the urban core of Washington, ployment, water use, and household ty Service Area demands will in-
D.C.; however, they are expected to data. crease by a factor of over sixteen. A
grow significantly in population in the Round 11 Cooperative Population comparison of the demand trends
future. By the year 2030, these areas Forecasts which were developed by between the outlying areas and the
are expected to constitute about 13 the Metropolitan Washington Council major Potomac users is shown in
percent of the average annual water of Governments in coordination with Figure 25. Despite the fact that the
demand in the MWA. the local political jurisdictions served aggregate demands for the outlying

Because of the relatively small as the basic population data for the areas represented only a very small
percentage of overall water use by demand projections. These data, pert of the overall MWA needs, the
these areas as well as the fact that coupled with the 1980 Census data, rate of increase in the smaller areas
the solutions for the Potomac users provided the most accurate informa- warranted concern because existing
involve regionalized plans centered tion available regarding future growth facilities and supplies would be
around use of the Potomac River, it rates in the outlying communities. severely taxed to meet these growing
was determined that a "less than This information was supplemented needs.
feasibility scope" level of detail was with employment and household esti-
appropriate for this part of the study. mates for the areas, each of which
Therefore, planning for the outlying was statistically extended to the year Supply Base
areas was undertaken independently 2030. Local planning officials were A survey of supply sources was
from the planning efforts discussed in consulted to determine the location undertaken to determine the nature
Chapters III, IV, and V.

The purposes of planning for the
outlying areas (which is fully doc- TABLE 13
umented in Appendix I - Outlying OUTLYING SERVICE AREAS,
Serice Area), therefore, were to AVERAGE ANNUAL BASELINE DEMAND
define in a general sense the water
supply needs and opportunities of
these areas and to present potential Service Area 198o 199o 2000 2010 2020 2030
projects or actions that could be ini- Faifa city, VA 10.8 15.4 19.0 23.8 30.1 37.2
tiated to meet those needs. No spa- Loudoun Co., VA 2.2 6.9 11.1 17.6 25.8 37.3
cific recommendations are offered Prinlce William Co.. VA 5.2 7.9 10.0 12.8 16.0 19.7
for the service areas studied; Charles Co., MVD 3.0 5.2 7.0 9.0 11.6 13.1
however, information on potential Outlying Service Area

*solutions is presented in a way to Total 21.1 35.4 47.1 63.2 83.5 107.3
assist local planners in taking the *In million gallons per day without conservation; based on MWCOG
necessary steps toward meeting Round 11 population forecasts, 1980 census data water use, and soc6o
their needs. economic data developed by the Baltimore District.
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Fig 24-Location of Outlying SeMoe Area means of decreasing the use of
water, thus allowing more efficient
use of available supplies. Five water
conservation schemes similar to
those developed for the Potomac
River users were applied to the outly-
ing service areas. It was concluded

PO Pthat long term demands could be
realistically reduced by 10 percent,
11 percent, 6 percent, and 10 per-
cent for the Fairfax City, Loudoun
County, Prince William County, and
Charles County service areas, re-

ANA spectively, by the year 2030 by imple-
menting Conservation Scenario 3.
The major benefit of conservation is
that it could be applied uniformly to
each of the service areas and could
reduce demands to a level where the

Cneed for additional supplies could be
delayed and/or the quantity, size, and
cost of projects developed to provide
new supplies could be significantly
reduced. Furthermore, water conser-
vation would involve little if any
adverse environmental impact. Con-
servation, therefore, represents a
wise "first step" in developing any
water supply solutions in these areas.

OUTLYWO uNVr A U Water Pricing
Findings from the water pricing

study (Appendix G - Non-Structural
and quantity of supply in the outlying conducted by others were reviewed. Studi s) also had direct application
service areas. It was learned that the Most commonly, the actions recom- to the outlying service areas. It was
outlying service areas were com- mended for these communities in- determined that marginal cost peak
prised of numerous sub-areas which cluded groundwater, additional reser- period pricing, which represents the
in many cases relied on separate and voir storage, and interconnections most economically efficient and
independent supply sources. Table with adjacent systems. Some proj- equitable means of water pricing,
14 lists the sub-areas within each ser- ects have been implemented as a could not further reduce the near
vice area and the sources of supply result of these studies while others term demand forecasts in the outly-
upon which they depend. Reservoirs are in various stages of planning or ing areas. This was due to the rela-
and, more commonly, groundwater are no longer being considered. Fur- tively high proportion of fixed costs to

. comprise the bulk of the water supply thermore, many of the studies were total costs for the utilities surveyed
base in these areas. Based on the targeted for individual communities and the small escalation of the long-
projection of service area demands within the particular service area and run marginal cost for water in these
shown in Table 13 and the present for a relatively short planning horizon areas.
level of supplies shown in Table 14, it (to the year 2000, for example).
was concluded that most of the outly- To provide a comprehensive ap- Intemonnectlons
ing areas would be unable to meet proach in identifying potential solu- Interconnections involve the
their projected needs. Although ex- tions for the service areas in ques- transfer of either finished or raw
c captions to this may be possible in tion, nine broad alternatives were water from neighboring water supply
indiviual communities and regional- developed as listed in Table 15. systems which have excess capac-
ization of supplies might alleviate the These alternatives were organized in- ity. The primary benefits of intercon-
problems in some areas, additional to two categories: those which were nections are the greater efficiency
supplies will be needed, and the essentially non-structural in nature they can achieve by maximizing the

- degree of their development will vary and would maximize the use of ex- use of available supplies and facilities
from area to area. isting supplies, and those which and by more evenly balancing the

would involve the development of ad- geographic disparity of supply and
ditional supplies. The following sec- demand in the region. An example of

ANternatives Available tions discuss the findings regarding a useful finished water interconnec-
*'o. As a first step in Identifying poten- each alternative. tion might be one which links the .. -

tial alternatives to meet the needs of Towns of Hamilton, Purcellville, and
the outlying areas, numerous plan- Water Consmvatlon Round Hill in western Loudoun Coun-

* ning reports and technical studies Water conservation represents a ty to the Leesburg system which has
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i "TABLE 14
SUMMARY OF SUPPLY SOURCES -OUTLYING SERVICE AREAS

Service Area Sub-Area Supply Source(s) Supply Yield Remarks

Fairfax City City of Fairfax Goose Creek - 5.1 mgd'
Town of Herndon Beaverdam
Loudoun County Reservoir System

Sanitation Auth.
Loudoun County Town of Leesburg Potomac River 10 mgd2  Well System will be used

Well system 7 wells - 400 gpm as back-up after Potomac
(average yield per intake becomes operational.
well)

Town of Hamilton Well system 9 wells - 30 gpm
average test yield
per well

Town of Purcellville Springs 0.23 mgd average Springs susceptible to deple-
flow tion during extended droughts

Town of Round Hill Springs Not available Springs susceptible to deple-
tion during extended dry periods.
Water quality problems.

Town of Hillsboro Spring Not available
Town of Lovettsville Wells 2 wells - 86 gpm

test yield average
per well

Town of Middleburg Wells 2 wells - 150 gpm
for one well only

Other small systems Wells Not available
Prince William County City of Manassas Broad Run Reservoir 15.3 mgd Recent evidence of lowering of

Well system 0.7 mgd 3  groundwater table.

City of Manassas Well system 0.7 mgd Also interconnected wlFCWA,
Park City of Manassas and

Yorkshire Sanitary District.
Greater Manassas Well system 2.07 mgd Also interconnected wlFCWA,
Sanitary District City of Manassas, Yorkshire

Sanitary District.
Yorkshire Sanitary Well system 1.12 mgd Also interconnected wlCity of
District Manassas Park and Greater

Manassas Sanitary District.
Other small Well systems 0.77 mgd 4

communities
Charles County Charles County Well systems 4.0 mgd (6.1 mgd)5  Elevation of Magothy Aquifer

Dept. of Public water level declining.
Works
Town of Indian Well system 4 wells - 0.28
Head Dept. of mgd avg yield per
Public Works well

Town of LaPlata Well system 5 wells - 0.24
Dept. of Public mgd avg yield per
Works well

Tilghman Lake 16 mg capacity Used to augment groundwater
supplies as needed.

Other small
communities Well systems 3.7 mgd

.I safe yield
2 maximum intake capacity
3 1980 pumpege
4 based on available pumping records5 projected by 1990
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Fig. 25-Compejaon of Awage Annual Demands,Outlying Srvlce Areas vs. Potomac Users
recently been granted permission to

use the Potomac River. A major po-
tential benefit for interconnections

%!" would be to allow reserves such as
groundwater to naturally recharge

700 Potomac and be saved for emergency use. In- -,.0,0 River
Users Total terconnections would provide

means by which these areas could
rely on water "rich" areas during

600 non-drought periods. An example of
this arrangement might be a WSSC
interconnection with communities in
northern Charles County.

500
10 Reseroirs

0000, A generalized reservoir cost curve
was developed to show the range of

-400 costs associated with construction of
r a typical small reservoir of varying

capacity. The curve shows that a
-reservoir of about 8 billion gallons

3_ would cost approximately $22 million
•-o at October 1981 price levels. (This

closely approximates the Prince Wil-
liam County estimated cost for the
proposed Cedar Run Reservoir.) This

200 reservoir size represents an upper
limit of storage volume that would be
required to meet the needs of any
one service area during a prolonged

. 100 Outtying (5 month) drought. Any point along% 100 service

Areas Total the curve represents a reservoir size
and corresponding cost that could
match the needs of various sized

I I communities within the outlying
1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 areas. Many of the reservoir sites

B a Yidentified by the local studies men-
Benchmark Year tioned earlier could serve as potential

.- locations for these reservoirs. The
major drawbacks of reservoir con-
struction in the outlying areas are the

-., environmental and social impacts

Lake Manassas (Broad Run Reservoir) and Water Treatment Plant, City of Manassas

TABLE 15
-- LIST OF ALTERNATIVES OF

OUTLYING SERVICE AREAS

S I. MAXIMIZE USE OF EXISTING RESOURCES

Water conseitom
Water Pric*v
kiterca'nrecto and/or Purchase from

II. WATER SUPPLY DEVELOPMENT -

AUGMENTATION

Gmr-
Water Treament Plant Be--o.
u wOf Paomac aftoto
Waater ayer ecPtl
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and public opposition. Reservoirs Use of Potomac Estuary A drought simulation was per-
would be a possibility in all areas with It was determined that the poten- formed for the Fairfax City Goose
the exception of Charles County tial for use of the Potomac Estuary as Creek/Beaverdam Reservoir system
which has significant topographic a source of supply for the outlying which indicated that an approximate
limitations. areas may be limited. The greatest 30 to 40 mgd raw water interconnec-
Groundwater potential for use of the Potomac tion with the Potomac River could be

A set of cost curves similar to Estuary is within the Prince William used to avert reservoir depletion and

those developed for the reservoir and Charles County service areas deficits. The greatest limitation of a
was also generated for a typical which are adjacent to the Potomac pumpover to the Fairfax City system,

sie Estuary about 10 to 15 miles south of however, is that in time of greatest
weilfield located in each of the follow- the present Potomac Estuary Ex- needs, available flows in the Po-
ing three distinct geologic regions:
the Blue Ridge, Triassic Lowland, and perimental Water Treatment Plant. tomac River are most limited. Any ad
Coastal Plain. These curves revealed The likely lack of economies-of-scale ditional sizeable withdrawal from the

that the Coastal Plain aquifers hold and public acceptance constitute two Potomac River during critical low

the greatest potential for ground- major problems for this alternative in flow periods will affect the ability of

water development followed by the these areas. Interconnection with a the major Potomac River users to

Triassic Lowland and Blue Ridge larger regional Estuary water treat- meet the balance of water supply and
aquifers, respectively. Furthermore, ment plant may be feasible at some flowby which will be required in the

the capital cost per mgd of develop- time in the future, should such a plant future.

ment would be the most expensive in for the Potomac users ever be con-
the Blue Ridge and least expensive in structed. Planning
the Coastal Plain. Large-scale devel- Pla Steps
opment of wellfields was found to be Wastewater Reclamation As a general conclusion to the
more costly, less reliable, and more Recovery after land application as outlying service area are investiga-
likely to impact existing wells in the well as other reuse strategies have tions, several planning steps were
outlying areas than the development limited potential as potable water developed which the outlying areas
of small wellfields for a restricted supply alternatives in the outlying could follow to satisfy their individual
number of users. Much additional areas. Since commercial/industrial water supply needs. These are dis-
field testing would be required to ac- uses average only between 10 and cussed more fully in Appendix I. The
curately determine the yield potential 12% in these areas (these uses may basic planning steps offer a rational
at any given location. Environmental or may not require a potable source), procedure for a "typical" community
and social impacts for wellfield non-potable reuse is also limited, to follow using some of the informa-
development would generally be Recharge of aquifers via land ap- tion developed in this study as well as
much less severe than those ex- plication or wastewater well injection from others. The planning steps are
pected for reservoir development, does not appear feasible due to strin- as follows:

gent health regulations regarding the STEP 1-Demonstrate Need for
Water Treatment Plant use of groundwater sources subject Action

Expansions to wastewater recharge. STEP 2-Establish Broad Alterna-

It was concluded that either new Potomac River Pumpover tives to Existing Supplies
or expanded water treatment facil- Itomaclded Pum toter
ities would be required to treat the It was concluded that the fresh- STEP 3-Develop Preliminary
additional water needed in the out- water portion of the Potomac River Design for Project

lying areas. Water treatment facility represented the most likely raw Alternatives

cost curves for various capacity water source for a pumpover and as STEP 4-Evaluate Alternatives
plants were generated for full-scale such would be most applicable to STEP 5-Recommend Course of
filtration facilities which would be communities in northern Loudoun Action
needed for surface water develop- County or the Fairfax City Service These are the same planning
ment and for simple chlorination Area. For northern Loudoun County, tes are folloe ing
facilities required for groundwater raw water pumpovers could be steps which were followed in the
development. As expected, full scale coupled with high-flow skimming early-action planning process for the

filtration costs exceeded the costs for reservoirs. However, to benefit from Potomac River users which led to the
simple chlorination by several orders economies-of-scale, the alternative successful implementation of a re-

of magnitude. For example, capital would be more cost-effective if it gional water supply plan.
costs for a 50 mgd full-scale filtration were designed for an aggregation of These are the same planning
plant would approach $37 million small communities rather than an in- steps which were followed in the
(October 1981 price levels) whereas dividual community. The present early-action planning process for
similar capacity for a chlorination organization of water supply facilities the Potomac River users which led
plant would be approximately in this area is not structured to ben- to the successful implementation
$235,000. These cost relationships efof a regional water supply plan.
could be applied to any of the outly- would have to reorganize to gain its
ing service areas depending upon the full advantage.
nature of the supply sources to be
developed.
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Chapter VII
Public Involvement

Citizen interest in water resource many different segments of the shops, planned educational pro-
planning and the desire to take part in public. Additionally, several special grams, speeches to organized
the planning process has resulted in committees were established to as- groups, opinion surveys, and inter-
public involvement becoming an in- sist and advise the Corps concerning views were techniques that were
tegral part of the planning process particular aspects of its study. The employed to reach those who were
This increased citizen interest re- following paragraphs describe the either interested, involved, or were
quires a commitment from both the measures which were used to elicit decision-makers.
citizen and the planner to be willing to participation, the relationship be-
communicate with each other. Once tween the major study phases (early- Review-Reaction
effective communication is estab- action and long-range) and the public Review-reaction was used to ob-
lished, common goals can be defined, involvement program, and the nature tain feedback Ifrom those who were
conflicts resolved, and agreement of the special committees. most directly involved with the MWA
reached on proposed solutions to the Public Involvement Measurs Water Supply Study. Special Comm' -
problems. tees or advisory groups were formed

The public involvement program Three basic measures were used to accomplish this purpose. The most
discussed in detail in Appendix C was to initiate and sustain public involve- important of these committees were
designed to establish effective com- ment throughout the study. These the Federal-Interstate-State-Regional
munication between the planners three measures provided for: (1) gen- Advisory Committee (FISRAC), the
and the many "publics" during the eral information, (2) interaction- Citizens Task Force (CTF), and the
conduct of the study. The term "pub- dialogue, and (3) review-reaction. National Academy of Sciences-
lic" was defined as "any affected or Each measure was designed to National Academy of Engineering
interested non-Corps of Engineers reach different levels of the public in (NAS-NAE). Committee meetings, for-
entity." This included other Federal, the study area. Likewise, each mea- mal public meetings, progress re-
State and local government agencies sure was geared to evoking a dif- ports, interim reports, and draft and
as well as public and private or- ferent degree of involvement or final reports were used to garner the
ganizations and individuals, response from each level of the important opinions and values of the

public, involved public and the decision-
makers.

Purposes of the Program General Information

The purposes of this public in- This measure was used to distri- Relationship to the Planning
bute information about the MWA Process

• volvement program were: Water Supply Study's progress and The public involvement program
1. To solicit opinions and per- results to as many people as possi- was an integral part of the study pro-

ceptions of problems, issues, con- ble. Usually, this measure provided cess from beginning to end. In fact, it
cerns, and needs from the public, for only one-way communication with was through the initial public involve-

2. To promote public under- the public. Mechanisms such as the ment program that the actual struc-
standing of the manner and means series of nine Water Forum Notes, ture of the study was determined.
by which water resource problems newspaper articles, special publica- Early coordination revealed a great
and needs are investigated and solu- tions, public displays, press releases, sense of urgency among all parti-tions are proposed. and spot announcements through the cipants to do "something" to forestall

3. To keep the public fully in- media were used to reach most the prospect of imminent water sup-
formed regarding the status and levels of the public, ply shortages. Although nearly every-
progress of the study. one recognized the desirability of for-

4. To provide a forum for public Interaction-Dialogue mulating long-range plans, most peo-
discussion and consensus concern- Interaction-dialogue provided for pIle urged the Corps to concentrate
ing the Corps' findings and recom- two-way communication between the its efforts on programs for the im-
mendations. planners and the public. It required a mediate future. As a result of a series

certain amount of involvement by the of public meetings, workshops, ques-
interested public to obtain a better tionnaires, and correspondence, theDescription of Program knowledge of the planning process, Corps devised the two-phased ap-

To accomplish the above pur- as well as a certain amount of in- proach (early-action and long-range)
poses, a structured public involve- volvement by the planners to find out which has been discussed in pre-
ment program was devised to en- public needs and desires. Interaction- vious chapters. The initial public in-
courage participation and interest by dialogue mechanisms such as work- volvement activities were also used
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South Branch Potomac River near Royal Glen channel for participation by inter-

ested people. Members included
some representatives from MWCOG's
Citizens Advisory Committee as well
as representatives from areas up-
stream and downstream of the MWA.
During the study, the CTF accom-
plished many tasks, such as: (1) iden-
tification of local concerns; (2)
garnering of opinions from groups in
the MWA, and areas upstream and
downstream; (3) proffering of sugges-
tions for study direction; (4) assis-

- tance in assessing alternatives; (5)
review of present institutional
resources to implement various alter-
natives; (6) sharing in the sponsorship
and direction for a broader public in-
volvement and education program;
and (7) report review. Not only did the
CTF review information prepared by
the Corps, but members also ex-

- to identify alternatives which were to regional plan (see Chapter IV). amined related water supply inves-
be examined in detail in the early- During the long-range phase, the tigations prepared by other organi-
action phase (see Chapter III). degree of public involvement was zations (such as the Potomac River

During the early-action phase, the less intense than during the early- Flowby Study prepared by the State
public involvement program as- action phase, but followed somewhat of Maryland and the environmental
sumed an established routine. This the same procedure and format. Sev- impact analysis for Little Seneca
routine typically involved the follow- eral Water Forum Notes were pub- Lake prepared by WSSC and the
ing steps: (1) technical analyses and lished, and interim reports were Corps). The CTF met eight to ten
documentation prepared by the distributed for committee reviews, times a year throughout most of the
Corps, (2) distribution of technical Most of the public attention, however, study, and furnished numerous reso-
documents (such as progress re- was focused on the on-going efforts lutions and comments. Pertinent
ports) to review committees with gen- of the RTF which was preparing its correspondence received from the
eral summaries (such as Water implementation package for the CTF is contained in Annex C-VII. A
Forum Notes) to the public-at-large, agreed-upon regional plan. summary of the CTF concerns is pro-
(3) workshops and meetings with the After the signing of the regional vided later in this chapter under the
general public, (4) individual group agreements in July 1982, the Corps section titled "Public Views and
meetings and discussions with the again assumed a more visible role as Comments."
various review committees (CTF, it concluded the long-range phase of A second group which directly af-
FISRAC, NAS-NAE, ICPRB, etc.), and the study activity and began to fected the conduct of the study was
(5) provision of guidance regarding assemble its Final Report. A draft of the review committee established by
work efforts to be conducted in the the Final Report which documented the National Academy of Sciences
next iteration of planning. This routine the entire seven year study was cir- -National Academy of Engineering
was repeated several times during culated for review and comment in (NAS-NAE). This group was com-
the early-action phase, and led to the March 1983. Because the draft posed of eminent scientists and
publication of the Progress Report report was primarily an informational engineers who had broad experience
in 1979, which was in turn followed document with no recommendations in water resources planning. The
by a series of workshops, committee for action by the Corps of Engineers, study authorization specifically
meetings, and a public meeting. no public meeting was conducted. In- directed the Chief of Engineers to

The most significant outcome of stead, a comprehensive Water "...request NAS-NAE to review and
the early-action public involvement Forum Note was widely distributed to by written report comment upon the
program was the decision by some of summarize the study findings, con- scientific basis for the conclusions
the participants to create the Met- clusions, and recommendations. reached by the investigation and
ropolitan Washington Regional Water study of the future water resource
Supply Task Force (RTF). This RTF, SpeCil COmmitteeS needs of the Washington Metropol-
composed entirely of non-Federal Of the many committees, agen- itan Area and the pilot project for the
members was able to use the Prog- cies, and organizations participating treatment of water from the Potomac
ress Report to reach a consensus in the MWA Water Supply Study, Estuary." To accomplish the neces-
concerning a regional plan. More im- three deserve particular mention for sary review and comment, the NAS-
portantly, the RTF was able to devise, their continued efforts throughout the NAE committee chose to meet peri-
concurrent with the study's long study. The Citizens Task Force (CTF) odically throughout the study. Then,
range phase, the necessary series of was created specifically to review the at the study's completion, the com-

" interlocking agreements and con- study's progress from a "citizen's" mittee would prepare its formal writ-
tracts to successfully implement the viewpoint, and to provide a direct ten report on the basis of its involve-
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ment throughout the study. (This also with many other organizations tees felt that some improvements
report by NAS-NAE is to be submitted and individuals. Annex C-VIII - could possibly be made in the Final
to the U.S. Congress within one year Background Correspondence con- Report. The concerns of these two
of completion of the Corps' study.) tains a chronological assembly of im- committees, which shared some-
Normally, the NAS-NAE committee portant study correspondence from what similar concerns throughout the
met twice a year, with additional sub- 1976 through 1983, and provides study, are discussed in the following
committee meetings as necessary. some sense of the views and con- paragraphs.
The primary tasks of the committee cerns of participants as the study The CTF, in particular, requested
throughout this period were to pro- progressed. that the list of tentative recommenda-
vide an impartial scientific appraisal To conclude the study, a draft of tions in the draft report be extended
of the Corps' technical methods and the Final Report was distributed for to include a recommendation for ad-
to furnish suggestions based on review in March 1983. This draft ditional water quality studies. This re-
broad water resource experiences, report documented the entire study quest reflected the CTF's criticism
Written comments received from the process, including the status of the throughout the study that the Corps
NAS-NAE committee are contained RTF's regional plan as well as the should devote more effort to the ex-
in Annex C-IX. Many more com- conduct of the early-action and long- amination of both raw and finished
ments, suggestions, and critiques range phases. Comments were re- water quality. The major concern
were made verbally at the various quested on the draft report, and all relating to water quality was that ex-
meetings. A summary of the major those received are contained in An- isting water supply sources may not
NAS-NAE comments and concerns nex C-X - Comments and Re- continue to serve as potable supplies
are also provided later in the section sponses Concerning Draft Report. in the future. A second CTF comment
titled "Public Views and Comments." Where appropriate, the Final Report questioned the continued effective-

Finally, the third committee which has been revised to accommodate a ness of the new regional agreements
provided a significant contribution to particular comment, or a response and contracts in future years. The
the study was the Federal-Interstate- has been prepared and included in CTF suggested that wherever the
State-Regional Advisory Committee Annex C-X. phrase appeared saying that regional
(FISRAC). The group was composed Several very complimentary com- shortages are not expected before
of representatives from the water ments were received concerning the the year 2030, a qualifying phrase be
supply utilities, the state natural draft report and the study's conduct added to state the assumption of
resources agencies, areawide plan- over seven years. Most comments continued regional cooperation
ning organizations, and the Federal supported the Corps' recommenda- throughout the period. A related third
resource agencies. The purposes of tions, and endorsed the RTF's comment suggested that alternative
FISRAC were to provide overall study regional plan. Many reviewers merely long-range plans should be devel-
guidance, to review the Corps' tech- responded with "No Comment," sug- oped, just in case the regional plan
nical documents for consistency with gesting that the report and recom- recently undertaken by the RTF did
other MWA planning efforts, and to mendations were acceptable to not work as expected. In essence,
comment on the acceptability and them. Several comments, notably the CTF wanted contingency plans to
feasibility of the alternatives pro- from Loudoun and Charles Counties, be developed for several different
posed for consideration. FISRAC was expressed concern about future de- future scenarios. A fourth comment
particularly active during the early- velopment of large regional water requested that the public involvement
action phase, conducting several supply projects in their particular chapter in the Final Report be re-
meetings at key decision points. As areas. Both counties felt that such vised and expanded to furnish more
discussed earlier in this chapter, it projects could foreclose oppor- information about public participation
was at FISRAC's suggestion that the tunities for construction of smaller and the public's views on the study.
RTF was created to examine ways of projects by the individual govern- Finally, the CTF expressed reserva-
implementing some of the alterna- ments to satisfy their local needs. tions regarding the adoption of the
tives described in the 1979 Progress Both counties stated the need for 100 mgd value for environmental
Report. Minutes of the FISRAC extensive studies and active public flowby to the Potomac Estuary. Al-
meetings are contained in Annex participation programs before imple- though this concern was not raised
C-VIII, along with pertinent corres- menting any of the regional projects explicitly during the CTF's review of
pondence from other sources. Com- considered in the long-range phase. the draft report, CTF members had
ments from the FISRAC members Montgomery County also expressed raised questions previously about the
concerning the draft of the Final a concern that any increase in the scientific validity of the State of
Report are discussed in the next adopted minimum flowby level be Maryland's flowby examination.
section. undertaken only after extensive The NAS-NAE committee provided

analyses which considered the ad- a series of informal comments con-
verse biological and recreational im- cerning the Corps' draft report. (The

Public Views and pacts of reservoir drawdowns which formal NAS-NAE report to the U.S
may offset any beneficial impacts in Congress will be completed after theComments the Potomac Estuary. publication of the Corps Final

An active exchange of ideas, Perhaps the most extensive series Report.) Many of the comments
criticisms, and suggestions occurred of comments came from the CTF and were of a positive nature regarding:
throughout the study. This exchange NAS-NAE committees. While not in (1) the thorough analysis of supply
occurred not only with the three com- disagreement with the report's rec- availability using PRISMICOE, (2) the
mittees discussed previously, but onmendations, these two commit- application of sectoral and seasonal,,..
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variances in projecting water needs, have moved very purposefully toward public did have an above average
(3) the realistic consideration of dif- implementing a number of the mea- understanding of the problems and
ferent water conservation measures sures examined in the early-action solutions. The level of understanding
as means to reduce demands, (4) the phase. While there was certainly not was attributable to recent drought ex-
honest attempt to seek active public universal agreement on all the periences and the attendant media
participation, and (5) the innovative measures proposed, it was most coverage, the studies and public in-
character of the regional plan involv- gratifying to see local agencies work- formation activities of others, and the
ing cooperative management of sup- ing together to solve a water supply Corps' MWA study efforts.
plies. Criticisms of the study were as problem that had a high degree of Lastly, what appeared to be the
follows: (1) long-range plans beyond both technical and institutional com- most beneficial aspect of the pro-
2030 should have been developed, plexity. It is believed that the coor- gram was the interaction-dialogue
(2) a recommendation should be dination and information developed element which was designed around
made suggesting the preservation of as part of the study process made a workshop exercises and committee
the most desirable reservoir sites, significant contribution to the positive interaction. The documentation
given that surface water storage ap- actions taken by the local interests, referenced earlier is evidence that
pears to be the "best" alternative for A second factor to be considered the various study committees met
large quantities of high quality water, in evaluating the public involvement frequently throughout the course of
(3) technical findings in the Final program was the effectiveness of the the study to provide their viewpoints.
Report should not be overshadowed program in disseminating information The advice and/or input obtained
by political and/or social considera- to the general public. In this case, the from these committees was most
tions, and (4) the conclusions regard- information to be conveyed could be valuable in gaining an insight into the
ing the EEWTP should reflect the sec- generally classified as identification desires of local interests.
ond year of testing. Furthermore, the of the problem, the alternatives, and
NAS-NAE committee noted the same the solutions. The Water Forum
deficiency as the CTF concerning Notes, public presentations, news
water quality studies of both raw and releases and other broad-based
finished water supplies. The water public information documents suc-
quality examination (which was con- ceded in educating an interested
ducted near the end of the study at public. To say that all of the several
the urging of the NAS-NAE and CTF million people affected by the prob-
committees) appeared to be too lem were fully attuned to the MWA
limited in scope, time and funding to study and findings would be a gross
permit any conclusive evaluations, overstatement; however, there was a
Underscoring the NAS-NAE commit- strong indication that the general
tee's long-standing concern, mem-
bers requested that every effort be
made in future water supply studies
to consider water quality on equal
terms with water quantity.

Evaluation of Public
Involvement Efforts

If the progress toward implemen-
tation of a plan is a measure of suc-
cess, then the MWA Study efforts
should be considered successful.
Local agencies and water suppliers
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Chapter VIII
Summary and
Conclusions

Summary project would increase water supply large degree by the efforts and in-
availability and to determine if reallo- terim reports produced by the Corps

The Metropolitan Washington Area cation of some additional storage for of Engineers through its study, the
Water Supply Study was a compre- water supply would be feasible. Addi- non-Federal interests accomplished
hensive examination of the water tionally, some technologically ad- several significant milestones as the
supply problems facing Washington, vanced alternatives were inves- study progressed. Some of the more
D.C., and seven surrounding counties tigated that might have applicability important accomplishments, listed in
in Maryland and Virginia. Severe in future years; however, these alter- chronological order, included the fol-
water supply shortages had been natives were not developed in as lowing: adoption of the Potomac Low
forecast for the Metropolitan Wash- much detail as the early-action com- Flow Allocation Agreement in 1978;
ington Area, and the study was un- ponents. Both the early-action and construction of a FCWA Potomac
dertaken to identify and evaluate al- long-range phases are discussed in River intake and enlargement of the
ternative methods of alleviating this Final Report for the Metro- WSSC Potomac River intake, both in

" future deficits. politan Washington Area Water Sup- 1980; completion of the flowby study
Following an intensive public in- ply Study. in 1981 by the State of Maryland;

volvement program to identify the The water supply situation was far construction of a FCWA Potomac
most acceptable alternatives for from static during the seven-year River treatment plant in 1982; signing
detailed examination, the study was study as the major water supply of a contract by the MWA water utili-
conducted in two distinct phases. utilities continually sought to improve ties in 1982 to purchase all of the
The first or early-action phase ex- their capabilities so as to avoid water supply storage in Bloomington
amined the most immediate prob- severe water shortages. Aided to a Lake; an agreement in 1982 to coop-
lems and formulated several alter-
natives for local consideration. A Potomac River at Great Falls, Low Flow in 1969
Progress Report describing the w

results of the early-action phase was
released in August 1979 so that deci-
sions concerning high priority water
supply plans could be made without
waiting for overall study completion.
The early-action phase concluded
that future water supply shortages
were not nearly as severe as first pro-
jected, and that alternatives were
available which could provide ade-
quate water for the region well into
the 21st century.

The second or long-range phase
analyzed the full spectrum of water
supply alternatives available to the
Metropolitan Washington Area.
These alternatives might be used to
furnish flowby levels greater than 100
mgd to the Potomac Estuary, to sat-
isfy demands greater than presently
anticipated, to provide reliable water
supply sources during droughts
worse than those previously re-
corded, to satisfy needs beyond the
year 2030, or any combination of
these factors. As part of the long-
range phase, a reformulation study of
the Bloomington Lake project was
also conducted to determine if re-
vised regulation procedures for the
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eratively manage all water supply The final section of this chapter then that single and multi-family residen-
sources on a regional basis for the provides general conclusions related tial units are estimated to account for
benefit of all users; and initiation of to the overall study. about 62 percent of total water use.
the construction of the Little Seneca Percentages in other use categoriesLake project in 1982. While all of Supplies are: unaccounted- 13 percent; corn-these achievements were not directly mercial/institutional - 11 percent;

attributable to the Metropolitan The Potomac River is the MWA's Federal government -9 percent; and
Washington Area Water Supply major source of supply, furnishing non-Federal government/institutional
Study, they benefited nevertheless about 70 percent of the area's water - 5 percent.
from the information and decisions supply needs. With the completion of Within the MWA, there are 25 in-
generated by the study. Bloomington Lake in 1981 and the dependent water service areas. Four

Such accomplishements, in turn, expected completion of Little Seneca of the more highly developed areas
significantly altered the magnitude of Lake in the mid-1980's, supplemental are served by the WSSC, FCWA,
the MWA's water supply problem releases will be available during Aqueduct, and Rockville which
while the Corps' study was being naturally low flow periods in the satisfy about 96 percent of the
conducted. Whereas large potential Potomac River. Other major sources MWA's total demand. These four ser-
water shortages were forecast at the of supply are the Occoquan Reser- vice areas are either partially or whol-
beginning of the study, the cumula- voir in Virginia and the Patuxent ly dependent upon the Potomac
tive effect of the actions taken by the Reservoirs in Maryland furnishing River, and were the primary focus of
non-Federal interests was to substan- about 12 percent and 14 percent, this report. The remaining service
tially eliminate projected shortages respectively, of the MWA needs. To- areas were defined as the outlying
for the major utilities until at least the gether these three sources furnish 96 communities and were analyzed to a
year 2030. The Final Report for the percent of the water used in the lesser degree of detail.
Metropolitan Washington Area Water MWA. Because of the extreme vari-

Supply Study is therefore an informa- ability of natural flow in the Potomac Sh1ftag1tion document for non-Federal de- River and because it is the MWA's Large water supply deficits for the
cision-makers rather than an author- primary source of water supply, pru- MWA had been forecast when the
ization document recommending dent use must be made of existing study was initiated. As the nature of
specific actions by the Corps of reservoir storage capacity available the supplies, demands, and capabil-
Engineers. to the MWA. ities of the existing resource base

Dea were better defined, the magnitude of
Demands the problem was found to be less

Average annual water demands severe than originally estimated. Cer-Significant Findings within the MWA, after accounting for tain actions by non-Federal entities
The following statement of findings a realistic conservation factor of ap- during the course of the study further

provides a brief synopsis of the most proximately 11 percent, are expected reduced the deficits which were first
pertinent results from the many anal- to increase from around 440 mgd in projected.
yses which were undertaken during 1980 to about 680 mgd in 2030. With the series of regional agree-
the study. These findings relate to Seasonal summer peak use will be ments signed in July 1982, the avail-
problem definition, management of well in excess of the average annual ability of Bloomington Lake and Little
the existing water supply system, im- value and is projected to range as Seneca Lake, and the implementa-
portant planning issues. and alterna- high as 970 mgd by 2030. Categor- tion of certain conservation mea-
tives for future water supply planning. ical breakdowns of water use show sures, no shortages are now pro-

jected for the four major Potomac
users within the planning horizon
(year 2030). This statement is predi-
cated upon the assumption of a min-
imum 100 mgd flowby target during
severe droughts, coordinated re-
gional management by the major util-
ities to make the most efficient pos-
sible use of the river and reservoir
sources, and the occurrence of a
drought no worse than the most
severe on record (1930-31).

Flowby
As part of its responsibilities under

the LFAA, the State of Maryland in
cooperation with others conducted
an investigaion of environmental
flowby into the Potomac Estuary. The
State recommended that a minimum
target of 100 mgd be established for
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flow into the Estuary, with a 300 mgd that are used for potable purposes. duce the storage "wasted" early in
flow target for the reach of the the water supply season and con-
Potomac River between Great Falls OuttyiPg S kVC* Areas serve water for later use during a
and Little Falls. The LFAA signatories Although the outlying communities more critical period. With conjunctive
later adopted these recommenda- make up only a small percentage of operation of all reservoirs, draw-

. tions, and they were subsequently the MWA's overall water supply downs could also be kept to a min-
used for planning purposes through- needs, they face potential shortages imum throughout the reservoir sys-
out the MWA Water Supply Study. well before the major utilities. The tem. Regulation of the system in such
Analyses were performed, however, nature of these shortages and the a manner would furnish an adequate
to determine the sensitivity of the pro- alternatives available to overcome base supply for most situations;
jected surpluses and shortages in the them are specific to each outlying however, Little Seneca Lake would

- year 2030 to other flowby levels. Two community. This report contains be available as an emergency sup-
levels of flow into the Estuary, 300 some general planning guidelines plemental source should Potomac
and 500 mgd, were selected for ex- which could be adopted to any area. flows be lower than projected or
amination. Results of the examina- Some of the same alternatives for- demands greater than anticipated.
tion simulating a recurrence of the mulated for the major utilities would Regulation of the entire water supply
1930-31 drought indicated that a 300 also apply to the outlying com- system as a regional unit also offers
mgd flowby target would cause only munities, but developed to a smaller added flexibility in responding to
small shortages throughout the water scale. The most likely future sources seasonal and daily variations in sup-
supply system in year 2030; however, for the outlying communities appear ply and demand, and would have
nearly all of the system's storage to be groundwater development and generally positive effects on the
would be exhausted (Bloomington, small reservoirs. associated environmental resources.
Savage, Occoquan , Patuxent, and
Little Seneca). For a 500 mgd flowby
target and simulation of the 1930-31 System Operation Bloomington Lake
drought, large shortages would occur The basic cornerstone to satisfy- Reformulation Study
throughout the system in year 2030 ing future water supply needs for the Bloomington Lake represents a
and all reservoirs would be emptied. major Potomac users is cooperative major new source of water for the
The shortages associated with 300 regional management of the entire MWA, and its use directly affects
and 500 mgd flowby targets in the water supply system. With operation water supply management decisions
year 2030 would approach 2.0 bg of the system as a regional unit, it is in the MWA. The Bloomington Lake
and 32.0 bg, respectively, possible to obtain certain synergistic Reformulation Study was undertaken

effects which improve the system's to answer two questions: (1) Could
Water Quality water supply capability. A system the existing project be regulated in a

The water quality of existing and model (PRISM/COE) was used to more efficient manner than the
proposed water supply sources was evaluate the regional management method suggested in the project's
of particular concern to the NAS-NAE strategies which offered the most 1962 authorization document, and (2)
Review Committee and the Citizens promise. Selection of an appropriate Could more water supply storage be
Task Force throughout the study pro- release balance between upstream made available within the project by
cess. Investigations were undertaken reservoirs (Bloomington and Savage) reallocating either flood control or
by USEPA to determine the potability and downstream reservoirs (Patuxent water quality storage?
of existing sources. Based on limited and Occoquan), for instance, can re-
available data, the USEPA study con- Bloomington Lake
cluded that the existing water treat-
ment plants are capable of producing
water from their respective sources
which satisfies current drinking water
standards. Additionally, the existing
water treatment plants are capable of
responding to moderate changes in
raw water source quality, should
such changes occur, without large
scale modifications to the treatment
processes.

:. -Nevertheless, strong watershed
protection programs should be
enacted for those areas upstream of

41,! the MWA's water supply reservoirs in
order to maintain or improve the
water quality of reservoir inflows.

j - These watershed protection pro-
grams should be accompanied by an
intensive and continuing water quali-
ty monitoring network to detect
changes in the raw water sources
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. Reregulation of -Existing perceived loss of flood damage pro- tions would not provide any "new"
tection, however, may be objec- water to the MWA, they would im-

Project tionable to communities immediately prove the capability of the overall

The Bloomington Lake Reformula- downstream of the project without system to respond to localized
- tion Study revealed that regulating some form of mitigation. To accom- emergencies in any one area. Fur-

the project to maintain a continuous modate the increase in water supply thermore, appropriate finished water
flow i'rget of 197 mgd (305 cfs) at storage, certain physical modifica- interconnections could make use of

" Luke, as suggested in the 1962 tions would have to be made to the potentially available treatment
authorization document, would be intake tower, spillway, and boat capacity at the Washington Aque-
very inefficient from a water supply launching areas. The costs for these duct, thus deferring the need for con-
viewpoint, and detrimental to the items, as well an an allocated share struction of additional treatment
water quality in the North Branch as of the project's original cost, would facilities by other utilities. Five fin-
well. Present studies indicate that the have to be repaid by a non-Federal ished water interconnections were
minimum flow target at Luke should sponsor. Environmental impacts of considered with capacities ranging
be approximately 78 mgd (120 cfs) to creating a larger lake would be from 4 to 60 mgd.
be met by releases from nearby minor, representing a loss of about Cost-savings would be possible if
Savage River Reservoir and Bloom- 117 acres of terrestrial habitat which the pipeline construction costs and
ington Lake's water quality storage. is of marginal value due to its steep the associated plant modifications

" -" Given the flow target at Luke, sup- nature. Water quality in the lake were less costly than treatment plant
plemental releases for the MWA can would be only slightly improved with expansion. Environmental impacts
then be made from Bloomington a larger and deeper lake; however, related to construction activities
Lake's water supply storage, buf- downstream water quality, pH, and would be negligible; however, some
fered as necessary by joint releases temperature may often show a sud- social disruption could occur as most
from Savage River Reservoir. Con- den drop because flood releases of the finished water interconnec-
current analysis resulted in the through the gated spillway would tions would be constructed in highly
development of a series of season- occur more often. urbanized areas. Operational im-
ally-dependent and flow-dependent pacts would be minimal except that
ratios to be used in balancing the Raw Water environmental quality of the Potomac
potentially acidic releases from Intrcrnctiots River upstream of the Aqueduct in-
Bloomington with the normally Two raw water interconnections takes could be slightly improved
alkaline releases from Savage. were identified as having potential to because of reduced FCWA and
Projections by the USGS estimated serve MWA water supply needs - a WSSC withdrawals. The blending of
the transit loss between Bloomington Potomac to Rocky Gorge intercon- water from different sources within a
Lake and the MWA to be insignificant nection for WSSC and a Potomac to single distribution system would not
even at low flows. Furthermore, the Occoquan interconnection for be expected to produce any signifi-
USGS estimated that 47 percent of FCWA. Sizes could vary, but studies cant adverse effects on water
any release would arrive at the MWA indicated that the most appropriate potability in the MWA as the raw
within the first seven days, with the capacity for each interconnection water sources and treatment plant
remaining 53 percent arriving during would be between 60 and 70 mgd. processes are relatively similar in
the subsequent seven days. In Reversible capability in both intercon- character.
another related investigation, it was nections would add significant flex-
determined that the Bloomington ibility to the water supply systems by ReMgulation
Lake project should continue to be taking full advantage of the water With the completion of the FCWA
regulated to provide a winter draw- treatment plant capacities at either Potomac treatment plant, both WSSC
down for flood control and water end of the interconnections. Raw and FCWA can now take advantage
quality purposes. water interconnections would be ex- of reregulation and are proceeding to

pensive projects, and would cause do so. Reregulation allows for the effi-
Storage -Reallocation some social and environmental dis- cient and flexible use of reservoir

Two storage reallocation possi- ruption during construction. The most storage capacity in both systems.
bilities were considered for Bloom- significant impact during the opera- Withdrawals from the reservoirs can
ington Lake - water quality storage to tion phase would be the possibility of be reduced during periods of ade-
water supply and flood control stor- accelerated reservoir drawdowns. quate flow in the Potomac River,
age to water supply. Studies indi- Water quality in both the Rocky thereby saving stored water in the
cated that all of Bloomington Lake's Gorge or Occoquan Reservoirs reservoirs for later use during critical
existing water quality storage (16.6 would be slightly degraded and treat- low flow periods. By nature, reregula-
bg) should be reserved for satisfying ment costs at the reservoir treatment tion saves small amounts of water
flowby targets at both Luke, Mary- plants would be slightly increased if over an extended period, and must
land, and downstream in the MWA Potomac River water was discharged be consciously implemented well in
during low flow periods. On the other directly into the reservoirs. The water advance of the probable low flow
hand, up to 50 percent (5.9 bg) of the quality effects of pumping reservoir season to be fully effective. Reregula-
projects' existing flood control stor- water to the Potomac River would be tion is a very low cost alternative as
age could conceivably be reallocated minimal, maximum use is made of existing
to water supply storage with only a Finished Water facilities and no structural modifica-
seven percent reduction in the proj- Int0lM n01i@nS tions are required. Environmental im-
act's average annual benefits. The While finished water interconnec- pacts of reregulation would be neg-
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ligible, with the possible exception of Basin have objected strongly to tives available to the MWA. Wells,
accelerated reservoir drawdowns major storage projects that primarily pumping stations, pipelines, and
during low flow periods in the Poto- serve downstream municipalities, water treatment plants would be
mac River. Water potability would not required, with accompanying envi-
be adversely affected due to rereg- Local RWOSON ronmental and social impacts during
ulation in either the WSSC or FCWA In addition to Little Seneca Lake, construction. Water quality in the
system. The USEPA's drinking water six new local reservoirs were ex- deep aquifers, based on a limited
standards would not be violated. amined which would have capabil- comparison with deep wells in the

ities for providing water supply to the area, is projected to be acceptable
Water Conservation MWA. These local sites could also of- for potable use after chlorination.

Permanent water conservation fer multi-purpose potential, such as Before actual development of large-
and demand reduction measures recreation or flood control. The sites scale groundwater projects in the
have the potential to substantially ranged in storage capacity from 3.3 Atlantic Coastal Plain, pumping tests
decrease projected MWA baseline bg to 39.1 bg, and in yield potential should be conducted in the deep
demands throughout the planning from 12 mgd to 125 mgd. Such local aquifers to confirm estimated
period. A distinction was made be- reservoirs would generally represent drawdown rates, yields, and zones of
tween permanent conservation mea- relatively costly approaches to satis- influence. A significant institutional
sures which were addressed in this fying needs, primarily because they constraint at this time is the State of
study and temporary emergency would have to be constructed as Maryland's policy prohibiting the ex-
measures which had already been high-flow skimming projects with ac- port of groundwater from the Atlantic
addressed as pert of MWCOG's companying pipelines to the Poto- Coastal Plain because its shallow
Water Supply Emergency Agree- mac River. The environmental im- aquifers presently provide nearly all
ment. Five water conservation sce- pacts of the various local reservoirs of the area's domestic water supply.
narios were developed which pro- would obviously vary according to Potma Estuar
posed permanent measures capable the specific dam site, reservoir size,
of reducing the year 2030 demands and pipeline length, but the stream From an examination of the find-

*between 7 and 27 percent. For plan- valleys in question are generally very ings from the EEWTP testing pro-
ning purposes, the MWA water util- sensitive environmental areas. Water gram, it appears technologically
ities adopted Conservation Scenario quality at most of the sites is good. In feasible to treat Potomac Estuary
3 which assumed an approximate 11 the pest, development of such local water to provide a potable water sup-
percent water use reduction. Any of reservoir sites has generally faced ply source. There may be some un-
these conservation scenarios would strong public opposition. determined health risks, however, in
be extremely flexible in that they One other local reservoir possibil- using a source such as the Potomac
could be independently applied in any ity within the MWA would be to raise Estuary which is subject to dis-
service area and could be imple- the Occociuan Reservoir level by charges from large wastewater treat-
mented in combination with other three feet to provide 2.2 bg of addi- ment plants and from untreated non-
water supply measures. Although tional storage and an increase in point sources. Results from the
non-structural in nature, successful yield of about 12 mgd. This project Chesapeake Bay Hydraulic Model
water conservation programs would modification would increase the flex- testing program also indicate that the
probably require some direct expen- ibility of the regional system, but salinity concentration at an estuary
ditures by consumers. Water conser. could create significant social and in- treatment plant intake may rise to
vation could also result in some Sig- stitutional impacts as additional land unacceptable levels during pro-
nificant cost savings to the water and would have to be acquired. longed use in a severe drought. The
wastewater utilities by delaying or aquatic resources of the upper Poto-
negating the need to enlarge treat- Groundwater mac Estuary may also be adversely
ment plants and pipelines. Initially, two sites were identified affected by the increase in salinity

as having potential for groundwater levels associated with use of the
Upstream Reservoirs development - one in Maryland's Estuary. Due to the many uncer-

Seven upstream reservoir sites Hagerstown Valley and a second in tainties with regard to Estuary use,
were examined, ranging in storage Maryland's Atlantic Coastal Plairi. Public acceptability remains as a
capacity from 8.8 bg to 33.9 bg and in The Hagerstown Valley examinat~in major unresolved issue. Preliminary
yield potential from 32 mgd to 110 was terminated soon after study ini- cost data suggest that a full scale
mgd. The upstream reservoirs could tiation due to strong local and state Estuary water treatment plant, when
be developed as multiple-purpose opposition; thus, no statement can be considering the transmission, land,
sites to include recreation and flood made regarding the yield, feasibility, and pumping requirements along
control as well as water supply. As a costs, or impacts of developing this with the actual treatment costs, may
component group, the upstream res- source. be a very expensive alternative. As a
ervoirs would provide the greatest The analysis of groundwater devel- general note, the data and exper-
supply of high quality water for the opment in the Atlantic Coastal Plain iences gained from the EEWUP
MWA at the lowest unit cmst. How- was carried to completion, and it was testing program for the Potomac
ever, they could create adverse envi- determined that the maximum yield Estuary may have applicability in
ronmental and social impacts, de- from the deep aquifers would be other cities or countries which are
pending on the characteristics of a about 100 mgd. Groundwater devel- contemplating the use of degraded
specific project area. In the past, res- opment In the Coastal Plain repre- brackish water as a possible source
idents in the upper Potomac River sents one of the most costly alterna- of water supply. Documentation Of
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the entire testing program is con- Wastewater Reuse (1) The proposed programs em-
tained In a special report being sub- Several forms of watewater reuse bodied by the series of agreements
mitted directly to the U.S. Congress. for water supply were considered, in- signed on 22 July 1982 are projected

cluding land application with subse- to satisfy water supply needs of the
inth rie fwae quent reclamation, agricultural and Potomac water utilities until at least

Adjustment ithprcofwerindustrial use of partially treated the year 2030 under the revised
charged to consumers ws investi- wastewater, groundwater recharge, assumptions of supply and demand
gated as a possibility for reducing the and surface water recharge. Most of used as the base condition during the
overall demand for water. Marginal these options were found to have long-range phase of study. These
cost peak period pricing was deter- limited application in the MWA programs resulted, in part, from the
mined to be the most applicable because of the large acreage re- information and decisions generated
method within the MWA as it would quirements for land application, min- as part of the Corps' early-action
assure efficiency in resource use and imal use of water by industry and study phase.
equity in cost distribution among agriculture, and insignificant reliance (2) There is no need for additional
resource users. However, investiga- by the major utilities on groundwater water supply projects or programs by
tion of this pricing policy revealed sources. The remaining option was the Corps of Engineers, such as
that prices high enough to depress surface water recharge which was those studied in the long-range
demand could niot be justified on the investigated through a scheme to phase, at this time. Institutional ar-
basis of marginal costs at this time. pump Blue Plains treated wastewater rangements, either existing or newly
This finding reflected the recent pro- effluent to a discharge point im- created by the July 1982 agree-
gress by the non-Federal entities in mediately downstream of the Wash- ments, are capable of implementing

* implementing new increments of ington Aqueduct's Little Falls intake, the proposed programs and are pro-
capacity at relatively inexpensive This scheme, in effect, would furnish ceeding Smoothly.
costs. It also reflected the high pro- flowby while allowing the water (3 Given that there is no need for
portion of fixed costs to total costs in utilities to withdraw most of the additional water supply projects, fur-
the major Potomac utilities which had Potomac River's natural flow. The ther work on the Verona Lake project
the effect of keeping marginal cost transfer pipeline would involve costly (authorized for Phase I Advanced En-
peak period rates below present urban construction (with associated gineering and Design by Section
rates. Moreover, the recent cost- high levels of social and cultural im- 85(a) of P.L. 93-251) near Staunton,
sharing formula for future projects, pacts) adjacent to streets, parks, Virginia is not required. The Corn-
incorporated into the Water Supply buildings, and historic sites of na- monwealth of Virginia concurs in this
Coordination Agreement, provides tional significance. decision (see Annex C-VIII - Back-
strong incentives for participating ground Correspondence) as there
utilities to reduce peak demands. in Conclusions are no local needs in the Staunton
the future, marginal cost peak period Several noteworthy conclusions area for a Federal water supply proj-
Pricing May be Considerably more ef- and observations were made at the ect. Thus, the Metropolitan Wash-
fective when the benefits from ex- completion of the study which ington Area Water Supply Study and
isting supply management have been deserve explicit statement. They per- Final Report are considered to be
maximized and the need and cost for tan to the overall study and are pro- responsive to Section 85(a) of the
new supplies has increased. vided below.
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Water Resources Development Act such needs can be identified suffi- satisfied with the implementation of
of 1974. The Sixes Bridge project, ciently in advance of a shortage some of the early-action programs.
also authorized for Phase I Advanced situation to undertake appropriate Should additional water supply pro-
Engineering and Design by Section management actions. This periodic grams be needed in the future, the

K:85(a), was deauthorized in December review of the water supply situation work accomplished as part of the
1981.willalso allow the LFMA signatories to long-range phase would be an ap-

-(4) The Interstate Commission on assess the effectiveness of the propriate starting point for more
the Potomac River Basin's CO-OP various agreements and contracts in detailed investigations.
(Cooperative Water Supply Opera- satisfying water supply needs. (9) Although water potability
tions on the Potomac) Program is the (7) Conjunctive regulation of studies were performed which in-appropriate mechanism to promote Bloomington Lake and Savage River dicated that the current drinking
and sustain the necessary level of Reservoir to (a) satisfy a minimum water standards could be met now
regional cooperation endorsed in the flow target at Luke of 78 mgd (120 and in the foreseeable future, these
recent series of agreements and con- cfs), (b) maximize the amount of studies were admittedly of a limited
tracts. The Water Supply Coordina- water available for downstream nature. Any future study of water sup-
tion Agreement formalizes the users, and (c) improve water quality ply needs in the MWA should con-
region's commitment to cooperative in the North Branch Potomac River, sider a more thorough examination of
management from an overall per- is within the authority of the District the quality and/or potability of dif-
spective. Without such regional Engineer. There is no need, at the ferent water sources. Additionally,
management, it is likely that the present time, to reallocate either strong watershed protection pro-
separate water supply systems flood control or water quality storage grams and water quality monitoring
would not be managed for the max- to provide more water supply storage systems should be undertaken now
imum benefit of all users throughout in Bloomington Lake. to prevent the degradation of existing
the MWA and shortages could result. (8) The alternatives investigated raw water supplies and to collect

(5) PRISMICOE is an effective during the long-range phase appear data regarding water quality trends
planning tool for investigating how to have limited application in the im- throughout the MWA, respectively.
the water supply systems of the mediate future because: (a) they are
major utilities will respond to different not cost-effective, (b) they create
drought scenarios and for examining potentially significant adverse en-
alternative system regulation vironmental impacts, (c) they repre-
schemes on a weekly basis. Im- sent options which have been gen-
provements, refinements, and addi- erally opposed by the public in recent
tions to PRISM/COE, such as those years, (d) they are not engineeringly
undertaken by CO-OP, have also feasible given the current technology,
made the model applicable for day- or (e) they contain a combination of

*to-day operational decisions. the drawbacks listed in (a) through
PRISM/COE and its derivatives are (d). Furthermore, there is no pressing
extremely valuable assets to any desire for implementation of any of
water supply manager in the MWA these alternatives at the present time
and should be updated periodically to as the needs are projected to be
reflect changes to the water supply
system.

(6) Modification Number 1 to the
Potomac Low Flow Alocation Agree-
ment provides for a review every five
years to determine the fairness and
reasonableness of the allocation for-
mula. This periodic review also re-
quires a forecast of the MWA sup-
plies and demands for coming years.
Should further action be needed in
the future to balance supplies and
demands, the provisions of the LFAA
furnish the logical means by which
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Chapter IX
Recommendations

Although large potential water sup- other interested agencies, the con- to satisfy Metropolitan Wash-
ply shortages were forecast prior to cemed public, and the National ington Area water supply
and during the early stages of the Academy of Sciences - National needs:
Metropolitan Washington Area Water Academy of Engineering to deter- (2) The Final Report for the
Supply Study, non-Federal agencies mine the overall public interest. Metropolitan Washington
and organizations have made signifi- Public meetings and workshops have Area Water Supply Study be
cant progress recently in implement- been conducted throughout the study transmitted to Congress as
ing regional solutions to the water and progress reports have been an information document, in
supply problems in the Metropolitan coordinated with the appropriate accordance with the direc-
Washington Area. This progress was agencies, groups, and interests at tives of the study's authoriz-
aided in large part by the technical various times. Additionally, I have ex- ing legislation - Section 85 of
work conducted by the Corps of En- amined the status of the recent the Water Resources Devel-

-. gineers as part of its study and made regional commitments to supplemen- opment Act of 1974 (Public
available to the non-Federal interests tal water supply programs. Law 93-251).
on a continuing basis. Thus, a fun- In light of the findings and conclu- Due to of the concerns regarding
damental goal of the Metropolitan sions discussed in the foregoing the future quality of raw water
Washington Area Water Supply Study chapters, in view of the fact that the sources in the Metropolitan Wash-
was achieved. That goal was to pro- non-Federal interests have already ington Area, I further recommend
vide the necessary technical support used the Corps' study to undertake that appropriate Federal, state, and
and direction to enable responsible their own water supply programs, local agencies undertake the nec-
decisions by local officials concern- and based on the expectation that essary programs to protect and en-
ing implementation of high priority the non-Federal agencies will con- hance the quality of both present and
water supply programs. tinue to adhere to the regional potential raw water sources. These

I have reviewed all documents and agreements and contracts signed in programs, as a minimum, should in-
analyses conceming the Metropol- 1982, I recommend that: clude watershed protection pro-
itan Washington Area Water Supply (1) The Corps of Engineers take grams and water quality monitoring
Study as well as the stated views of no further action at this time programs.

GERALD C. BROWN
SColonel, Corps of Engineers

District Engineer
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Courage participation and interest by dialogue mechanisms such as work- volvement activities were also used
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